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SECTION 1

1.1 COLLEGE PROGRAM AND PURPOSE

"A college is a unit of the University organized to conduct curricula of study and research and to recommend the granting of degrees." (1)

1.2 MISSION STATEMENT OF THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

- The University of Florida, College of Pharmacy promotes the health and welfare of the citizens of Florida and the Nation by preparing graduates in Pharmacy to take independent professional responsibility for the outcome of drug therapy in patients. Graduates have the scientific and cultural background necessary to assume leadership roles in the profession and the community.

- The College promotes and fosters graduate education in the Pharmaceutical, Clinical, Administrative and Psychosocial sciences. The College educates students to be distinguished contributors to Pharmacy and related disciplines.

- The College provides faculty members the opportunity to develop fully as teachers and scholars.

- The College supports development of quality research programs, which serve to advance the knowledge and skills of pharmacists, other health care professionals and the associated scientific community.

- The College provides leadership for the continuing professional growth and development of Pharmacy in Florida, nationally, and internationally.

- The College cooperates in a service capacity with other institutions in the provision of specialty advanced training, as well as with the state and the profession in areas where the College Faculty possess unique expertise.

- The College provides opportunities for practicing pharmacists to maintain and enhance their competencies for professional practice.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

During the strategic planning process for the College of Pharmacy the Executive Council of the College compiled a list of general objectives for each of the seven specific areas addressed in the mission statement. These include:

Professional Education:

1. Develop and maintain a curriculum of sufficient length and quality to be consistent with the profession's concept of Pharmaceutical Care, as expressed in Background Paper II of AACP
Commission to Implement Change in Pharmacy Education of 1991 and the current Center for the Advancement for Pharmaceutical Education (CAPE) Guidelines.

2. Graduate students with sensitivity to cultural diversity in our population and with specific knowledge of the demographics of diseases.

3. Develop a practitioner who values the welfare of patients and who can develop a caring, trusting relationship with patients.

4. Graduates will be competent in problem solving, critical thinking, written and verbal communication skills, and management of information using modern technology.

5. Continuously improve the quality of teaching.

6. Continuously improve the quality of successful applicants for admission in both their academic performance and their potential to become high caliber professional practitioners.

7. Graduates will be able to actively participate as members of the health care team and understand continuity of care.

8. Provide students with the opportunities to develop leadership skills.

**Graduate and Postgraduate Education:**

1. Continuously enhance an intellectual atmosphere that fosters a high regard for scholarship.

2. Encourage, through faculty mentoring, the intellectual and professional growth of graduate students, both technically in their discipline and as leaders among peers.

3. Provide opportunity for students to conduct research at the leading edge of their discipline.

4. Prepare graduates who are capable of assuming quality positions in academia, government, and the pharmaceutical industry, or enter academia with the ability to compete for the best positions.

5. Train clinical scientists capable of independent research that will be recognized nationally.

6. Attract students of the highest caliber and potential for scholarly achievement.

7. Provide training and experience in teaching.

**Research:**

1. Foster high quality research in the disciplines relevant to Pharmacy.

2. Encourage interdisciplinary research within and outside the college.

3. Gain recognition from peers as a high quality, research-oriented college.

4. Conduct and report results of research that is considered to be at the leading edge of the various disciplines.

5. Publish results of original research in high quality journals as appropriate to the respective discipline.

**Faculty Development:**

1. Promote and encourage innovative instructional approaches and methods.

2. Encourage and help faculty to develop new research skills in their own and related fields.

3. Assist faculty in gaining an understanding of the factors impacting on the provision of pharmaceutical care in a dynamic health care environment.

4. Encourage faculty in self-development of leadership and mentoring skills.

5. Assist faculty members interested in pursuing careers in academic leadership to gain the experiences needed.

6. Encourage and promote self-renewal for senior faculty through sabbatical and development leaves and other activities that can engender a new spirit of enthusiasm for academic pursuits.
Service:

1. Employ faculty who are role models in their respective disciplines.
2. Encourage community service, by faculty and students, in areas relevant to Pharmacy.
3. Encourage and support faculty participation as members of editorial boards of scholarly journals and as members of peer review panels for granting agencies.
4. Encourage and support faculty participation in programs of continuing education for pharmacists and pharmaceutical scientists.
5. Encourage and support faculty participation in leadership roles in professional and scientific societies and in the community.

Leadership to the Profession:

1. Encourage and support student participation in professional organizations.
2. Create forums on issues of significance to the profession.
3. Publish scholarly articles of value to the profession in peer-reviewed journals.

Retraining of Practitioners:

1. Provide training in Pharmaceutical Care for practitioners.
2. Offer the opportunity for practitioners holding the BS degree to earn the PharmD degree.
3. Provide access for practitioners to the expertise of the faculty.
4. Provide continuing educational programs to practitioners.
5. Provide certificate programs in appropriate areas of Pharmacy Practice for practitioners who desire formal validation of their training.
University of Florida College of Pharmacy Organizational Chart: AY 2011

SECTION 2
2.1 DEAN

The Dean is the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Administrative Officer (CEO, CAO) of the college. The Dean is appointed by the President. The Dean is responsible to the President through the President's designee, has the authority and the responsibility for the administration and supervision of the college, and is the agent of the faculty for the execution of educational policy (UF Constitution, Article VI, section 2A3, pg 23).

The responsibilities of the Dean include:
- Interpretation of the College's academic and research programs to the University and external communities.
- Representation of the Faculty to the University, The Health Center, and the profession and external committees.
- Appointment and supervision of Administrative Officers, Department Chairs, Associate and Assistant Deans, Director of Continuing Education, Director of the Working Professional PharmD Program and Director of Development.
- Organization and monitoring the strategic planning efforts of the College.
- Development and fund raising.
- Decisions on appointments, promotions and tenure of faculty members.
- Communication with the faculty on all matters affecting the College's academic programs at both the professional and graduate levels.

2.2 ASSOCIATE DEANS

There shall be administrative officers appointed by the Dean. Associate and Assistant Deans all serve at the discretion of the Dean. All appointments of Associate and Assistant Deans will be conducted according to University Guidelines. The Associate and Assistant Deans of the College, at present, include the Executive Associate Dean, the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs, the Senior Associate Dean for Financial and Administrative Affairs, the Associate Dean for Distance, Continuing and Executive Education, the Associate Dean for Curricular Affairs and Accreditation, the Associate Dean and Director for Experiential Programs and the Assistant Deans for each of our Distant Campuses located in Jacksonville, Orlando and St. Petersburg, Florida. The performance of each Associate and Assistant Dean will be appraised annually by his or her supervisor. Further, the Faculty Governance Council will provide input about the performance of all Associate and Assistant Deans to the college’s administration every three to five years.

- The Executive Associate Dean reports to the Dean and serves as the CEO and college representative in the absence of the Dean. The Executive Associate Dean also serves as an advisor to the Dean on matters related to academic, budgetary, personnel, development and all office, research and support space within the college. All Departmental Chairs report to the Executive Associate Dean. The Executive Associate Dean is also involved in the development of college-wide policies as the ex officio member of the Faculty Governance Council. This person coordinates all research and graduate education matters and serves as the liaison between the College of Pharmacy and the University’s Office for Research and Graduate Programs. The Executive Associate Dean is responsible for the promotion, coordination, and improvement of research activities within the College, as well as assists departmental graduate coordinators and graduate educators in recruiting new graduate students. This individual also serves as chair of the college’s Graduate Studies Committee, advisor to the Graduate Student Council and graduate student ombudsman.
• **The Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs** reports to the Dean and is responsible for the following activities in student affairs: recruitment; application and admission processing; college-based financial aid and awards selection and processing; handling individuals with chemical impairment, illness, or other circumstances that interfere with normal academic progression and professional development; registration of pharmacy students; classroom scheduling; student advisement and professional development; communicating policies and procedures for student organizations; communicating and enforcing University and College policies that impact student life; preparation of reports to AACP on student enrollment and progression; and, coordination and implementation of college events such as Orientation, Open House, Parents and Family Day, Professional Coating Ceremony, and Commencement Ceremonies. In the area of academic affairs the Senior Associate Dean has the following responsibilities: *ex-officio* to the college Curriculum Committee and the college Curriculum Assessment Committee; representative to the university Curriculum Committee; assists in the coordination of regular and final examinations; academic performance monitoring and processing of petitions; development and maintenance of policies, procedures, and advisement for students in selected joint degree programs; new course number processing and approval and representation to the State Course Numbering Office; summaries of instructor and course evaluations; monitors student performance on NAPLEX and MPJE; assists in handling academic dishonesty cases; and, communication of policies and procedures affecting academic standards to students and faculty. The Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs has responsibilities in the Experiential Program through the following activities: registration of students in advanced pharmacy practice experience coursework (APPE’s); handling petitions for changes in APPE’s; communicating policies and procedures and coordinating the collection and organization of pre-clinical requirements for introductory pharmacy practice experiences (IPPE’s) and APPE’s; and, handling students who encounter difficulty in meeting standards for IPPE’s and APPE’s. The Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs serves as the Equal Employment Opportunity Officer for the College. He also chairs the Admissions Committee, the Academic and Professional Standards Committee, and the Financial Aid and Awards Committee, and serves on the Executive Council for the College.

• **The Senior Associate Dean for Administrative and Financial Affairs** reports to the Dean and serves as an advisor to the Dean, the Chief of Staff, the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and the Chief Information Officer (CIO). In these roles this individual is responsible for the oversight of all College staff, personnel and payroll issues, all computer technology and all fiscal activities (contracts and grants, budget, and financial administration of all accounts of the college) and services including property and inventory control. This person is involved in development of plans for renovation of College facilities and oversees construction management of new facilities. This person is also the Executive Vice President and Board Member of the University of Florida, College of Pharmacy Faculty Practice Plan, Inc.

• **The Associate Dean for Distance, Continuing and Executive Education** reports to the Dean and serves as the administrator responsible for development, implementation and supervision of the Distance Education Campuses, and the Office of Continuing Education for the College. This individual also serves as the Director of the Working Professional PharmD Program and is also responsible for the Offices of Educational Media and Educational Initiatives.

• **The Associate Dean for Curricular Affairs and Accreditation** reports to the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs and is responsible for implementation of the professional curriculum, curriculum outcomes assessment, and accreditation activities. This individual is
also responsible for promoting faculty pedagogical development. This individual is an ex officio member of the Curriculum Committee and chairs the Curriculum Assessment team.

- **The Associate Dean for Experiential Education** reports to the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs. This person directs and is responsible for all activities within the College’s Office of Experiential Programs (OEP see Section 2.8). This individual is the overall course coordinator for all experiential courses in the professional degree program, supervises the Assistant Director of Experiential Programs and other staff of the OEP, and serves as the point person for experiential coursework as related to other courses in the curriculum. This individual is responsible for the supervision of the content and delivery of all preceptor and student training regarding experiential education courses. This individual acts as an advisor to the Academic Performance Committee and other committees, departments, or organizations which make decisions regarding student’s behaviors/problems while in experiential education courses.

- **The Assistant Deans for the Distant Campuses in Jacksonville, Orlando and St. Petersburg** each report to the Associate Dean for Distance, Continuing and Executive Education and serve as the administrator responsible for development, implementation, and continuous oversight of policies and procedures related to the appropriate delivery of the professional curriculum at their respective distance campus. These individuals are also responsible for all events and student activities at the respective distant campus.

### 2.3 DEPARTMENT CHAIRS

**Departments:** The department shall be the fundamental unit of academic and administrative organization within the University. Departments shall be either professional functions departments or teaching and research departments ([UF Constitution, Article VI, section 3, pg 25](#)). The five departments of the College are:

- Medicinal Chemistry
- Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy
- Pharmaceutics
- Pharmacodynamics
- Pharmacotherapy and Translational Research

**Appointment and Review of Chairs:** “The Chairperson shall be nominated by the dean of the college after formal consultation with a committee of the department selected by its tenured members and after consultation with others in related fields outside the department. The nominations shall be forwarded to the President for approval.” ([UF Constitution, Article VI, section 3C, pg 25](#)). The performance of each chair is reviewed annually by the Dean and Executive Associate Dean and every five years by the departmental faculty through a mechanism developed by the Faculty Governance Council.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** “The teaching, research, and service functions of a department are conducted by the faculty under the auspices of the chair." ([UF Constitution, Article VI, section 3B, pg 25](#)). Chairs have the authority and responsibility for the administration and supervision of all activities of the department and are responsible to the Dean, the Executive Associate Dean, and the Vice-President for Health Affairs. The Chair is responsible for developing and implementing the strategic plan of the department, overseeing and coordinating the professional courses and graduate program within the department, allocating departmental workloads, designating teaching assignments, yearly evaluation of faculty and staff in the department and assessing the
performance of the department in helping the college reach its goals. Departmental staff will be reviewed yearly in conjunction with the Assistant Dean for Administration and Financial Affairs. The Chair is also responsible for oversight of space assigned by the Dean, personnel, and all fiscal resources of the department.

2.4 CENTER DIRECTORS

Centers: Centers and Institutes are established and abolished according to specific funding and program needs. The University of Florida adopted policies governing the establishment and review of Centers every 5 years. New Centers will be established only after college wide discussions on the specific research mission of the Center. The three Centers housed in the College are the: 1) Center for Drug Discovery; 2) Center for Pharmacogenomics and; 3) Center for Food-Drug Interaction Research and Education. The Center for the Neurobiology of Aging is jointly housed in the Colleges of Pharmacy and Medicine. The Center for Environmental and Human Toxicology includes faculty members from the Colleges of Pharmacy, Veterinary Medicine and Medicine.

Appointment and Review of Center Directors: The administrative officers of these Centers are Directors. Directors are responsible to the Dean of the College with all educational, research, service and fiscal matters related to the center. Center Directors are responsible to their Department Chairs for academic and educational activities.

Duties and Responsibilities: The purpose of a Center is to attract external funding to enhance multidisciplinary teaching, research, and service. The Directors will be involved in fund raising to support the research missions of the specific Center through training and program project grants. The Director also represents the center to federal, state and private funding agencies. Center Directors are responsible for the fiscal operations of Centers and fulfillment of their designated research mission. Center Directors are responsible to their Department Chair and the Dean for their annual evaluation of academic activities.

2.5 ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

The Administrative Services office is responsible for support and administration of college resources, fiscal and physical. This office directly supports the areas of Academic and Student Affairs, Development and Alumni Affairs, the Working Professional PharmD Program, Information Technology and Graduate Studies and Research in the areas of personnel, payroll, accounting, purchasing, payables processing, receivables processing, banking relations and investments, accounting and financial statement preparation for the Faculty Practice Association, physical asset control and inventory, budgeting, contracts administration, and grant management. It also provides College infrastructure needs in the areas of mail delivery, receiving and delivery of equipment and supplies, maintenance of College’s fleet of vehicles, and delivery for Administrative offices. This office also serves as an information resource and point of accountability to the university in the areas of academic and nonacademic personnel, auditing, accounting, purchasing, and property control.

The duties of the office are split between two Administrative Assistants each with staff reporting to them. Each Administrative Assistant has areas of specialization and authority and report directly to the Senior Associate Dean for Financial and Administrative Affairs.
2.6 OFFICE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Office of Information Technology provides services to the Academic and Administrative departments and offices of the College related to computerization, implementation of upgrades to the resource base of hardware and software, maintenance of the resource base, trouble-shooting of operational problems with hardware and software, and software design and implementation. It has additional responsibilities for Web development, Internet resources and support, LAN development and control, distance learning technology development and support, server implementation, and maintenance and development of resources to maintain the College’s investment in state of the art technology. The Director of the Office of Information Technology serves as a resource to the College faculty and staff regarding software design, strategic planning for future Information Technology (IT) needs, curriculum implementation and support related to IT, and server maintenance and design issues. The Director reports to the Senior Associate Dean for Administrative and Financial Affairs.

2.7 ACADEMIC AND STUDENT AFFAIRS

The Office of Academic and Student Affairs (OASA) directs the coordination of instructional activities, advises prospective students, and processes applications and admissions. In addition, the OASA conducts new student orientation, trains faculty advisors, faculty advisors to student organizations, and coordinates the advisement of students. The OASA is also responsible for awards and financial aid and scholarship programs within the College. Furthermore, the OASA is responsible for overseeing faculty development within the College, curriculum oversight, curriculum outcomes assessment, and accreditation activities. The OASA is under the direction of the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs. The Associate Dean for Curricular Affairs and Accreditation serves in support of the curriculum oversight, curriculum outcomes assessment, and accreditation activities.

Coordinator of Student Affairs. This individual is responsible for all aspects of the College of Pharmacy OASA and reports to the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs. The Coordinator of Student Affairs duties include:

- Assists in the formulation of operation policies and procedures for OASA.
- Interprets University of Florida policies regarding admission and degree programs.
- Assists in academic advisement for prepharmacy and professional students.
- Assists in recruitment activities and performs record creation, maintenance, and revision utilizing Student Academic Support System (SASS) to ensure accuracy of student audit/degree program records for undergraduate (Universal Tracking and ISIS) and professional programs.
- Performs on-line course scheduling and degree certification.
- Assists in the planning and coordination of COP events such as Orientation, Open House, Parents and Family Day, Coating Ceremony, and Graduation.
- Coordinates maintenance of student records and college data-base.
- Supervises staff with primary responsibilities in college financial aid program and admissions process.
- Assists in the development and coordination of the preparation of college publications.
- Coordinates the maintenance of Student Affairs Office website.
- Assists in compiling admissions and graduation annual data.
- Assists in preparation and monitoring of the budget for the OASA.
2.8 OFFICE OF EXPERIENTIAL PROGRAMS

The Office of Experiential Programs is responsible for the recruitment, maintenance, and evaluation of experiential training sites, advisement of students on rotation selection and procedures, and scheduling of experiential rotations. This includes introductory pharmacy practice experiences (IPPE) and advanced pharmacy practice experience (APPE) programs throughout the curriculum. This office is also involved with the recruitment of external clinical faculty and with their training. The office works closely with the Florida Board of Pharmacy in helping students comply with licensing requirements. The office oversight is the responsibility of the Associate Dean for Experiential Education and Director of Experiential Programs who reports to the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs, in consultation with the Chair of the Pharmacotherapy and Translational Research Department.

2.9 DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI AFFAIRS

The mission of the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs is to build relationships with alumni & friends to support the college’s initiatives and projects with appropriate resources, to manage those resources and to provide volunteer leadership in support of the College’s objectives. The Office, under the direction of the Senior Director of Development, in consultation with the Dean, develops private gift fund-raising objectives for the college, oversees all college fund-raising activities including major gifts, planned gifts and annual gifts. The Development Office acts as a liaison between the College and the University of Florida Foundation. The Senior Director also manages the alumni activities and provides support for the college's national advisory board, career days, and professional association receptions. Following are the positions under the department and the general areas they are responsible for;

The Associate Director of Development:
- Execution of the annual giving program and coordination of UF Foundation related activities.
- Management of major and special gift prospects in conjunction with campaign activities and priorities of the college.

The Assistant Director of Alumni Affairs:
- Coordinates all aspects of alumni activities & events designed to enhance relations with alumni including the identification and cultivation of alumni & friends for major gifts.
- Manages all fiscal aspects of events including budget projections, purchase orders, invoicing, and vendor setup.
- Solicits companies and alumni for sponsorship of Development & Alumni Affairs sponsored events.
- Meets with student organizations and class leaders to help in planning of student events, soliciting for sponsorship, fiscal and correspondence oversight.
- Spearheads the college’s annual brick installment.

The Director of News and Communications:
- Works with UF news teams, and local and national media to seek news opportunities to promote the college — and its faculty, research, students, donors and programs.
- Facilitates printed and electronic communications in promotion of the college.
- Serves as editor and art director of the GATORx alumni magazine, working collaboratively with the Sr. Director of Development and the Dean to represent the college’s news, philanthropy, accomplishments and alumni base.
• Liaison with professional pharmacy associations to keep strong UF presence among its peer colleges.

2.10 WORKING PROFESSIONAL PHARMD PROGRAM

The Associate Dean for Distance, Continuing and Executive Education serves as the Director of the Working Professional PharmD Program and is appointed by the Dean and has primary responsibility for oversight of the Working Professional PharmD Program, which includes faculty, staff and student affairs. This individual reports to the Dean.

Assistant Program Director of the Working Professional PharmD Program is responsible for assisting in the development and promulgation of policies and procedures related to the Working Professional PharmD Program and reports to the WPPD Program Director. These policies and procedures concern application processing, admissions processing, student records, orientation, distribution of program materials, registration, and handling student concerns.

2.11 EDUCATIONAL AND FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

The Director of Educational and Faculty Development reports to the Associate Dean for Distance, Continuing, and Executive Education and is responsible for facilitating the development of new and existing educational programs and leading a faculty development program that focuses on both teaching excellence and the scholarship of teaching.

2.12 EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES

The Director of Educational Initiatives reports to the Associate Dean for Distance, Continuing, and Executive Education and is responsible for the development and coordination of external educational opportunities and business arrangements associated with them. This includes identifying national and international markets for degree and non-credit programs offered through the College of Pharmacy, developing business and marketing plans and working with content experts to ensure the design and delivery of the courses.

2.13 CONTINUING EDUCATION

The Director of Continuing Education (CE) reports directly to the Director of Educational Initiatives and indirectly to the Associate Dean for Distance, Continuing, and Executive Education. This individual is responsible for the development, management, and administration of continuing education activities for the College of Pharmacy and maintenance of the College’s accreditation status as an approved provider of CE activities by the American Council of Pharmaceutical Education (ACPE) and the Florida Board of Pharmacy. The Director is responsible for collecting information and maintaining records, documentation and databases to comply with accreditation standards. The Director develops policy recommendations for the Dean of the College to insure compliance with the laws of the State of Florida concerning CE for pharmacists. The Director serves as a resource to College faculty and staff regarding basic philosophy of pharmacy continuing education, course content, meeting management, budgets, negotiations, liability, promotion and advertising for continuing education activities of the College.

2.14 COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

The Director of Communications and Public Relations, under the direction of the Sr. Director of Development, produces the GATORx alumni magazine and other publications of the College
designed to promote the UF College of Pharmacy to important constituencies including peer institutions, potential donors, professional and trade press, and the news media. Under direction of the Dean’s Office, the Director of Communications and Public Relations works closely with the offices of the Health Science Center News & Communications, the UF News Bureau, and the UF Foundation to release print and broadcast news to local, state or national media.
SECTION 3

FACULTY

3.1 DEFINITION OF FACULTY

"The faculty of a college shall consist of all members who hold the rank of instructor or above, or the equivalent in academic ranks in the departments which belong to the college; non-teaching officers of research or extension, who hold the rank or rank-equivalent of instructor or higher in the college; faculty paid by another college but teaching regularly in the college as part of their duties, when so appointed by specific action of the deans concerned; and the deans, associate deans and assistant deans of the College and the President of the University as ex-officio members." (UF Constitution, Article III, section 1, pg 4.)

3.2 COLLEGE GOVERNANCE

The faculty participates in the collegial system of governance through the Faculty Governance Council (section 7.2.8).

3.3 FACULTY EVALUATION

The annual evaluation should consider the faculty members contribution to the orderly and effective functioning of the College, its mission and goals, and the University. Faculty members will be evaluated on an annual basis in accordance with University guidelines. In general, and at the discretion of the Dean, individual faculty evaluations will be performed by their respective department chair or designee. To provide some uniformity in timing of review, all faculty evaluations will be completed between the months of May and July in the year in which the evaluation is so designated. A copy of the completed evaluation will be given to the faculty member with additional copies placed in both the departmental and college personnel files.

The faculty are also periodically evaluated in accordance with the guidelines described in Appendix B; College of Pharmacy Tenure and Promotion Plan. The Tenure and Promotion Committee conducts a review of candidates for tenure and promotion forwarded from the individual departments. In addition, the committee conducts pre-tenure or pre-promotion reviews for all new faculty members in the spring semester of the candidate's third academic year and conducts the sustained performance review process of individual tenured faculty who have held their academic rank for seven years or longer.

College of Pharmacy Procedure for Completing Semester Faculty Assignment Reports: The Semester Faculty Assignment Report for Health Science Center Faculty (AA Form 002, Rev. 3/05) is the assignment of duties and responsibilities as required by F.S. 240.245. This written assignment is compiled by the Chair or Director with each faculty member in the department or other academic unit at the start of each semester and reviewed/corrected as necessary at the end of the semester. Complete and correct reporting of every semester’s assignment by each faculty member is critical, as this information is used as a base for numerous other legislative reports and requirements. Specifically, it is used in completing the Faculty Effort Report, which ultimately has an effect on the University’s F&A Rate Proposal. Semester assignment reports also provide a basis for confirming fulfillment of the 12 Contact Hour Rule (F.S. 1012.945), as well as providing information for tenure and promotion packets. The assignment report and corresponding instructions can be found at www.aa.ufl.edu/aa/Forms/ under the heading “Form AA-002-Semester Faculty Assignment Report for Health Science Center Faculty.”
The College of Pharmacy procedure for completing these assignments is detailed below:

- The form, “Semester Faculty Assignment Report for Health Science Center Faculty,” is available within the link above and is to be completed and signed by each faculty member and respective Department Chair/Director at least five days prior to the first day of each semester. The method and system for compiling and reviewing these reports is to be determined by the Chair.

- A copy of each report must be turned in to the college’s Administrative Services division within the first ten days of each semester. Copies must also be maintained in the administrative office of each department/unit.

- At the end of each semester, the forms must be reviewed by the faculty member and Chair/Director to confirm for accuracy. Significant changes (>5%) should be noted, dated and initialed. Copies of reports containing significant changes must be forwarded to the college’s Administrative Services division.

### 3.4 FACULTY MEETINGS

The faculty has the power to legislate on matters of concern to more than one department and on matters of general interest to the College, subject to the approval of the Dean or other appropriate administrators and governing bodies of the University of Florida.

**Call for Meeting:** The Dean or a minimum of five full-time college faculty may convene a meeting of the faculty as the need arises with a minimum of one faculty meeting per Fall and Spring semester. The time, date and agenda shall be announced to the faculty at least one week in advance of the meeting, except in cases of emergency.

**Members:** All faculty may attend faculty meetings. All persons in attendance may have the privilege of the floor. A quorum for any faculty meeting in which a vote is taken shall be a simple majority of the faculty eligible to vote. Decisions of the faculty shall be taken by majority vote of the members present.

**Conduct of Meeting:** The Dean presides over faculty meetings. In the event the Dean cannot be present at the meeting, the Executive Associate Dean shall preside over the meeting. A faculty member elected by the faculty (i.e. Faculty Secretary) will be responsible for taking minutes of all faculty meetings. Minutes of the faculty meetings will be kept in the Dean’s office and will be available for inspection by the faculty. Minutes of the faculty meetings will also be distributed to the college faculty. All meetings will be conducted according to Robert’s Rules of Order. The Executive Associate Dean or a designated individual will serve as the Parliamentarian.

**Voting Rights of Faculty:**

- **1 to 0.5 FTE Faculty:** All faculty holding the academic rank of instructor or above, whose salaries are paid by the College of Pharmacy and who hold at least a half-time (0.5 FTE) appointment for a full academic year shall have full voting privileges on all College issues with the exception of Tenure and Promotion.

- **0.49 to 0 FTE Faculty:** For those faculty members who hold FTE appointments of 0.49 or lower and receive salary support from the College of Pharmacy (primarily external WPPD faculty), the Department Chair or Director shall group such faculty within their Department
or Program to represent full 1.0 FTE appointments and designate one member of each group to cast a single vote for that group.

The College feels that it is important that external faculty who hold FTE appointments of less than 0.5 FTE and may not be paid by the college should have a say on issues within the college. These faculty members would primarily include, but are not limited to, the WPPD and Advanced Pharmacy Practice Experience (APPE) faculty.

Total number of votes from external WPPD and APPE faculty will be adjusted annually (by October 1 of a given year) to one vote less than 50% of the total 1.0-0.5 FTE votes within the college.

Following this determination, the remainder of the external faculty votes will come from those faculty members who neither hold a FTE appointment nor get paid directly by the college (“Affiliate” faculty and primarily external APPE faculty). These faculty members will be appointed/elected annually based on input from the Director of Experiential Programs, Department Chair of Pharmacotherapy and Translational Research and from faculty attending the Fall Faculty Workshop for Pharmacotherapy and Translational Research Faculty. The locale of a given site and the activity of a given APPE preceptor will be the principal criteria upon which faculty are selected from the APPE faculty.

Occasionally external faculty members hold both WPPD and APPE appointments. These faculty members may only have voting privileges as either a WPPD faculty or an APPE faculty, but not both.

**Special Consideration:** A Department Chair, Director or Assistant/Associate Dean for any College of Pharmacy Cooperative Program may feel that a particular faculty member in their Department or Program without full voting privileges plays such a significant role in teaching, research and service, and/or the overall functioning of the Department/Program that they should have full voting privileges. The Department Chair, Director or Assistant/Associate Dean would then petition the Dean to grant full voting privileges to that faculty member. If that faculty member is an external WPPD or APPE faculty, then the WPPD or APPE voting will be decreased accordingly to meet the 50% of total 1.0 – 0.5 FTE.

### 3.5 SUPPLEMENTAL COMPENSATION PLAN FOR FACULTY (note: the teaching Supplemental Compensation Plan has been suspended as of July 1, 2008 and until further notice)

The College recognizes the need to provide supplemental compensation to all state-funded faculty members who demonstrate excellence and productivity within either teaching, research or service components of their overall faculty effort. As such, a unified supplemental compensation plan is outlined below:

1. **Source of funds available for supplemental compensation in the college:**
   a. State funding from state appropriated budget of the College of Pharmacy
      - From salary savings due to faculty salaries paid from grants/contracts
      - From funds set aside for participation in the distance education/instructional innovations of the College
   b. University of Florida Foundation funds
      - From spendable proceeds from Eminent Scholar and Professorship endowments
   c. College of Pharmacy Faculty Practice Association (COP-FPA)
2. **Eligible faculty and payment timelines:**
   a. All faculty in the College will have a base salary as currently defined in our personnel files and they are eligible for supplemental pay. The Supplemental Compensation Plan is designated for any state-funded COP faculty member who is assigned research, teaching and service effort and, in turn, demonstrates productivity in their overall professional program.
   b. Each fiscal year, each faculty member will be evaluated by the Chair of the Department within which the faculty member has tenure. The evaluation will cover productivity in teaching, research and service. As part of that evaluation, each faculty member will be reviewed for various aspects of productivity in research, in participation in the distance education programs of the College, and their service provided to the college, university, and state, as well as both national and international professional activities. This review will then be communicated to the Dean of the College of Pharmacy for consideration and approval.
   c. The approved supplemental pay amount will be communicated to each faculty member and any dispute will be filed by the faculty member, in writing, to the appeal committee within 3 working days. The dispute will be reviewed by the respective Chair and Dean, acting together as the appeal committee. At this point their decision is final. The faculty member will be notified and the letter to the Senior Vice-President for Health Affairs (SVPHA) will be prepared for approval. The SVPHA and the SVP of Human Resources, both review the proposal and have independent ability to reduce the amount if they deem necessary. That determination, is not subject to appeal. Upon the notification of their approval, with adjustments (if any) they require, the supplemental pay amounts will be entered into the payroll system.
   d. Research, service, will be paid at the end of a given academic year; and COP-FPA supplemental compensation will be paid by the end of the calendar year in which it is earned, while teaching supplemental compensation will be paid at the end of a given fall or spring semester in which teaching activity is recorded. The research supplemental pay calculation will be made on fund distributions that are effective no later than March 30th of each plan year. Projections of the research awards will be made based on the continuance of the distributions through the end of the FY.
   e. Faculty members who leave the institution prior to the end of an academic year (research and service) or semester (teaching) are eligible for full and appropriate supplemental compensation commensurate to their activity up until the time they leave the institution. All approved supplemental compensation will be provided and, in accordance to institutional policies, in the respective faculty member’s final paycheck from the university.
   f. Faculty members hired at times other than the beginning of a fiscal year are eligible for full and appropriate supplemental compensation provided they meet the appropriate criteria outlined in section 3 below.

3. **Criteria for recommendation for supplemental pay:**
   a. Research/Service
      - Source of funding (peer-reviewed vs. non-peer reviewed grants)
      - Total amount of funding
      - Facilities & Administrative (F/A) Cost recovery
      - Percent effort on extramural funding sources (NOTE: The NIH maximum allowable salary as of July 1 of a given academic year will be used as the standard to determine final percent. As of January 1, 2010 the NIH salary cap is $199,700.)
• Total salary captured on extramural funding sources (see NOTE above with respect to salary caps and external funding agencies).
• Number and quality of research publications
• Graduate student training activity
• Status (PI, Co-PI, Investigator, etc.) of a faculty member on each grant listed
• All instructional performance and activity (both professional and graduate)
• All university, college, departmental and professional service activity
• A subjective measurement of the citizenship of a given faculty member is considered in all evaluations
• Annual supplemental compensation for research may equal but may not exceed 25% of the current annual maximum salary standard allowed by NIH, if the faculty member’s annual salary exceeds that amount.

The salary savings realized by the faculty member will be allocated in the following manner and order:
1. The first 15% of salary savings is returned to the college. If the PI’s annual salary exceeds the maximum salary allowed by NIH guidelines, then the NIH salary cap standard will be applied.
2. Any salary savings realized above 15% for the fiscal year is returned to the faculty member to be used at his/her discretion for supplemental pay/faculty bonus, purchase of equipment, OPS salaries, and/or carry forward for use in the next fiscal year. The PI may use his/her salary offset concurrently in order to pay OPS salaries, as long as the salary savings amount is being realized at a rate that will satisfy both the initial return to the college, and the needed amount for the OPS salaries by the end of the current fiscal year.

b. Teaching (note: the teaching Supplemental Compensation Plan has been suspended as of July 1, 2008 and until further notice)
• College of Pharmacy state-paid faculty will be eligible for supplemental pay associated with instructional activity.
• Depending on state resources provided to the College, approximately $375/credit hour for each course involved in the professional curriculum excluding the clerkship courses and $150 per lecture hour will be budgeted for supplemental pay to faculty engaged in instruction associated with our distance education activities.
• Depending on state resources provided to the College, $1/ distant campus student/lecture contact hour of video-streamed lecture material in an approved elective course offered by the College of Pharmacy will be budgeted for supplemental compensation. For supplemental payment purposes, a “distant” campus is defined as a campus (Gainesville, St. Petersburg, Orlando, Jacksonville) that is NOT the home base campus of the individual receiving compensation. In order to be eligible for payment, the elective has to be offered to all campuses.
• Postdoctoral fellows are eligible for supplemental compensation only for compensation for distant campus activities. Graduate TAs are not eligible for supplemental compensation. If graduate teaching assistants are involved in activities at distant campuses, they are encouraged to use a College vehicle or apply for travel compensation.
• Compensation will be provided only in the form of a one-time supplemental compensation payment. There is no provision to provide separate accounts within the college for individual faculty to use for job related expenses. Faculty must note that supplemental compensation does not add to a faculty member’s annual state base salary for retirement purposes.
To meet current university guidelines, annual supplemental compensation for a given faculty member may equal to but may not exceed 25% of the current annual state salary of a given faculty member.

Compensation rates may vary depending on future status of the off campus program. Thus, the college reserves the right to make adjustments (higher or lower) on compensation based on current and/or projected program performance. Department Chairs will be consulted and faculty will be informed of any adjustment well in advance of any change in compensation rates or measures.

There is a total supplemental compensation pool for each individual course. Thus, there is a limited amount of total supplemental compensation for each semester and the College will have to continue to work within this total dollar amount to generate the individual supplemental compensation amounts.

c. Endowment funds:
- Any proceeds from these accounts not requested for regular pay may be used for other non-compensation support of the holder of the endowment upon approval of the Dean.

d. Faculty Practice Association funds:
- Faculty who contribute to the funding in the COP-FPA are eligible to receive supplemental compensation. Funds that have not been expended for other purposes associated with the original purpose the funds were acquired are available for supplemental compensation and are approved by the Board of Directors of the COP FPA. Determination of the amount to be paid is achieved by a series of reviews of the productivity, and balance available, performed by the President of the corporation and recommended to the BOD, reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors of the corporations, and ultimately approved by the SVPHA and SVP Human Resources.

PROCESSING GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH SALARY SAVINGS PROGRAM

The following is to be used as a guide for faculty and departmental administrative personnel in handling issues related to the college’s research salary savings program. The procedures contained herein are not to be deviated from without written consent from the college’s Senior Associate Dean for Administrative and Financial Affairs. All departmental chairs and administrative staff are charged with ensuring that these guidelines are followed, and must immediately notify the Senior Associate Dean for Administrative and Financial Affairs of any deviations.

The salary savings realized by a state-funded faculty member will be allocated in the following manner and order:
1. The first 15% of salary savings is returned to the college. If the P.I.’s annual salary exceeds the maximum salary allowed by NIH guidelines, then the NIH annual salary cap standard will be applied. The NIH website at [http://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/salcap_summary.htm](http://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/salcap_summary.htm) can be accessed to confirm the cap amount in place. At the time these guidelines were written (Oct. 2010) this cap amount was set at $199,700.
2. Any salary savings realized above 15% for the fiscal year is returned to the faculty member to be used at his/her discretion for supplemental pay/faculty bonus, purchase of equipment, OPS salaries, and/or CarryForward for use in the next fiscal year, under the stipulations listed below.
Placement of Faculty on Salary Savings:

- As soon as a grant Notice of Award (NOA) is received, departmental administrative personnel are to place the P.I. on the grant for the percentage of the salary that has been awarded.

**Distributions must be input within 30 days of receipt of the NOA.**

- Retroactive payroll distributions (“retros”) to reallocate the P.I.’s salary to a grant will only be acknowledged for credit towards the college salary savings program within the 30-day window above, or for a proven, documented delay in the establishment of the NOA.
- If the grant amount awarded is lower than the original budget submitted (or subsequently cut), the new budget, including the adjusted salary savings percentage(s), upon approval by the college’s Senior Grants Specialist, must be documented at the start of the grant, and distributed accordingly. Otherwise, the salary percentage of the P.I. that was listed on the submitted proposal is the percentage that should be entered to the payroll distribution for the awarded grant.
- Departmental personnel should notify the college’s Accountant for Administrative and Financial Affairs whenever placing a P.I. on salary savings, with the following information: Name of P.I.; project number of grant being placed on; annual % of salary being placed on the grant; start and end dates of savings on grant. This information should be emailed to the A&F Accountant and copied to both the college’s Senior Grants Specialist and the A&F Administrative Assistant for Financial Affairs.

- Departmental personnel are to set up the P.I.’s state salary encumbrance on the college’s accounting system “MISPS” using the full salary estimate listed on the spreadsheet provided by the college’s Administrative Assistant for Financial Affairs at the beginning of the fiscal year. **Departmental personnel are NOT to reduce the P.I.’s state salary encumbrance to account for salary savings.** Any eventual adjustments to the P.I.’s MISPS state encumbrance will be handled directly by the A&F Admin. Ast. for Financial Affairs. This is necessary in order to ensure that the full amount of state dollars freed by salary savings is reserved, and then allocated to the appropriate entities at the correct time. As before, departmental personnel are responsible for MISPS posting, input and reconciliation of all salary savings encumbrances on the affected grant(s).

Concurrent Use of Salary Savings:

- The college allows for non-recurring OPS personnel to be paid concurrently from the P.I.’s state dollars freed by salary savings, as long as the salary savings amount is being realized at a rate that will satisfy both the initial return to the college, and the needed amount for the OPS salaries by the end of the current fiscal year. If this type of expenditure is desired, departmental personnel must contact the A&F Administrative Assistant for Financial Affairs at the beginning of the OPS appointment (and again at the beginning of the fiscal year for continuing appointments) to tell him how much money should be moved from the Salary, to the OPS category in order to cover this expenditure. He will then move the funds to the proper category within the MISPS Gatt account for the P.I. Again, the departmental personnel are **NOT** to adjust the P.I.’s state encumbrance --- the A&F Administrative Assistant will take care of that when he processes the transfer above.
- After the departmental personnel have requested the transfer above and placed any OPS personnel on salary savings, they should email the A&F Accountant with a cc: to the
A&F Admin. Ast. for Fin. Afrs.) the following information: Name of P.I. whose salary savings is being used; Name and UFID of OPS personnel being placed on salary savings funds; project number of grant being placed on; annual salary; start and end dates the OPS personnel will be on the grant.

- The college also allows expenditure of salary savings funds for equipment and expense items during the same year the salary savings is realized, but only after the first 15% that is returned to the college has been fully satisfied. Once this has occurred, departmental personnel may contact the A&F Administrative Assistant for Financial Affairs to request transfer of current year salary savings dollars to the desired categories. NOTE: Same-year salary savings transfer requests can only be made up to April 1st. After that point, all salary savings dollars returning to the P.I. must go to Carry-Forward funds for use in the next fiscal year.

Maintenance of Salary Savings Figures:

- Starting in August, and running through March of each fiscal year, each P.I. participating in the research salary savings program will receive (with a cc: to the appropriate departmental office manager) an excel spreadsheet maintained by the college’s Accountant for Administrative and Financial Affairs to document the current, per bi-weekly status of the savings, including any concurrent expenditures made. The P.I. and office manager should review this spreadsheet on receipt and notify the A&F Accountant of any omissions and/or discrepancies.
  ➢ Departmental personnel must be sure to notify John of any existing salary savings that are slated to end between April 1st and June 30th. If that is not done, the salary savings figures for the P.I. will be over-projected (because they will be assumed to run through June 30th), and will have to be deducted from the P.I.’s future savings totals.

Completion of Figures for Fiscal Year-End and Processing of Supplemental Payments:

- The A&F Accountant will communicate to the salary savings participants and departmental personnel at about March 15th with a last notice to make all needed adjustments in order to affect salary savings figures for the current fiscal year. The final deadline to make all changes (within college policy) for the current fiscal year is April 1st. The status of a P.I.’s salary savings as of April 1st is what is used to calculate savings figures for the full fiscal year. Any new salary savings entered after April 1st will be credited to the faculty member for the next fiscal year.

- In early May, the A&F Accountant will email to each faculty member / P.I. participating in the research salary savings program (with a cc: to the appropriate office manager) a summary of his/her salary savings realized for the fiscal year. This summary will include the dollar amount retained by the college, any concurrent expenses used by the P.I., the maximum supplemental salary payment that the P.I. can elect to receive, and the remaining amount that can be retained by the P.I. in Carry-Forward funds for use during the next fiscal year. The P.I. will be asked to respond by the specified deadline to state the amount (if any) of the supplemental payment he/she would like to receive, and the amount (if any) to be provided as Carry-Forward funds. Any questions or concerns regarding the accuracy of these amounts are also to be raised no later than this point. In the event that no response is received by the P.I.
within the stated deadline, the full available salary savings amount will be provided as Carry Forward funds, and no supplemental salary payment will be processed.

After responses from participating faculty / P.I.s have been received by the A&F Accountant, the requested supplemental salary payments and transfer of Carry-Forward dollars for use during the next fiscal year will be processed by the Office for Administrative & Financial Affairs. The supplemental salary payments will be processed for receipt by participating faculty by the pay-date for the last pay period of the fiscal year. Carry-Forward dollars will be transferred to the appropriate department and P.I. after receipt of the funds from the University Budget Administration office.

3.6 FACULTY LEAVE POLICY

The College follows all policies for faculty leave as outlined in the University of Florida Office of Human Resources website: [http://www.hr.ufl.edu/academic/leave.asp](http://www.hr.ufl.edu/academic/leave.asp)

**Professional Development/Sabbatical Leave:** Faculty members are eligible for professional development/sabbatical leave after six years of continuous full-time service to the university. Professional development/sabbatical leave provides eligible faculty with the opportunity to take a period of time for professional renewal, planned travel, study, formal education, research, writing, employee development, certification, or other experience of professional value. The College will also entertain “Administrative Leave” for Chairs or Associate Dean’s upon request. Guidelines for Administrative leave will be identical to those of professional development/sabbatical leave outlined below.

Application for professional development /sabbatical leave initially made through the respective faculty member’s chair with concurrence of both the Dean and the Senior Vice President for Health Affairs.

Terms of the leave, established by the Office of the Provost, are as follows:

- While on this leave program, the employee's salary will be one-half pay for the academic year for two semesters, or full-pay for one-semester. A summer session may be requested as one of the terms by 12-month faculty only. The leave may not extend beyond the academic year awarded.
- The employee must return to the University for at least one academic year following participation in the program. Agreements to the contrary must be reduced to writing prior to participation. Return to the University of salary received during the program may be required in those instances where neither of the above is satisfied.
- The employee must, within thirty days upon returning from the program, provide a concise written report of the employee’s accomplishments during the professional leave/sabbatical to the chair, with a copy to the dean and to the Senior Vice-President for Health Affairs. This report must include information regarding the activities undertaken during the professional leave/sabbatical, the results accomplished during the sabbatical as they affect the employee and the university, and research or other scholarly work produced or expected to be produced as a result of the professional leave/sabbatical.
- An employee on a leave program assignment will be evaluated on the leave activities. It is incumbent on the employee to provide a copy of the written report in a timely manner to make such an evaluation possible.
• Contributions normally made by the university to retirement and Social Security programs shall be continued on a basis proportional to the salary received. University contributions normally made to employee insurance programs and any other employee benefit programs shall be continued during the leave program. (It is suggested that employees check with the Fringe Benefits Office to make sure benefits are continued.)

• Eligible employees shall continue to accrue annual and sick leave on a full-time basis during the professional leave/sabbatical.

• While on leave, an employee shall be permitted to receive funds for travel and living expenses, and other leave-related expenses, from university sources as well as sources other than the university, such as fellowships, grants-in-aid, and contracts and grants, to assist in accomplishing the purposes of the leave. Further, travel and living expenses shall be allowable to the limit identified by the agency/institution that funded the travel. Receipt of funds for such purposes shall not result in reduction of the employee’s university salary. If financial assistance is received in the form of salary, the University salary shall normally be reduced by the amount necessary to bring the total income of the leave period to a level comparable to the employee’s current year salary rate. Employment unrelated to the purpose of the leave is governed by 6C1-1.011, F.A.C.

Vacation, Sick, Holiday & Personal, FMLA, Domestic Violence and Other Leave: The College follows all policies for faculty leave as outlined in the University of Florida, Office of Human Resources respective websites as follows:

• Vacation
• Sick
• Holiday & Personal
• Family and Medical
• Domestic Violence

Review the UFHR Leave Administration pages at http://www.hr.ufl.edu/leave/default.asp for information on other types of leave.

3.7 SPACE POLICY – Classroom, Office, Research and Support

Purpose: In order to more effectively manage space utilization within the College of Pharmacy with respect to departmental/center and faculty needs related to office, office support, classroom (lecture and laboratory), conference, research (basic and clinical) and research support space, the college has implemented a new space policy that supersedes all former polices both written and unwritten within the college.

College Space: College office, laboratory, conference, classroom and support (office and research) space is allocated to the college by the Vice President for Health Affairs. College space allocation is determined primarily based on overall research, teaching and service needs of the college and is negotiated with the Dean or designee(s) on an annual basis. The primary benchmark for research space within the HSC is extramural dollars brought in by individual units.

Departmental Space: Departmental office, laboratory, conference and support (office and research) space will be negotiated between the respective departmental chair and dean or their designee(s) and will be based on faculty and staff density as well as graduate and research activity within a given department. To the extent possible, all departmental space will be provided in an
uninterrupted, proximal nature to maximize continuity. A formal review of departmental space (current and future) will be done annually with the dean’s review of the departmental chair.

**University Center Space:** The College of Pharmacy has established that all university centers will be housed within a given department within the college and will not be considered separate units within the college. All university center (research, teaching or service) office, laboratory, conference and support (office and research) space will be negotiated by a given director with the appropriate departmental chair and dean or their designee(s). Space allocation will be based on faculty and staff density as well as graduate and research activity. To the extent possible, center space will be provided in an uninterrupted, proximal nature to maximize continuity. Although center activity will be reviewed on an annual basis, a formal review of center space (current and future) will be conducted every 5 years to conform with both state and university guidelines.

**Faculty Space:** The college’s policy is that space, be it office, support, classroom, conference or research is subject to the productivity of the faculty member and is not an entitlement to an individual faculty member. Every faculty member will be allocated sufficient office space, be it private or shared, to complete their professional duties related to teaching, research and service. Further, this office space will be located, to the extent possible, close to the departmental office(s) in which their appointment(s) resides. This location of a given faculty member’s office will be at the discretion of the departmental chair in consultation with the dean or their designee(s).

Shared support, classroom (both lecture and laboratory) and conference space will be available to all faculty members in the college. Functional research space is an exceptionally valued commodity within the College of Pharmacy, the Health Science Center and University. Thus, research space will be allocated and utilized to the maximal benefit of the College at all times and will be based on the following criteria for any given research program.

The principal criterion/benchmark upon which research space will be based is extramural dollars garnered to support a given faculty members research program. Consideration will also be addressed based on the specific type of research a faculty member conducts (bench or wet lab versus desk or dry lab). The range of annual funding (dollars/sq. ft.)* that is expected by individual COP faculty members for FY 2008-2009 is:

- $150-$450/sq. ft. ( **$300 average benchmark**) for bench or wet lab type research.
- $300-$700/sq. ft. ( **$500 average benchmark**) for desk or dry lab type research.

The lower value of the range will be used to reduce individual research space if all other research productivity measures (see below) are also found unsatisfactory following review by the respective faculty member’s chair in consultation with the dean or their designee(s).

The upper value of the range will be used to negotiate for additional space if all other research productivity measures (see below) are found satisfactory following review by the respective faculty member’s chair in consultation with the dean or their designee(s).

Extramural dollars brought into a given research program will not be the only criterion or benchmark used to evaluate a given faculty member’s productivity. The following additional criteria or benchmarks will also be used to evaluate a given faculty member to support their continued space allocation:
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• Peer-reviewed publications, presentations, and any associated intellectual property activity.
• Number and type of personnel directly associated with the faculty member’s program.
• Support services necessary to complete research activities.
• Special equipment needed to complete program (mass spectrometers, NMR).
• Special procedure rooms (surgery, tissue culture, radioactive, temperature, and dark).
• Clinical and animal housing/testing rooms.
• Source of funding and role (e.g. PI, Co-PI, Investigator or Consultant) an individual faculty member plays on grants/contracts.

These additional criteria will be useful for evaluation of given faculty member in the event that they fall below the average $$/sq ft but do remain within the range for their respective type (wet lab versus dry lab).

All research space will be allocated based on the above-mentioned criteria and on a rolling three year average of activity of a given faculty member within the College of Pharmacy. Individual research space will be determined in consultation with a faculty member’s departmental chair. To assure that individual faculty members are apprised of the status of their research space allocation, a statement to this effect should be included in the chair’s annual evaluation letter. Final authorization of research space will reside with the dean or their designee(s).

Sufficient functional research space is an important determinant for all new faculty members within the college. Thus, initial (start-up) research space will be determined by the new faculty member and their chair, in consultation with the dean or their designee(s), and will be commensurate with the new faculty member’s needs.

Overall current/critical needs for research space within the college will be the primary benchmark for the determination of reallocation of research space. The respective department chair will be consulted at all times through the reallocation process.

* research (wet and dry) funding mean values for FY 2003-2004 were established by determination of the average of the 1, 3 and 5 year averages in extramural support/individual laboratory space in sq ft for the most active researchers in the COP. The range for wet lab research was established by removal of “extreme” numbers (both lower and upper) from the active researchers and then rounding the numbers accordingly. The range for dry lab research was established empirically based on the overall mean funding level.

Developed and Approved by Space Committee - 11/17/03
Approved by Executive Council - 02/12/04
Approved by College Faculty - 04/01/04

3.8 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

While the interaction with Industry can be beneficial, Industry influence can also result in unacceptable conflicts of interest that may lead to increased costs of healthcare, compromise of patient safety, result in negative socialization of students and trainees, bias of research results, and diminished confidence and respect among patients, the general public and regulatory officials. Because provision of financial support of gifts, even in modest amounts, can exert a subtle but measurable impact on recipients’ behavior, the UFCOP has adopted a policy to govern the interactions between Industry and UFCOP personnel (see Appendix A).
Summary: These guidelines are being provided to clarify university and college policy regarding the appointment of Postdoctoral Associates as it relates to their ability to receive health insurance benefits.

Postdoctoral Associates are appointed as salaried faculty, with “limited benefits” (they are eligible to sign up for any health, or other available insurance plans, but they do not receive leave accrual or retirement benefits). See http://www.hr.ufl.edu/benefits/post_doc_care/default.asp for a description of these benefits. Employer Cost of Benefits: The University of Florida charges employee fringe benefits costs to departments/grants based on fixed rates based on employee groups. This is known as a "pooled fringe rate." The use of a “fringe benefits pool” is designed to simplify and improve the preparation and administration of budgets, including those associated with the grant proposal budget process. The benefits included in the pooled rates include:

1. FICA OASDI (Social Security)
2. FICA Medicare
3. Health Insurance (including graduate assistant and postdoctoral associates health insurance)
4. Retirement (employer contributions)
5. Life Insurance
6. Clinical disability insurance
7. Worker’s Compensation
8. Unemployment Compensation
9. Vacation and Sick Leave Cash Outs
10. Sick leave pool payments

For a full explanation of the fringe benefits pool and current rates for postdoctoral associates, visit the Office of Human Resource Services website at: http://www.hr.ufl.edu/benefits/fringepool/default.asp, select the “Accounts” link for the current fiscal year, and choose the category of Housestaff/Post Doc Associates FAPD to determine the fringe pool rate.
SECTION 4

STAFF

4.1 GENERAL GUIDELINES

Mission: Administrative Affairs provides support services to the College in order to facilitate the academic, service, and research mission of the organization. Its clients are the faculty, university staff, students, visitors and friends of the College. Therefore, it is the mission of Administrative Affairs to provide quality support services and a safe and secure environment in a responsible and accountable manner.

Responsibility: The staff of the College of Pharmacy (USPS, TEAMS) falls under the jurisdiction and supervision of the Senior Associate Dean for Financial and Administrative Affairs. As Chief of Staff, the Senior Associate Dean administers the rules and procedures of the University through this staff, and provides for supervision of the staff through delegation of responsibility to units of the college. Collective accountability of the college to the Administration of the University, is a function of the effectiveness, efficiency, and knowledge of the staff, and the application of those skills to the tasks of the college. This process is accomplished through the following:

• Providing departmental orientation, on-the-job training, counseling, and guidance to departmental and office employees.
• Fostering effective communications and positive working relationships among departmental and office employees.
• Ensuring that appropriate administrative, financial, and personnel rules, regulations, and procedures are communicated to and observed by departmental and office employees.
• Communicating personnel-related problems and work performance deficiencies to the appropriate Employee Relations manager.
• Assisting Employee Relations and Development with the investigation of personnel-related problems and concerns.
• Issuing appropriate administrative actions as necessary.
• Submitting accurate and timely responses to requests for action or information by university staff.

4.2 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The College allocates staff positions to the departments on the basis of workload and support issues determined by the Chief of Staff. Generally, staff is allocated to the operational units on the basis of 1 staff position per two faculty positions. This is the general rule, however it can be modified by circumstances related to complexity of workload or other factors. Each department has been allocated an Office Manager and support staff positions. Offices are staffed at varying levels depending on the mission and needs of each unit. The College devotes more resources to the maintenance and processing of student needs, because it assigns a high priority to these needs. The staff is assigned in the following manner:

STAFF OFFICES:
• Office of the Dean: Administrative Assistant and Executive Secretary, a Grants Specialist for Research & Graduate Studies
• Office of the Sr. Associate Dean for Professional Affairs: Coordinator of Student Affairs, two Program Assistants, a Coordinator of Student Affairs and Sr. Secretary
- Office of Administrative Affairs: one Program Assistant, two Administrative Assistants, an Accountant, one Office Assistant, one Sr. Clerk and one OPS clerical position
- Office of Information Technology: Coordinator 3 of Information Technology; Assistant Director of Medical/Health Administration, I.T. Expert (ISM), I.T. Expert (Web Program Coordinator), Program Assistant; OPS Technician
- Office of Alumni and Development: Sr. Director of Development, Associate Director of Alumni Affairs, Assistant Director of Development/Alumni Affairs, and Office Assistant
- Office of Information and Communication: Director of Information and Publications
- Office for Educational Media: Coordinator 2 of Educ. Media/Comm., Coordinator 1 of Educ. Media/Comm., Coordinator of Computer Applications
- Working Professional PharmD Program: Coordinator of Academic Support Services, one Senior Fiscal Assistant, one Program Assistants, two Senior Secretaries

**LINE OFFICES:**
- Department of Medicinal Chemistry: Office Manager, Program Assistant, Senior Fiscal Assistant
- Department of Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy: Office Manager, Sr. Fiscal Assistant, Senior Secretary
- Department of Pharmaceutics: Office Manager, Computer Support Specialist, Office Assistant
- Department of Pharmacodynamics: Office Manager, Office Assistant, Senior Secretary
- Department of Pharmacotherapy and Translational Research: Office Manager, Senior Fiscal Assistant, Senior Secretary, Secretary, Office Assistant, and one part-time Fiscal Assistant
- Office of Experiential Programs: Program Assistant, Secretary
- Office of Continuing Education: Office Manager, Senior Clerk
- Distance Campuses (3): one Coordinator and one Senior Secretary at each location (St. Petersburg, Jacksonville and Orlando campuses)

### 4.3 STAFF PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS

The University of Florida requires that all TEAMS and USPS employees be evaluated on an annual basis by their direct supervisor. The College of Pharmacy recognizes that these evaluations, when carefully completed as an honest assessment of the employee’s performance, provide a useful tool for professional development and growth. The direct supervisor of record (as identified on the employee’s position description) is expected to fully utilize this tool by writing an individualized, detailed evaluation and discussing it with the employee.

The college follows the University of Florida’s guidelines on staff evaluations which can be found at [www.hr.ufl.edu/emp_relations/performance/default.asp](http://www.hr.ufl.edu/emp_relations/performance/default.asp).

The appraisal period for all University of Florida TEAMS and USPS employees is March 1st – February 28th. The appraisal must be discussed with the employee, signed and dated by the following March 31st. Non-exempt TEAMS and all USPS employees are evaluated using the UF Appraisal Form available at the link above. NOTE: Exempt TEAMS employees are evaluated using a narrative (letter) format written by their supervisor of record, and do not include a numerical rating score.

In order to develop a consistent standard for the evaluation process throughout all departments and divisions within the college, the following additional procedures have been established:
• Evaluations are completed in order to address specific performance issues, and also to develop a consistent basis for expectations of staff within the department. Ratings on the highest and lowest ends of the spectrum should be carefully considered and always supported by concrete examples of either the individual’s deficiencies (for ratings of “1 – below performance standards”) or their strengths (for rating of “5 -- exceeds performance standards”). Vague blanket statements from the supervisor such as “needs work” or “excellent” without providing any specific examples do not provide adequate feedback to the employee; nor do they justify the rating given. In order to properly document an individual’s performance, it is expected that specific comments about his/her work be cited in each assessment category for every rating score. Comments can address examples of specific situations, and/or cite patterns of behavior that support the score given.

• The University’s Office for Employee Relations requires that they be contacted prior to assigning a summary rating of “Minimally Achieves” or “Below Performance Standards” to any evaluated employee. This notification should be routed through the college’s Office for Administrative and Financial Affairs. NOTE: it is not necessary to contact Employee Relations if the employee is assessed a Minimal or Below rating in any one assessment category, as long as the summary score is at the “Achieves” level or higher.

• Please remember that absences that have been documented as falling within the provisions of the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) cannot be considered when assessing the employee’s “Attendance/Reliability” rating, or any other part of the evaluation.

• In order to confirm that all evaluations are submitted to the university’s Office of Human Resources by the proper deadline, the College of Pharmacy requires that the completed and signed evaluations be routed through their Administrative and Financial Affairs division AT LEAST one week prior to the university deadline. Please submit all evaluations to the Administrative and Financial Affairs Office via the East Campus Office Building courier box located in the Dean’s Office, HPNP Rm. 4334. This routing will also ensure that a copy of the evaluation will be placed in the employee’s college personnel file.

In certain cases, a staff member within a specific unit may report to a direct supervisor who is housed in a centralized area of the college (for example, office managers work within their specific department and report on a daily basis to their respective Chairs; however, their direct supervisor of record is the Administrative Assistant housed within the Office of the Dean/Administrative and Financial Affairs). Evaluations of these staff members are to be handled in the following manner:

1. The direct supervisor of record will request the staff member to complete the evaluation’s self-assessment within a stated deadline.

2. Once the completed self-assessment has been returned, the direct supervisor will forward the evaluation to the staff member’s Chair/daily report, and ask him/her to prepare comments and scores for the six performance categories listed in Part B, “Supervisor’s Assessment” section of the evaluation, as well as goals for the next appraisal period. The direct supervisor will also perform the same exercise.

3. The Chair/daily report and the direct supervisor will then meet in order to blend their separate review points in to one cohesive evaluation. All of the listed performance factors should be considered and weighted in order to decide the appropriate score for each category. The
full content of the evaluation, including the overall rating score, is the final responsibility of the direct supervisor of record. In the case of a disagreement that significantly affects the employee’s evaluation, the college’s Chief of Staff should be contacted.

4. The direct supervisor will then complete the final evaluation and present it to the employee (The Chair/daily report may also attend, if he/she wishes).

Mid-Year Formative Evaluations: The college recommends that, as a best practice, supervisors conduct a mid-year (preferably in September) formative evaluation with each employee on an informal basis. The purpose of this review is to provide an overview of the employee’s progress, including a detailed assessment of strengths, as well as opportunities for improvement. An action plan can be devised at this time in order for goals to be met before the end of the official appraisal period. This formative mid-year review will remain in the department, and will serve to allow for more meaningful formal appraisals, as well as to provide more consistent feedback to the employee.

Probationary Evaluations: The University of Florida also requires evaluations be completed by the direct supervisor immediately following an employee’s first six months of service in a TEAMS position. The College of Pharmacy guidelines for annual appraisals apply to these evaluations as well. An annual evaluation is not required for an employee still within his/her probationary period, or if the probationary evaluation was completed during the current year. If the probationary evaluation was completed any time within the previous year (up to Dec. 31st), then an annual evaluation must be completed for the current year.

4.4 COLLEGE POLICIES APPLICABLE TO STAFF

Flex Time for USPS and TEAMS positions within the College:

Purpose: To define and provide guidelines for the acceptable use of variable working hours, and define timeframes and procedures for the adoption of variance of working hours within the College.

Policy: All staff positions (USPS and TEAMS) within the College are eligible for flextime.

A Department or Office, when adopting a Flextime Plan, must adopt a policy that follows the 9 to 4 Rule. This rule establishes that no employee may begin work after 9 AM nor leave work any earlier than 4 PM. Each employee must also work not less than 8 hours each day, on any day that they are participating in Flextime. Employees may combine leave approved by their supervisor in advance, with hours worked to meet the demands of the 8-hour work rule.

Each Department or Office of the College may set specific utilization of flextime for its employees, within the overall context of this rule, as best suits the demands for utilization of resources for the Department/Office. Each Department/Office may determine whether flextime will be used within that organizational unit separately from other sub-units, with the concurrence of the Chair or Director of the Unit. Each sub-unit having a different plan must follow the rules for adoption of a separate Flextime Plan.

Each specific plan adopted for each Department/Office must be approved by the Chief of Staff, before it may be implemented within the Unit. The Chief of Staff will be the final arbitrator as to the acceptability with the overall needs of the College of Pharmacy of any adopted plan. Employees of each unit where flextime will be implemented will be given no less than 14 days no-
tice that the plan will become effective by a certain date. Approved Flextime Plans may be re-
voked by directive of the Chief of Staff with 7 days notice to the affected employees.

**Procedure:** Each unit must determine whether to implement a Flextime Plan. This may be done by the unit supervisor in conjunction with affected employees’ input. If the unit does not wish to implement a Flextime Plan, then a memo from the unit supervisor signed by the supervisor and the unit’s Chair or Director should be prepared and submitted to the Chief of Staff indicating that this is the adopted policy of the unit. If the unit wishes to adopt a Flextime Plan for the unit or sub-units of each organization then that plan must follow the procedures outlined here. Each plan must list the employees that the plan will affect within the unit or sub-unit, and the timeframe being adopted for each employee. As employees change or are hired, the plan must be modified to include the new information for each employee. Such changes may be done by memo to the Chief of Staff, indicating the change and the affected employee(s). Each organizational unit must adopt a policy, or indicate no adoption of a policy, within one month of the date of promulgation of this Rule.

Each unit Director or Chair will approve or reject the adopted plan. The unit Director or Chair will be solely responsible for the decision as to whether the plan is adopted for that unit or sub-unit. If the Director or Chair rejects the plan, he/she should indicate this by writing “REJECTED” and signing their name and date. If this is the final outcome of the process then the supervisor should follow the procedure outlined in (1) above to notify the Chief of Staff of this outcome. If the unit Director or Chair approves the plan, then they will indicate this approval by signing their name and the date and forwarding the plan to the Chief of Staff for final review and approval or denial.

The Chief of Staff will review and approve or reject the Plan. This approval will be signified by writing “APPROVED” on the Plan, and signing his/her name and date. If the Plan is rejected, then the Plan will be returned to the Director/Chair of the unit, with a memo as to what needs to be changed in order to make the plan acceptable.

If approved, the employees of the unit will be notified of the implementation date. This date may take effect no earlier than 14 days after notification. Notification may be general announcement to the unit, either through voice or electronic means. The unit supervisor should make note of the date of the general announcement to the staff and the effective date, and forward a copy of the Flextime Plan with this documentation to the Chief of Staff for proper placement of the policy in the Rules of the College. Each affected employee will have a copy of the policy placed in their personnel file to document the applicability to them and to substantiate notification for the record.

Units affected by this policy. The following units are affected by this policy and will be required to adopt or state that they are not adopting a Flextime Plan for their organization:

- Office of the Dean
- Office of Administrative Affairs
- Office of Development and Alumni Affairs
- Office of Research Affairs
- Office of Student Affairs
- Department of Medicinal Chemistry
- Department of Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy
- Department of Pharmaceutics
Conflicts of Interest Policy:

While the interaction with Industry can be beneficial, Industry influence can also result in unacceptable conflicts of interest that may lead to increased costs of healthcare, compromise of patient safety, result in negative socialization of students and trainees, bias of research results, and diminished confidence and respect among patients, the general public and regulatory officials. Because provision of financial support or gifts, even in modest amounts, can exert a subtle but measurable impact on recipients’ behavior, the UFCOP has adopted the following policy to govern the interactions between Industry and UFCOP personnel (see Appendix A).
5.1 COLLEGE POLICIES APPLICABLE TO STUDENTS

Guidelines for College of Pharmacy Student Organizations To Request Dean’s Matching Funds: A number of College of Pharmacy student organizations are eligible to receive matching funds from the Dean. These funds are intended to be used to cover travel expenses for students to attend professional conferences and meetings that support the development of the organization and its members, as well as to enhance the educational mission of the college. Specific procedures for requesting funds are located in the Student/Faculty Handbook.

Student Computer Policy: All entering and returning PharmD students must have a computer meeting minimum UF and COP requirements. These requirements can be located in the Student-Faculty Handbook http://www.cop.ufl.edu/studaff/sfbook.pdf.

The College will transmit materials to the student in a format that can be processed by the minimum required software. The student must transmit materials to the College in a format that can be processed by the minimum required software.

Internet access and an e-mail address are requirements. All admitted College of Pharmacy students are required to create and use a Gatorlink email address as soon as possible for all college-related activity. This Gatorlink email address must not be forwarded to another email provider.

Conflicts of Interest Policy: While the interaction with Industry can be beneficial, Industry influence can also result in unacceptable conflicts of interest that may lead to increased costs of healthcare, compromise of patient safety, result in negative socialization of students and trainees, bias of research results, and diminished confidence and respect among patients, the general public and regulatory officials. Because provision of financial support of gifts, even in modest amounts, can exert a subtle but measurable impact on recipients’ behavior, the UFCOP has adopted the following policy to govern the interactions between Industry and UFCOP personnel (see Appendix A).

Special Note for WPPD Students: Students enrolled in the Working Professional PharmD (WPPD) program are not required to purchase or use a portable computer. A desktop computer may be used for this program. WPPD students may find a portable (laptop or notebook) computer with a wireless network card helpful for on-campus orientations. However, it is not required.

More detailed information regarding the above requirements may be found on the college’s website at http://www.cop.ufl.edu/education/student-affairs/policies/.
SECTION 6

OPERATIONAL POLICIES FOR COLLEGE PERSONNEL

6.1 TRAVEL POLICY

Purpose: In order to more effectively manage university travel expenditures, improve the quality of travel services provided to the university by independent agencies and obtain travel management reports that will assist in the accomplishment of these goals, a University travel policy has been implemented. The complete online policy, procedure and forms can be found by signing going to https://my.cop.ufl.edu/, then clicking on the Forms tab.

Through a competitive process, the University has designated specified travel agencies as the preferred agencies of the university. Should the services of a travel agency be needed, University policy requires the use of a preferred agency when the employee is based in Alachua County, and the travel is paid for by funds under the control of the university. This policy applies to travel expenditures paid by an employee to a travel agency for which university reimbursement will be requested. Preferred agencies will be the only agencies provided with the University’s travel ghost card account numbers. This information allows the preferred agency to bill travel services directly to the university’s credit card account. Employees based outside of Alachua County may use a preferred agency if they so desire.

Policy: The University will not make payment to any travel agency that has not received the preferred designation, or reimburse an employee for payment to an agency which is not preferred, unless the purchase qualifies under the following exceptions:

- Travel programs that result in lower fares than the routine, published fares. Such programs may include, but are not limited to, network fares and senior-citizen fares offered directly by airlines, consolidator fares and other similar offerings.
- Travel paid with funds controlled by a granting agency where use of a specified travel agency is mandated by the grantor.
- Travel paid from funds not under the direct control of the university, such as the University of Florida Foundation.
- Travel fares included in the price of a conference or seminar that result in lower fares than the routine published fares for identical travel.
- Travel packages and tours arranged by the university that require specialized assistance or services not obtainable through a preferred agency.
- Special circumstances as approved by the Vice President of Administrative Affairs.

Documentation of the circumstances surrounding an exception to the travel policy must be provided in sufficient detail to permit an administrative review of the reasons why an agency not designated as preferred was utilized. If there are any doubts as to whether travel qualifies for an exception to the university policy, it is recommended that you contact the College of Pharmacy Office for Financial Affairs prior to committing funds for this purpose.

Administrators may designate a specific preferred agency for use by the employees of their administrative unit. By so doing, the unit may receive better service and will have available from a sole source a comprehensive report of the unit’s travel expenditures. Selection of a preferred agency for travel purposes must be based on non-financial considerations. University employees may not accept financial inducements or gifts from agencies seeking their business, nor can a
different pricing structure than the one included in the university contract with the preferred agencies be negotiated.

There are a number of issues regarding travel that require close examination and certification before university-sponsored trips can be authorized. The issues involved are multifaceted, with various types of approval needed, depending on your plans/destinations. To help simplify this process, the college has prepared these two web-based approval request forms that must be submitted in order to seek approval for 1) domestic travel paid with State funds, and 2) all international travel, regardless of fund source used. Please be aware that, although it is acceptable to request assistance from office staff in the processing of this form, the ultimate responsibility for submitting the request in an accurate and timely fashion rests solely with the traveler.

Approval for Domestic (Out of State Only) Travel Paid by State Funds: All domestic (out-of-state only) travel paid from state funds must be pre-approved by the Dean’s Office. This college requirement has been in effect for some time, and its need was further reinforced by the SVPHA’s 6/24/09 directive to restrict all state-funded travel only to activities critical to the university’s mission. To submit your request, click on the “Domestic Travel Request Form” option, complete all the information fields, and then hit the “Submit” button at the bottom of the page. Upon submission, the form will be automatically routed to COP Administrative Services for review and response. You will be required to provide information on the purpose/benefit of the travel and its estimated cost. Please be sure to obtain this approval before committing any state funds on transportation, registration, or any other travel-related expenses. The above college approval must be secured before the related PeopleSoft travel authorization is input and approved.

Approval for All Foreign Travel: All foreign travel, regardless of the fund source used, must be pre-approved by the Dean’s Office. To submit your request, click on the “Foreign Travel Request Form” option, complete all of the information fields, and hit the “Submit” button so that this form may be automatically forwarded for review and response. The foreign travel request form will address these additional issues:

- **Use of UF Decaled Property:** The university’s Asset Management Division requires that a written approval request be submitted to them before any UF decaled property is taken or shipped out of the country, as all such incidents are considered exports, and must therefore have the proper controls reviewed. A very common (though not the only) situation that falls under this rule is use of a decaled laptop during foreign travel. If you are planning to take a decaled laptop during any international travel, this approval must be sought through the college’s administrative office as soon as possible via this approval form, who will then submit the request to Asset Management. A denial may be received based on the need for an export license to take the equipment to a specific country; in this case, further instruction will then be provided so that this license may be obtained. Please be aware that if it is required, an export license can take a number of months to secure, so it is advisable to submit these requests as soon as possible. In order to submit the request, you will need to provide the decal number of the item(s) being taken, each country traveling (or shipping item) to (with specific dates of travel for each country), and a general purpose statement for taking/shipping the item(s). When approval is received, it will be sent to you, as the traveler should always keep this approval and a copy of the “at-home” letter with the item during the travel.

1. Please note that the taking of technical/restricted data or research results generated from restricted projects out of the country also requires a license. The Asset Management and Dean’s Office travel approvals do not cover the content within the laptop; if a traveler
needs to take such restricted data, (s)he is responsible for contacting DSR directly at 392-3516 to secure the necessary license. Taking applicable restricted data outside of the U.S. without a license can result in criminal and/or civil penalties and fines.

2. ECCN numbers for laptops: The laptop’s ECCN (Export Control Classification Number) should be affixed to every computer taken out of the country, even if it is a mini-laptop (cost under $1,000) that does not fall under the decaled property approval provisions described above. This number is assigned to specific makes and models of computers, and can be obtained from the manufacturer (if not already known from the original purchase information). Please contact COP Administrative Services staff at 273-6294 for assistance with this if needed.

3. Use of UF property during personal international travel: Please keep in mind that you must submit a travel request approval form for personal/vacation/non-UF funded international travel if you will be taking any UF-decaled property, such a laptop, along with you. Non-decaled laptops must also have the ECCN affixed to it, as described in item b above.

- **Emergency Assistance Insurance Requirement:** The University has established a group policy with MEDEX Emergency Assistance Insurance which covers all faculty, staff and students* traveling outside the United States on official university business. This coverage provides emergency medical evacuation and repatriation services. Coverage under the UF blanket policy is free, but each traveler must register each travel event separately to qualify for the coverage. Registration is accessed through the UF International Center (UFIC) website at: [www.ufic.ufl.edu/travelregistration.html](http://www.ufic.ufl.edu/travelregistration.html). This registration also allows UFIC to track travelers and contact them in the event of an emergency situation abroad. Proof of registration must be attached to the College of Pharmacy Foreign Travel Request form via the pdf copy of the verification card that is received during the registration process on the UFIC website.

Any costs incurred by the university to provide emergency assistance to its members that are not covered by the MEDEX policy will be forwarded to the department for payment, and these costs can easily reach many thousands of dollars. Therefore, it is imperative that the traveler register his/her trip to ensure coverage. Keep in mind that each member of a travel group MUST register as an individual – group registrations are not permitted. The system does not allow MEDEX registration to be performed on behalf of another; therefore, all travelers must access the UFIC website noted above and input their registration(s) directly.

*This UFIC registration procedure does not apply to students traveling on university-level sponsored, exchange or non-UF study abroad programs.

### 6.2 POLICIES FOR OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES OF COLLEGE PERSONNEL

- The College encourages their employees to engage in outside employment or other activities as this activity results in the dissemination of new information and expertise of University personnel as well as an avenue to advance the professional competence and reputation of its personnel. College personnel may be involved in outside employment in which they may or may not have a financial interest as long as the defined activities follow conditions set forth in rule 6C1-1.011 FAC: [http://www.generalcounsel.ufl.edu/downloads/Appendices/AppendixA1.pdf](http://www.generalcounsel.ufl.edu/downloads/Appendices/AppendixA1.pdf)
As outside activities can potentially place the employee in conflict with the University, it is required that all COP employees wishing to engage in outside activities consult with their immediate supervisor, department chair or college administrator prior to engaging in each outside activity. Annually each faculty member will report on the status of their outside activity by agreeing to the following statements: (1) I have disclosed all current outside activities/financial interests or do not currently have any outside activities/financial interests requiring disclosure and (2) should there be activities/financial interests that require disclosure during the upcoming academic year, I will disclose them.

COP personnel are also strongly encouraged to visit the University of Florida Division of Sponsored Research website to gain further insight on institutional policies related to, and definitions of, outside activities (http://rgp.ufl.edu/research/outside_activities.html) and conflict of interest (http://www.generalcounsel.ufl.edu/downloads/COI.pdf). Most UF outside activities, conflict of interest, and all other related forms can be found at: (http://www.generalcounsel.ufl.edu/downloads/COIForms.htm).

The college also recognizes that, as part of the Health Science Center (HSC) their faculty may, from time-to-time, be asked to be an expert witness in health-related liability or malpractice cases. As these activities can put a given faculty member into a clear conflict with the University, faculty members are required to consult with their immediate supervisor, chair or college administrator before any activity is undertaken. All expert witness activity must be reviewed and approved by the Dean and the HSC Self-Insurance Trust Office before any activity is undertaken. Specific guidelines for HSC expert witness activity must be strictly followed and can be found at HSC Expert Witness Policy.pdf.

Although there are no written guidelines as to the maximum amount of outside activities an individual employee may engage in while maintaining full employment within the University, the college embraces the opinion that, in general, outside activities should not exceed more than 1 day a week or 52 days in a calendar year. Furthermore participation in any of these outside activities can not conflict with an individual’s University duties, responsibilities or obligations, and must be such that they do not harm the institutional prestige of the University or College.

The College expects that every full-time faculty member will, as part of their institutional duties, engage in peer-review activities at federal granting agencies (e.g. NIH, NSF, NASA, USDA, VA, DOD, etc.), or foundations/societies (AHA, ACS, AKA, AAPS, AACP, etc.). Faculty should also participate in invited presentations to local, national or international professional meetings/conferences and, from time to time give invited talks independent of any consulting activity to private corporations. In most instances (e.g. non-compensated activities, or expenses being reimbursed without a significant honoraria) the college views these activities as those in which individuals are acting as an agent of the University of Florida, in furtherance of the goals of the University. Therefore, outside activity forms and approval are not necessary.

If an individual is to receive compensation of more than $250/day, an outside activity form is required to be filed. Rules for compensation within the college again will follow rules set forth in 6C1-1.011 FAC, as above. Honoraria or any other compensation that exceeds travel or business expenses of $250/day is required to be reported to the Dean of the College.
To ensure compliance with expected duties of college personnel in section 5 above, it is recommended that all annual evaluative and appointment letters from departmental chairs/immediate supervisors include the paragraph below or a variation thereof:

“As part of your professional obligations to the college and university, you will be expected to participate whenever possible in peer-review activities at granting agencies as well as present your work at local, national or international professional meetings/conferences that you see fit.

6.3 MAIL AND SHIPPING POLICY

Each college department is responsible for handling the mail and shipping for their respective unit, as specified below:

- Each department should send a staff member to Health Center Receiving on a daily basis to check for (and pick up) any packages. If a department is having staffing problems and cannot make it there, Receiving must be called and informed of the situation.

- If Receiving is not informed of any issues, all packages must be removed within 48 hours; otherwise, they will be returned to sender.

- Please follow the following procedures in order to check out your packages from Receiving: locate the shipping manifest for the college which is kept with the boxes; find your package(s) on this list and sign for them legibly (it has also been requested by the receiving department that you print your names for easy recognition); make a copy of the form for your records.

- If needed, each department may use the receiving area’s carts/hand trucks in order to transport their packages to their area; however, any such equipment MUST be returned to Receiving within 15 minutes, unless they are otherwise notified.

If a department has any questions regarding the above-listed procedures, the college’s Administrative Services Senior Clerk may be contacted at 273-6294.

Procedure for mail to and from the East Campus Office Building: There is a daily courier service for all hand delivered mail to and from the East Campus Office Building (ECOB), where the college’s Administrative & Financial Services, WPPD, and DCE divisions are located. Place items to be delivered to ECOB in the “Out” box located in the Dean’s Office.

During the daily run, the courier will also deliver any mail the ECOB has sent to the departments by placing it in the “In” box located in the Dean’s Office. Administrative & Financial Services will send an email to any department contact receiving mail that day. It will then be each department’s responsibility to pick up its mail from the “In from ECOB” box.
6.4 COLLEGE VAN RESERVATION

Purpose: To familiarize COP faculty, staff and graduate students who are currently employed by the College of Pharmacy with College of Pharmacy vehicle rules, regulations, and the proper procedures for check out of College vans. This policy applies to all individuals who want access to College of Pharmacy vehicular resources. [http://dms.myflorida.com/business_operations/](http://dms.myflorida.com/business_operations/)

Policy:

- COP motor vehicles shall be used for official College of Pharmacy purposes ONLY and shall be used ONLY as authorized by the College administration and in accordance with the provisions of this policy and with other applicable laws, rules, and procedures. It is fundamental to College of Pharmacy policy that College owned vehicles be used only for College business or to relieve emergency situations where the protection of life or property is involved and there is no other satisfactory means of transportation available. The College of Pharmacy administration (Dean's office) is responsible for vehicle assignments and proper use in accordance with this policy. Such responsibilities will include arrangements for dissemination of this policy to all persons authorized to operate vehicles, for assurance that such persons have in their possession a current and valid driver's license, and additionally for reporting changes in vehicle assignment classification and the assignment classification of additional new equipment as it is placed in service.

- The COP Dean's office upon determination that a member of the faculty, staff or graduate students (employed by COP) has improperly used a COP vehicle shall take such action that is just and proper under the circumstances in compliance with existing personnel rules and regulations regarding disciplinary actions possibly including the banning of future use of COP owned vehicles. Each incident of improper use shall be reported to the Dean's office, detailing the nature of the misuse and the action taken.

- Persons other than COP employees (faculty, staff, and employed graduate students) shall not be permitted to operate a COP vehicle, unless written authorization is granted by the Dean's office and then only on College business. The only passengers permitted in the vehicles are College/UF staff and others (such as visiting collaborators) directly engaged in official college business. Family members, unless engaged as listed above, may not travel in the college vans.

- Only on special occasions in connection with official travel being performed in College of Pharmacy owned vehicles, when the purposes of the travel can be more usefully served by including persons other than University officials or COP employees, can such individuals be accommodated. Such persons may be authorized by the COP Dean's office to travel in a COP owned vehicle provided no additional expense to the College are involved.

- The College of Pharmacy Dean's office may make temporary exceptions to the provisions of this policy in the case of disaster and emergency situations such as hurricanes, flood and riots.

- College of Pharmacy owned vehicles shall not be driven to and from any COP faculty, staff or student's home except as specifically authorized by the Dean's office in writing.

All reservations are made online at [http://cal.cop.ufl.edu/schedule.php](http://cal.cop.ufl.edu/schedule.php) or from a staff or faculty computer type "cal" in Internet Explorer. Vehicles are reserved on a first come first served basis.
**Excessive wear and cleanup costs:** Excessive wear and/or cleanup fees will be determined by the vehicle manager and approved by vehicle administrator and will be charged to the driver's COP department.

**Campus Runs - Call “Campus Cab”:** PPD provides point-to-point transportation to Main campus and other UF-owned buildings (ex: Bridges facility, H.R. Bldg) only for Staff and Faculty. However, the Campus Cab does not provide service to/from the ECOB, as this is not a UF-owned facility. Specifics of the service are as follows:

- The service will be at no cost.
- Call 392-1121, PPD Work Management, to schedule taxi service. Reservations taken from 7:30 AM - 4:40 PM.
- Hours of operation are Monday-Friday, 7:30 am – 4:30 pm (excluding holidays). Later pick-up may be available, please inquire at the time of your reservation.
- Taxi’s will pick up and deliver riders to the apparent front door of the destination building (typically the door nearest the building sign).
- Taxi service is available to UF Faculty and Staff only (no students). Visitors such as distinguished guests or visiting faculty on official business will be accommodated.
- Taxi service is intended for official business only.
- Typically, taxis can accommodate a maximum of 4 riders on one trip, (luggage limited to available trunk space). Accommodations for more than 4 riders may be made if arranged in advance and pending availability of a larger vehicle.
- A 60 minute advance reservation is requested for guaranteed pick-up. Taxis will be dispatched from PPD on Radio Road and will need travel time and time to coordinate trips.
- Taxis will wait a maximum of 10 minutes after the designated arrival time at a pick-up location before leaving without a customer.
- This service is not intended for shopping or other long term transportation needs. The service is point-to-point transportation only.
- Taxis will log every rider and trip (including location and mileage).
- Faculty and Staff with permanent or temporary disabilities who cannot ride in an unmodified 4-door sedan will be referred to Transportation & Parking’s Gator Lift service for transportation service.
SECTION 7

STANDING COMMITTEES

7.1 GENERAL GUIDELINES

Two types of committees exist within the college, those that report to the faculty and those that report to the Dean's office.

Standing committees of the faculty are established by a majority vote of the faculty. Each standing committee shall meet at least once each fall and spring semester. All members of the Tenure and Promotion Committee are elected by the faculty. Members of all other standing committees are appointed by the Dean's office after recommendation by the Faculty Governance Council and consultation with the Associate and Assistant Deans and the Department Chairs. The term of appointment to standing committees is three years unless specified otherwise. A listing of all standing committees and their members is published annually and provided to all faculty members. The Dean appoints a chair for each committee with the exception of the Tenure and Promotion Committee.

A quorum for a committee constitutes the chair or his/her designee and a simple majority of the members of the committee. Accountability for the committee is the responsibility of the committee chair, the Dean to whom the committee reports, and the general faculty. The committee chairs report activities to the College during at least one faculty meeting per academic year. The chair or his/her designee prepares and maintains the agenda and minutes of each meeting. Agendas and minutes of the committee meetings are made available to faculty members upon request or through the College of Pharmacy Committee website http://www.cop.ufl.edu/the-college/administration/office-of-the-dean/cop-committees/. Faculty members and Committee Chairs will be evaluated annually on their performance per a procedure developed by the Faculty Governance Council.

7.2 FACULTY COMMITTEES

Academic and Professional Standards Committee

Membership: The membership consists of faculty and a Pharmacy practitioner. The Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs chairs the committee.

Duties and Responsibilities: This committee makes decisions on petitions from pharmacy students with regard to academic policies (e.g., probation, dismissal), reviews petitions for clerkship changes and for readmission associated with prior unsatisfactory academic performance, and makes policy recommendations on changes in academic policy. The committee meets as needed (January, May and August). The committee reports to the Dean, Executive Associate Dean, Executive Council, and the faculty.

Curriculum Committee

Membership: The committee is composed of a faculty member from each of the departments, a practicing pharmacist and a student from each of the first three professional degree classes plus a representative from the student council. Fourth year students are out on clerkships and, thus, may or may not be represented on the committee. Ex Officio members include the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs and the Associate Dean for Curricu-
lar Affairs and Accreditation. The Chair is appointed by the Dean from the current pool of committee members.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** The committee reports to the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs and the faculty. The committee meets as needed but normally every two to four weeks. The committee manages an orderly and systematic review of curriculum structure, content and outcomes. This review includes assurances for coordination of course material, identification of content omission or unnecessary repetition, identification of outdated or unessential content, and recommendation of a reasonable course load for students.

The committee systematically reviews the curriculum at regular intervals to determine the appropriateness of content emphasis and proper sequencing so as to provide recommendations for the optimal environment for learning. The committee is responsible for obtaining data on learning outcomes and student satisfaction with the curriculum. The committee collects and disseminates information to the faculty regarding successful methods of innovative teaching as a means of continuous improvement. The committee is responsible for assuring that outcome measures of learning are systematically applied as an additional means of continuous quality improvement.

The committee has authority from the faculty to consider problems presented by students only under limited circumstances. The committee has the authority to consider the concerns or problems presented by the students who are not on the committee only after the course master/coordinator and departmental chair have considered the issues or problems first. Even then, the committee may act or respond to only those issues or problems that relate directly to curriculum structure, content and outcomes.

**Admissions Committee**

**Membership:** The membership consists of faculty, pharmacy practitioners from both community and institutional settings, as well as two or three pharmacy students. This committee also consists of a subcommittee of Working Professional PharmD (WPPD) faculty members and students that only considers admission to the WPPD Program. The chairman is the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** This committee reviews applications and selects students for admission and make campus assignments to the College of Pharmacy and the WPPD program. Furthermore, this committee recommends to the faculty changes in admission standards and makes recommendations on pre-pharmacy course requirements. The committee meets regularly (at least bi-weekly) during the spring semester, and as needed during other semesters. The committee reports to the Dean, Executive Associate Dean, Executive Committee, and the faculty.

**Committee on Impaired Professionals**

**Membership:** The committee is composed of at least three pharmacy students, at least three faculty members and one practicing pharmacist outside the college. The Chair is appointed by the Dean from the current standing committee members.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** The committee reports to the Dean, Executive Associate Dean, and Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs. The committee meets a minimum of once a semester or as deemed necessary by the committee chair. The committee acts on stu-
students who consistently exhibit unusual or inappropriate behavior that could be attributable to inappropriate use(s) of drug(s) alcohol or other forms of impairment. The committee in association with the Physicians Recovery Network (PRN) offers compassionate assistance, not punishment, for chemically impaired or dependent students. The committee provides assistance in a way that protects the rights of the impaired student to receive treatment in confidence. The committee affords each recovering student who is not legally restricted and no longer chemically impaired the opportunity to continue his/her pharmacy education without stigma or penalty. The committee monitors the student's progress after rehabilitation to prevent relapses. The committee provides educational leadership in the development of curricular content on the issues of drug abuse and promotion of healthy lifestyles.

Financial Aid and Student Awards Committee

**Membership:** The membership consists of faculty, two student representatives, plus the Director of the Alumni and Development Office. The Senior Associate Dean for Financial and Administrative Affairs participates as an ex officio member of the committee. The Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs acts as committee chair.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** This committee reviews applications for various scholarships and loans available through the College of Pharmacy. The committee also has the responsibility of selecting the recipients of the various academic and service awards available through the College of Pharmacy. The committee also reviews and recommends the criteria and policies for the college awards. The committee meets primarily during the spring semester (two times in February and once in March).

In addition, the committee identifies and screens alumni and non-alumni whose professional, scientific, or academic accomplishments are worthy of college recognition. The three awards given annually are:

- Outstanding Pharmacy Alumnus Award, awarded at spring graduation.
- Outstanding Pharmacy Service Award, (not restricted to Alumnus), awarded at spring graduation.
- Outstanding Service Pharmacy Alumnus Award, awarded at spring graduation.

The committee forwards the top two choices for each award to the Dean and Executive Council for the final selection.

Graduate Studies Committee

**Membership:** The committee is composed of the Executive Associate Dean, graduate coordinators from each of the departments with existing graduate programs, and the President of the Graduate Student Council. The chair of the committee is the Executive Associate Dean and is a non-voting member of the committee.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** The committee reports to the Dean. The committee meets a minimum of 4 times a year. The committee will review and make recommendations on new and existing programs in the College of Pharmacy. The committee is also involved in finding funds to attract and finance graduate students. They also evaluate ways to place matriculating Pharmacy students into College graduate programs. The committee coordinates and implements new processes and procedures as they relate to graduate education issues in the college. This committee also oversees Teaching Assistant needs of the College.
Tenure and Promotion Committee (please see Appendix B)

Membership: The committee is composed of ten faculty members. Five are tenured full professors, one from each academic department, and three are tenured associate professors. There is also one full and one associate non-tenured track faculty member that can serve on the committee. These individuals only have an assessment vote on non-tenured faculty member promotions. The dean, executive associate dean, and department chairs and their designees (if involved in writing T&P letters) are not eligible to serve on this committee. All committee members are elected by the faculty, but no more than 2 members may be from the same department (this does not include the non-tenured track members of the committee). Elected terms are for 2 years and a person may not serve more than two consecutive terms. The two year consecutive term can be suspended if there is a shortage of eligible faculty at either the associate or full rank within any one department. The committee Chair must be a full professor and is elected at the beginning of each academic year by the current Tenure and Promotion Committee members.

Duties and Responsibilities: The committee is advisory to the Dean and has five main responsibilities.

1. The committee conducts a review of candidates for tenure and promotion forwarded from the individual departments (please see Appendix B; College of Pharmacy Tenure and Promotion Plan).
2. The committee conducts pre-tenure reviews for all new faculty members in the spring semester of the candidate's third academic year. This review is forwarded to the Dean and Department Chair (and copied to the candidate) to document any areas needing consideration before the tenure and promotion process is started.
3. The committee conducts the sustained performance review process. Individual tenured faculty who have held their academic rank for seven years or longer are evaluated as outlined in Appendix B; College of Pharmacy Sustained Performance Evaluation Plan.
4. This committee assists the Dean, if need be, in evaluating eligible faculty members for the Salary Adjustment Program for tenured full professors (please see Appendix B; College of Pharmacy Salary Adjustment Program for Faculty after Seven Years in Rank as Full Professor – Professor Pay Plan).
5. The committee annually reviews and provides any necessary updating in the College’s Policies and Procedures Manual related to Tenure & Promotion, Sustained Performance and the Professor Pay Plan.

Faculty Governance Council

Membership: Membership of the faculty governance council (FGC) consists of 9 elected faculty members of the college of pharmacy. Faculty is defined as anyone eligible for service on the senate. Three of these members are the faculty senators. Faculty from each department (5) and faculty from distance campuses (JAX, ORL, STP) (1) elect one faculty member from their units to serve on the council. Faculty in a dean, director or academic unit head positions will not be eligible to serve, unless he or she is a senator, with the exception of the distant campus representative.

Duties and Responsibilities: The Faculty Governance Council (GC) is comprised of faculty and the college administration who together make policy relevant to the faculty. In general, either the faculty, through the FGC, or the administration brings policy recommendation to one another for the purpose of developing policy. Following discussions and interactions between the FGC and the administration the policy may be put into practice. The Administra-
tion will, periodically but no less than twice annually, report to the Faculty Governance Council on policy issues relevant to the faculty. Specific duties for the Faculty Governance Council would include the following:

1. Provide an additional mechanism for the views of faculty to be expressed and solicited by the College Administration.
2. Provide a faculty forum for deliberation, advice and suggestions with regard to college policies.
3. Receive, consider, and refer matters from and to the faculty as a whole based on recommendations from standing committees, special committees, or individual faculty members.
4. Make recommendations to the College Administration concerning review of the structure for standing committees within the college.
5. Monitor and coordinate progress of committees related to the mission and goals of the college.
6. Call for a faculty meeting, create or convene special committees and consult on the agenda of scheduled faculty meetings/retreats.
7. Recommend and revise policies to the College Administration.
8. Consult with the College Administration on policy implementation.
9. Assist the Executive Associate Dean in the annual updates of the college’s policy and procedures manual.
10. Work with the College Administration in developing, implementing, and monitoring the College’s strategic plan.

Faculty Student Relations Committee (currently suspended and under reconsideration)

**Membership:** The committee is composed of one faculty member from each department and two representatives from each of the 1PD, 2PD, and 3PD classes. Students on the Student Council select the student representatives. The committee should meet at least once in the Fall and Spring Semester. The Chair is appointed by the Dean from the current standing committee members.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** This committee is charged with promoting a culture of shared responsibility for learning and growing by faculty and students in an atmosphere of mutual respect. The committee reports to the Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs.

Working Professional PharmD Committee

**Membership:** The committee is composed of faculty members involved with management of the Working Professional PharmD Program. The committee should represent the point of view of a practitioner and a student. The Associate Dean for Distance, Continuing and Executive Education chairs the committee.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** The committee is responsible for the oversight of the academic issues associated with the Working PharmD Program, which is the College of Pharmacy’s non-traditional program. The committee meets on a bi-monthly basis.
Space and Equipment Committee

**Membership:** The committee is composed of chairs and chair’s designees from each department in the college and the Senior Associate Dean for Financial and Administrative Affairs. The chair of the committee is the Executive Associate Dean.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** The committee on request of the Dean considers issues associated with research and instructional space and equipment within the College. This committee is advisory to the Dean.

Self-Funded Graduate Programs Committee

**Membership:** The committee is composed of faculty members and administrators involved in the development and delivery of graduate programs in the pharmacy.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** The committee is responsible for the review and recommendation to the Dean for approval of all Self-Funded Graduate programs.

7.3 **AD HOC COMMITTEES**

A Departmental Chair or Center Director can establish Ad Hoc committees on an “as needed basis” to accomplish the mission of a given academic or administrative unit within the college. These Ad Hoc committees report directly to the Chair/Director who established the Ad Hoc committee.

7.4 **COMMITTEES OF THE DEAN**

Executive Council

**Membership:** The Executive Council is comprised of the Dean who is the Chair, Associate Deans, Assistant Deans, Department Chairs, Chair of Faculty Governance Council, Director of Alumni and Development, Director of Continuing Education, all Faculty Senators, and Director of Shands Pharmacy Services.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** This Council serves in an advisory capacity to the Dean. The Council meets monthly and focuses on administrative and business matters. It provides a vehicle for consideration of, and reaction to, policies and actions proposed by the Dean and other members of the council and committees.

Curriculum Assessment Team

**Membership:** The membership consists of faculty from each of the five academic departments. Members of the committee have attended training through the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy Teaching Institute. The Chair of this committee is appointed by the Dean.

**Duties and Responsibilities:** This committee is responsible for implementing changes and adjustments to the curriculum. The committee meets every other week and implements changes to the curriculum as directed by the Curriculum Committee. This committee also evaluates the curriculum as directed by the Dean and obtains information from faculty and students. The CCT makes recommendations to the Curriculum Committee for curricular
changes according to feedback sessions. The committee reports to the Dean, Executive Associate Dean, Executive Council and faculty.

Additional Ad Hoc Committees, Groups and Task Forces

The Dean may appoint additional ad hoc committees, groups and task forces as deemed necessary to aid in the performance of his/her duties. Examples would include search committees, administrative evaluation committee, self-study committee, strategic planning committee, and curriculum revision committee, etc.
Faculty are encouraged to participate in University and Professional committee service and these activities are recognized in annual performance evaluations.

8.1 FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES TO FACULTY SENATE

website address: http://www.generalcounsel.ufl.edu/downloads/Bylaws.pdf

The faculty elects representatives to the University Faculty Senate from the College. The number of representatives is determined by the University and the senators serve a three year staggered term. The senators report back to the faculty during regularly scheduled faculty meetings.

8.2 AACP DELEGATE

Faculty members may nominate themselves or others to serve as the College Faculty AACP delegate. After nominations have been received, qualified candidates are voted on by College Faculty to determine the delegate and an alternate delegate. The delegate must be a member of AACP to be nominated. The delegate serves a one-year term.

8.3 UNIVERSITY-WIDE COMMITTEES

Faculty members may nominate themselves or others to serve on University-wide committees. This is done annually according to procedures outlined by the Faculty Senate.
SECTION 9

COLLEGE COMPUTER SOFTWARE/HARDWARE AND CONNECTION POLICIES

9.1 SOFTWARE

The College allows only software to be installed on the College's computers that has identifiable original disks, manuals, site licenses, or other purchase documentation (indicating the serial # of the software) that clearly documents that the software is legitimate and is readily available for verification in the location where the computer resides. Any software that does not have this documentation is removed from the computer. The College permits the installation of privately purchased software that meets the above criteria to be installed on the College's computers only to the extent that it does not interfere with the necessary operational software required by the College. This means that any interference with LAN, video drivers, required software, etc., constitutes reason for removal. College computer support personnel are not responsible for any trouble-shooting or assistance in making any software function with any hardware applications.

9.2 HARDWARE

The College only supports the installation and maintenance of hardware that is compatible with the current operating system in use. The College maintains lists of the various types of computers and other hardware that are compatible with our operating system, and consults with any purchaser as to the desirability of acquiring any of this equipment, the cost, and the best method of procurement. This information can be obtained from the Coordinator of Computer Applications upon request. Any equipment that is purchased that does not meet all of the above criteria is not be added to the College's LAN system until the Coordinator of Computer Applications has verified the operating compatibility with the College's system. The College must be satisfied that the addition of such equipment does not damage or otherwise operationally degrade or impair the system. Additionally, the College must have access to the source code for operating systems that are utilized on the equipment in order that problems may be resolved in a timely manner when they arise.

These policies do not preclude anyone from purchasing equipment or software to run on a stand-alone computer system. However, documentation as to the legitimacy of the purchase becomes the responsibility of the purchaser in the case of software. College personnel do not support hardware.

9.3 LAPTOP ENCRYPTION POLICY

Purpose: To ensure that sensitive electronic data, specifically patient health information (PHI) and restricted data, is securely stored on College of Pharmacy laptops. In the event of possible loss or theft of a College of Pharmacy laptop, whole disk encryption will prevent 3rd parties from obtaining personal information by seizing administrative rights through physical possession of the laptop hard drive.

Scope: This policy applies to all laptops purchased after Jan. 01, 2007 and to any laptops preceding this date that may potentially have access to (PHI) or restricted data whether knowingly or unknowingly to the end user.

References:
1. UF Health Science Center SPICE GP001: Information Classification
Policy:
1. All College of Pharmacy laptop purchases must be approved and authorized by the College of Pharmacy Information Security Manager (ISM).
2. All College of Pharmacy laptop purchases will be directly shipped from the laptop vendor to COP IT offices for initial setup, property inventory and the installation of security controls.
3. Upon initial receipt of laptop COP IT will install whole disk encryption software.
4. At the completion of laptop setup, property inventory, and security control installation the user will be notified.
5. Upon notification of completion, user is responsible for pickup. Laptops will only be released to the future designated user of the device.
6. After initial release of the laptop to the user there will be subsequent yearly reviews of the encryption software by the COP IT office.
7. In the event of loss of PGP password, HSC SPICE personnel are to be contacted at 392-3261 for key retrieval process.

9.4 COMPUTER EQUIPMENT PURCHASING POLICY

Purpose: To ensure that new computer equipment purchased within the College of Pharmacy is properly and securely installed within the Health Science Center environment. New equipment will be recorded for inventory and the proper COP security controls will be installed. Specifically, this policy is to guarantee the security of sensitive electronic data, specifically patient health information (PHI), and restricted data and to ensure the integrity of the College of Pharmacy/Health Science Center computing network.

Scope: This policy applies to all computer equipment purchases within the College of Pharmacy with UF funds. Computer equipment is defined as but not limited to: Workstations, Servers, Laptops, Printers, Copiers, IP Phones, PDA's, Cell Phones, Blackberries and Thumb drives.

References:
1. UF Health Science Center SPICE GP001: Information Classification
2. UF Health Science Center SPICE TS0010: Portable Computing Device and Media Security
3. UF Health Science Center SPICE EduGuide EG0005

Policies:
- All College of Pharmacy computer equipment purchases must be approved and authorized by the College of Pharmacy Information Security Manager (ISM).
- All College of Pharmacy computer equipment purchases will be directly shipped from the laptop vendor to COP IT offices for initial setup, property inventory and the installation of security controls.
- At the completion of computer equipment setup, property inventory, and security control installation the user "purchaser" will be notified.
- Upon notification of completion, user is responsible for pickup. Computer equipment will only be released to the future designated user of the device or to the specific purchasing agent.
- After initial release of the computer equipment to the user or department there may be subsequent yearly reviews of the security controls by the COP IT office.
9.5 HEALTHNET CONNECTIONS BILLING POLICY

The College of Pharmacy pays centrally for connections with Healthnet in College assigned space for Faculty, USPS, TEAMS, and OPS appointments which are primarily for connection of the personnel to the network in performance of their official duties related to teaching or service. Connections to laboratories or other research specific space within the Health Science Center or other College assigned space are the responsibility of the Department or Center where the faculty member resides.

9.6 STANDARD FOR PERSONALLY OR AFFILIATE OWNED COMPUTERS

A. Restricted information storage authorization:
   1. Unit authorization to store restricted information on a personally or affiliate owned computer must have expressed written authorization by the College Dean or his/her delegate to remove such information from the University premises. To assist the Dean, making an informed authorization decision Units may require the user who is seeking authorization to store restricted information on their personally or affiliate owned computer, to complete the personally or affiliate owned computer security attestation form to the satisfaction of the Unit ISM, prior to authorization. See TS0012.04 Exhibit A for the computer security attestation form.
   2. Applications used to access restricted information on personally or affiliate owned computers must be reviewed and approved by the Unit ISM who must first confirm the software does not store or cache restricted data, temporary or otherwise, on the end user’s computer hard drive. Users must seek this approval prior to using the application.
   3. Personally or affiliate owned computers, used by University affiliates, students, faculty and staff for HSC business must comply with security standard TS0012.04. It is the responsibility of the user with system administrative privileges on the computer to insure the required security controls are implemented and maintained.
   4. University owned or managed computers used for HSC business must comply with security standard TS10012.02. It is the responsibility of the Unit ISM to ensure the required security controls are implemented and maintained on all computers he or she registers for the network access.

B. Approval or applications that access restricted information: Many applications store data on the hard drive of the computer without user intervention or knowledge. Examples include Microsoft Outlook and Internet Explorer. This application design occurs primarily 1) to improve speed with which the application responds to user’s request for data and 2) many applications in production today were designed before security principles were required. As a result of this circumstance, any application the user wishes to access restricted data from a personally or affiliate owned computer must be reviewed for this vulnerability and approved by the Unit ISM prior to use on personally or affiliate owned computers.
   1. The store/cache feature on applications providing access to restricted data must be disabled.
   2. If the application does not allow the store/caching feature to be disabled, the user must seek authorization to store restricted data off premises prior to using the application on a personally or affiliate owned computer.
   3. Applications found to provide user access to restricted data without storing/caching the data on the end user’s computer hard drive do not require approval from the Dean.
SECTION 10

10.1 OTHER INFORMATION

Other faculty rights and responsibilities are covered in the Faculty Handbook of the University of Florida (http://www.aa.ufl.edu/Handbook/index.html)

**Faculty Salary Increases:** Salary increases are determined by the Dean's office after consultation with the Department Chair.

**Faculty Assignments:** Assignments are the responsibility of the Department Chair and should fulfill the stated mission of each academic unit.

**Complaints and Grievances against Faculty and Complaints and Grievances by Faculty:** The policies are covered in the Faculty Handbook (http://www.aa.ufl.edu/Handbook/index.html)

**Professional Meetings and Activities:** The expense of travel performed by University faculty which is authorized as official and necessary in the performance of the faculty member's duties is paid by the University, subject to the availability of funds.

**Faculty Advisors to Student Organizations:** Advisors are appointed by the Dean's office after consultation with the student organization and the department chair.

**Academic and Student Policies:** The College of Pharmacy prepares a Student-Faculty Handbook (http://www.cop.ufl.edu/education/student-affairs/policies/) that covers the policies on such matters as: academic standards; chemical impairment; AIDS/HIV Policy; immunizations; examination schedules; student rights; grievances about grading; student conduct; class attendance; student evaluations of faculty; computer requirements; immigration etc. The University of Florida Undergraduate Catalog (http://www.registrar.ufl.edu/catalog.html) and the University of Florida Student Guide (http://www.dso.ufl.edu/studentguide/) also provide information on University Policies affecting students.

**Grant and Contract Manual:** The College, through the Office of Research and Graduate Studies, has established a web-based, hyper-linked manual (http://www.cop.ufl.edu/research/resourceslinks/cop-grantcontract-manual/) that permits faculty to access all Federal, University and College grant and contract forms and procedures.

**Teacher (Advisor) of the Year Award:** These awards are to encourage and reward excellence, innovation and effectiveness and are established according to University Guidelines. The College will give one award per year. The Curriculum Committee selects the awardee. The criteria include:
- Nominee must teach in at least two courses during the academic year.
- Excellence and effectiveness must be demonstrated by standard evaluations by students, and observations by both peers and department chairs.
- There must be evidence of innovation in course design and/or instruction as evidenced by the submission of a teaching portfolio.

**Faculty Recognition Award:** This award is handled through the Student Council and is nominated and voted on by the 3PD class just prior to the completion of didactic classes. It is to recognize outstanding teaching and support given to the students.
Faculty Meritorious Service Award: This award is to recognize continued excellence in teaching and mentoring of students. The criteria include: Outstanding performance as a faculty member in the College of Pharmacy in teaching and mentoring of students; A minimum of 15 years of service to the University of Florida College of Pharmacy; Nomination from at least 5 faculty members and the student Council.

Student Evaluations: University policy requires student evaluations of faculty for all undergraduate and graduate courses taught. All tenure-track faculty shall be evaluated in the semester and course in which they instruct on a semester-by-semester basis. The Curriculum Committee approves the instructor and course evaluation forms to be used in this process.

Peer Evaluations: College policy requires Peer evaluation of teaching. This evaluation process must comply with the College procedures. Peer evaluations are a part of all tenure and promotion packets (please see Appendix C).

Policy and Procedure Manual Review: The Policy and Procedure Manual will be reviewed and updated on a continual basis by the Executive Associate Dean and the Faculty Governance Council. The Policy and Procedure Manual will be formally reviewed and approved by the Executive Council and faculty every three years.
APPENDIX A

Policy on Conflicts of Interest and Interactions between Representatives of Certain Industries and Faculty, Staff and Students of the College of Pharmacy at the University of Florida*

The College of Pharmacy at the University of Florida (UFCOP) has as a goal to improve the health of the public through the creation and dissemination of knowledge about the treatment of human disease, and to employ this knowledge in the delivery of effective and efficient clinical care. This mission requires that faculty, students, trainees, and staff of the UFCOP interact with representatives of the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical device, and hospital equipment supply industry (hereinafter “Industry”). While the interaction with Industry can be beneficial, Industry influence can also result in unacceptable conflicts of interest that may lead to increased costs of healthcare, compromise of patient safety, result in negative socialization of students and trainees, bias of research results, and diminished confidence and respect among patients, the general public and regulatory officials. Because provision of financial support or gifts, even in modest amounts, can exert a subtle but measurable impact on recipients’ behavior, the UFCOP has adopted the following policy to govern the interactions between Industry and UFCOP personnel.

There is a growing body of evidence demonstrating the adverse consequences of interactions between healthcare providers and Industry, including practices such as receipt of small gifts that have traditionally been considered acceptable by professional standards. While healthcare professionals may not believe that they are personally biased by Industry, detailing by Industry representatives is designed to sell products and advance the interests of Industry’s shareholders.

This policy has been designed on the basis of the best available literature on conflict of interest and is intended to provide a set of guiding principles that members of the UFCOP as well as representatives of Industry can use to assure that their interactions result in optimal benefit to clinical care, education and research, and maintenance of the public trust. This policy is designed to affect the behavior and practices of Industry, as much as the behavior of UFCOP. While valuable and meaningful interaction between Industry and UFCOP can occur, the provision of gifts, food, or other blandishments add nothing to the substance of the exchange, and leave both parties subject to questions of integrity and commitment to professional practice responsibilities.

The purpose of this policy is to create a synergistic relationship between the College and industry partners while protecting patients from the negative influence on decision making as the result of gifts and direct financial implications.

The policy development is a dynamic process and the stated components of the policies are to provide clarification of relationships between faculty, staff and students in managing situations that may generate real and perceived conflicts of interest with industry.

General Principles

1. The institution is committed to transparency to all in its dealings with industry.
2. The care giver’s primary responsibility is to the patient.
3. Research must be free of any potential for bias.
4. Appropriate interactions between industry and faculty/residents/students/staff do exist, but the boundaries of that interaction need continuous monitoring.
5. The goal of policy is to be sure all individuals are aware of their responsibilities with regard to industry relations. To that end all faculty, residents and staff should have specific instruction tailored to their role in appropriate academic-industry interaction.

6. The institution and individuals are accountable for their actions

A. Scope of Policy

This policy applies to all faculty, staff, and students of the UFCOP, and to all healthcare professionals and staff employed and/or contracted by domestic locations of UFCOP, and to all facilities owned or controlled by the UFCOP. While this policy addresses many aspects of Industry interaction, it supplements the existing conflict of interest policies of the University of Florida, particularly as they apply to research conflicts of interest.

In all cases where this policy is more restrictive than a University conflict of interest policy, this policy shall control. This policy applies to interactions with all sales, marketing, or other product-oriented personnel of Industry, including those individuals whose purpose is to provide information to pharmacists about company products, even though such personnel are not classified in their company as “sales or marketing.”

This policy does not apply to pharmacy companies (e.g., Walgreens, CVS, Publix, Wal-Mart, McKesson, etc.) that provide funding to support UFCOP events (i.e., Orientation, Homecoming BBQ, Parents and Family Day, Open Houses, Career Days, Professional White Coating Ceremony, and similar events), that are held for the benefit of professionalization, socialization, and education of students and their families, faculty, staff, alumni, pharmacists, and friends of the College. The funding for these events may not be used as a forum for the companies to endorse or promote specific pharmaceutical products. These companies may advertise to assist students in their evaluation of career pathways in the pharmacy profession.

B. Statement of Policy

It is the policy of the UFCOP that clinical decision-making, education, and research activities be free from influence created by improper financial relationships with, or gifts provided by, Industry. For purposes of this policy, “Industry” is defined as all pharmaceutical manufacturers, and biotechnology, medical device, and hospital equipment supply industry entities and their representatives. In addition, pharmacists and their staffs should not be the target of commercial blandishments or inducements – great or small – the costs of which are ultimately borne by our patients and the public at large. These general principles should guide all potential relationships or interactions between UFCOP personnel and Industry representatives. The following specific limitations and guidelines are directed to certain specific types of interactions. For other circumstances, UFCOP personnel should consult in advance with their deans or department chairs to obtain further guidance and clarification. Charitable gifts provided by industry in connection with fundraising done by or on behalf of UFCOP shall be subject to other policies adopted by the University of Florida Foundation on fundraising.

C. Specific Activities

1. Gifts and Provision of Meals

UFCOP personnel shall not accept or use personal gifts from representatives of Industry, \textit{regardless of the nature or dollar value of the gift}. Although personal gifts of nominal value may not violate professional standards or anti-kickback laws, such gifts do not improve the
quality of patient care, may subtly influence clinical decisions, and add unnecessary costs to the healthcare system. Gifts from Industry that incorporate a medication product (e.g., pens, notepads or office items such as clocks) introduce a commercial, marketing presence that is not appropriate to a non-profit educational and healthcare system. Meals or other hospitality funded directly by Industry intended to provide a forum to influence patient care decisions on the use of medications by faculty and students may not be offered in any facility owned and operated by the UFCOP. UFCOP individual personnel may not accept meals or other hospitality funded by Industry, whether on-campus or off-campus, or accept complimentary tickets to sporting or other events or other hospitality from Industry.

This provision does not prohibit acceptance of items bearing Industry logos provided as part of an off-site educational program (such as a meeting of a professional society), including name tag lanyards, totes, etc., where the items are provided incidental to attendance, the items are of nominal value, and the items are not used on UFCOP premises.

2. Consulting Relationships

The UFCOP recognizes the obligation to make the special knowledge and intellectual competence of its faculty members available to government, business, labor, and civic organizations, as well as the potential value to the faculty member, the University, and UFCOP. However, consulting arrangements that simply pay UFCOP personnel a guaranteed amount without any associated duties (such as participation on scientific advisory boards that do not regularly meet and provide scientific advice) shall be considered gifts and are consequently prohibited.

In order to avoid gifts disguised as consulting contracts, where UFCOP personnel have been engaged by Industry to provide consulting services, the consulting contract must provide specific tasks and deliverables, with payment commensurate with the tasks assigned. All such arrangements between individuals or units and outside commercial interests must be reviewed and approved prior to initiation in accordance with appropriate University policies (e.g., the University’s outside employment activity report form).

For UFCOP personnel, consulting relationships with Industry may be entered into only with the prior permission of a faculty member’s dean and department chair. In addition, prior review and written approval from the faculty member’s dean is required if consulting relationships with any one company (including the parent and subsidiary companies) will pay the faculty member in excess of $10,000 in any twelve-month period. The dean and chair should evaluate the content/effectiveness of the consultation to insure compliance with specific tasks and deliverables commensurate with payment for the tasks assigned. The UFCOP reserves the right to require faculty and employees to request changes in the terms of their consulting agreements to bring those consulting agreements into compliance with UFCOP policies.

3. Drug or Device Samples

The provision by manufacturers of “free” samples of prescription drug or device products is a marketing practice designed to promote the use of these products and to gain access to prescribers to influence their behavior. Studies from the literature quite convincingly demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique to boost sales. At the same time, this practice provides invaluable assistance to some patients to quickly begin a course of treatment or to determine which therapeutic option is most beneficial for that patient. Free samples also have been responsibly incorporated into the evidence-based decision making of some individual
and group practices. While societal benefits result from the availability of medications at the point of care, sampling is also accompanied by regulatory and security concerns, poses potential safety risks for patients, and encourages prescribing of new, high cost medications whose safety and efficacy may not be different from existing treatments. In addition, the manufacturers’ cost of producing the specially packaged samples and distributing them to clinicians via personal couriers (company representatives), introduces a substantial expense into the overall consumer drug cost. Since pharmacists are not prescribers of legend medications, this policy is most applicable to physicians. However, pharmacists work in consulting roles to physicians in the selection and delivery of medications. Use of sample medications should be limited where feasible and possible.

4. Site Access

As institutions dedicated to advancing the public interest, the UFCOP should not allow use of their facilities or other resources for marketing activities by Industry. The University and UFCOP always reserve the right to refuse access to their facilities or to limit activities by Industry representatives consistent with their non-profit mission. However, interaction with representatives of Industry is appropriate as it relates to exchange of scientifically valid information and other data, interactions designed to enhance continuity of care for specific patients or patient populations, as well as training intended to advance healthcare and scientific investigation. To balance these interests, UFCOP will develop a registry to assist in the management of site access by Industry representatives for appropriate purposes. Sales or marketing representatives of Industry may access UFCOP facilities only if the company with which they are associated has registered with department or administrative unit and they have been specifically invited to meet with an individual healthcare provider or a group of healthcare providers for a particular purpose. Individual pharmacists/faculty or groups of pharmacists/faculty or other healthcare professionals may request a presentation by or other information from a particular company through the respective department or administrator. Management will provide names of registered Industry representatives to the University upon request.

Representatives without an appointment as outlined above are not allowed to conduct business in patient care areas (inpatient or outpatient), in practitioners’ office areas, or other areas of UFCOP facilities.

On-campus vendor fairs intended to showcase Industry products may be permitted if approved by the appropriate departments or administrative unit but only in campus buildings in which no clinical care is delivered or in which no research is conducted. Such events must comply with the “no gifts” provisions of Sections 1 and 3 of this policy. In such situations, vendors would not be permitted to distribute free samples, free meals, raffle tickets, or any other gifts to attendees.

5. Support of Continuing Education in the Health Sciences

Industry sponsored presentations should meet the following principles:

a. Full disclosure of corporate sponsorships and/or industry relationships must be present prior to any presentation.

b. A responsible faculty member must be present and review content prior to ensure that and the content is presented in a balanced and unbiased manner.
c. Industry representatives can only be permitted in patient care areas after the approval of a sponsoring faculty member with the industry representative demonstrating compliance with HIPAA guidelines.

Industry support of continuing education ("CE") in the health sciences can provide benefit to patients by ensuring that the most current, evidence-based medical information is provided to healthcare practitioners. In order to ensure that potential for bias is minimized and that CE programs are not a guise for marketing, all CE events hosted or sponsored by the UFCOP must comply with the ACPE standards for educational programs whether or not CE credit is awarded for attendance at the event. All such agreements for Industry support must be negotiated through and executed by the Division of Continuing Education and must comply with all policies for such agreements. Any such educational program must be open on equal terms to all interested practitioners, and may not be limited to attendees selected by the company sponsor(s). Industry funding for such programming should be used to improve the quality of the education provided and should not be used to support hospitality, such as meals, social activities, etc., except at a modest level. Industry funding may not be accepted for social events that do not have an educational component. Industry funding may be accepted to support the costs of internal department meetings or retreats (either on- or off-campus) for educational purposes but without advertisement of specific products.

UFCOP facilities (clinical or non-clinical) may not be rented by or used for Industry funded and/or directed programs, unless there is a CE agreement for Industry support that complies with the policies of the acceptable CE programs. Dedicated marketing and training programs supported by Industry are prohibited.

6. Industry Sponsored Meetings or Industry Support for Off-Campus Meetings

UFCOP faculty, personnel, or students or staff may participate in or attend Industry-sponsored meetings, or other off-campus meetings where Industry support is provided, so long as: (a) the activity is designed to promote evidence-based clinical care and/or advance scientific research; (b) the financial support of Industry is prominently disclosed; (c) if the UFCOP representative is an attendee, Industry does not pay attendees’ travel and attendance expenses; (d) attendees do not receive gifts or other compensation for attendance; (e) meals provided are modest (i.e., the value of which is comparable to the Standard Meal Allowance as specified by the United States Internal Revenue Service) and consistent with the educational or scientific purpose of the event. In addition, if a UFCOP representative is participating as a speaker: (a) all lecture content is determined by the UFCOP speaker and reflects a balanced assessment of the current science and treatment options, and the speaker makes clear that the views expressed are the views of the speaker and not the UFCOP; (b) compensation is reasonable and limited to reimbursement of reasonable travel expenses and a modest honorarium not to exceed $2,500 per event.

7. Industry Support for Events

a. When college sponsored events take place, industry support is permissible if support is recognized on all printed materials and acknowledged at the beginning of presentations.
b. When industry sponsored events take place, UFCOP involvement is permissible as long as there is no perceived endorsement by the College by the nature of participating in the event. Presentations by industry on site must be sponsored by the administration, faculty/department, or recognized student organization. Student organizations must have fac-
ulty input and approval prior to either engaging in an invitation for either a college or industry sponsored educational event.

8. Industry Support for Scholarships, Residencies or Fellowships or Other Support of Students, Residents, or Trainees

The UFCOP may accept Industry support for scholarships, residency support or discretionary funds to support trainee or resident travel or non-research funding support, provided that all of the following conditions are met:

a. Industry support for scholarships, residencies, and fellowships must comply with all University or requirements for such funds, including the execution of an approved budget and written gift agreement through the University of Florida Foundation, and be maintained in an appropriate restricted account, managed at the department as determined by the Dean. Selection of recipients of scholarships or fellowships will be completely within the sole discretion of the department which the student or trainee is enrolled or, in the case of graduate medical education, the associate dean for graduate studies. Written documentation of the selection process will be maintained.

b. Industry support for other trainee activities, including travel expenses or attendance fees at conferences, must be accompanied by an appropriate written agreement and may be accepted only into a common pool of discretionary funds, which shall be maintained under the direction of the dean or department or center director (as specified in the funding agreement) for the relevant department. Industry may not earmark contributions to fund specific recipients or to support specific expenses. Departments or divisions may apply to use monies from this pool to pay for reasonable travel and tuition expenses for residents, students, or other trainees to attend conferences or training that have legitimate educational merit. Attendees must be selected by the department based upon merit and/or financial need, with documentation of the selection process provided with the request. Approval of particular requests shall be at the discretion of the Dean.

9. Frequent Speaker Arrangements (Speakers Bureaus) and Ghostwriting

While one of the most common ways for the UFCOP to disseminate new knowledge is through lectures, “speakers bureaus” sponsored by Industry may serve as little more than an extension of the marketing department of the companies that support the programming. Before committing to being a speaker at an Industry-sponsored event, careful consideration should be given to determine whether the event meets the criteria set forth in Section 6 of this policy, relating to Industry Sponsored Meetings. UFCOP personnel may not participate in, or receive compensation for, talks given through a speaker’s bureau or similar frequent speaker arrangements if: (a) the events do not meet the criteria of Section 6; or (b) if the content of the lectures given is provided by Industry; of Industry or event planners contracted by Industry; or (c) the content of the presentation is not based on the best available scientific evidence; or (d) the company selects the individuals who may attend or provides any honorarium or gifts to the attendees. Under no circumstances may UFCOP personnel be listed as co-authors on papers ghostwritten by Industry representatives. In addition, UFCOP personnel should always be responsible for the content of any papers or talks that they give, including the content of slides.

Speaking relationships with company or company event planners are subject to review and approval of the participant’s administrator, department chair, or dean as delineated in Section 2, Consulting Relationships.
10. Other Industry Support for Research

The UFCOP, through the Office of Sponsored Research, have established policies and contract forms to permit Industry support of basic and clinical research in a manner consistent with the non-profit mission of the University. True philanthropic gifts from Industry may be accepted through the University of Florida Foundation. All industry sponsored research should follow guidelines and polices developed by the University for Florida Division of Sponsored Research. Investigators should comply with research ethical guidelines and complete respective UF conflict of interest documentation in a timely manner. All issues are to be referred to the Associate Dean of Research in the College of Pharmacy.

11. Philanthropy

Gifts of a philanthropic nature from industry to UFCOP may be accepted by the Dean in consultation with an appropriate department chair/dean based on the congruence of the donor’s corporate mission with the mission of UFCOP. Whenever there is ambiguity in this regard, the issue shall be decided on by the Dean.

**Exemption Request:** Faculty, Staff, and Students of the College of Pharmacy at the University of Florida may request an exemption to any of the specific activities specified in Part C of the Policy. The procedure for faculty, staff, and students will be to request an exemption by submitting a written request to either the department chair (for faculty), Senior Associate Dean for Professional Affairs (for students), Chief of Staff (for staff). The request will be noted with a sign of support or disapproval and then will be forwarded to the Dean for a decision.

D. Reporting and Enforcement

For questions and issues of general industry conflict and industry supported research, the Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies should be consulted. The UFCOP faculty, students, and staff who do not comply with these policies are subject to disciplinary action as defined in University policies in conflict of interest.

The UFCOP personnel shall report their outside relationships with Industry using the combined Conflict of Interest Form, at least annually and more often as needed to disclose new relationships. Alleged violations of this policy within the UFCOP shall be investigated by the Dean’s Office. Suspected violations of this policy shall be referred to the individual’s department chair who shall determine what actions, if any, shall be taken.

Violations of this policy by UFCOP employees may result in the following actions (singly or in any combination), depending upon the seriousness of the violation, whether the violation is a first or repeat offense, and whether the violator knowingly violated the policy or attempted to hide the violation:

1. Counseling of the individual involved
2. Written reprimand, entered into the violator’s employment or faculty record
3. Banning the violator from any further outside engagements for a period of time
4. Requiring that the violator return any monies received from the improper outside relationship
5. Requiring the violator to complete additional training on conflict of interest
6. Removing the violator from supervision of trainees or students
7. Termination for cause
Any disciplinary action taken hereunder shall follow the established procedures of the University. Industry representatives who violate this policy may be subject to penalties outlined in the Health Science Center policies, as well as other actions or sanctions imposed at the discretion of the Vice President of Health Science Center.

Violation of any of the above procedures by representatives shall result in disciplinary action which may include but shall not be limited to the following:

- First violation: Verbal and written warning to representative; written notification to district manager or representative’s supervisor.
- Second violation: Suspension of representative and all other company sales/marketing representatives from the UFCOP for six months.
- Third violation: Suspension of representative and all other sales and marketing representatives of the company from the UFCOP for one year or more. A review of multi-source products obtained from the company will be conducted. Representatives found trespassing as defined in this policy will be escorted from the premises and their companies notified as appropriate.

**University of Florida College of Pharmacy**
By: _____________________________________
Name: William H. Riffee, Ph.D.
Title: Dean

**Health Science Center**
By: ___________________________________
Name: Michael W. McKenzie, Ph.D.
Title: Senior Vice President for the Health Affairs

*Prepared using the University of Pittsburgh Schools of the Health Sciences Industry Policy as a template. The UPSOHS Industry policy was rated an “A” by the American Medical Student Association (AMSA) for an appropriate conflict of interest policy with industry. Also, information from the UFCOD draft for a policy on conflict of interest has been incorporated into this document. The above draft has been modified in the context of the UFCOP setting in the Health Science Center.*
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APPENDIX B

University of Florida, College of Pharmacy
Statements Concerning Tenure and Promotion, Sustained Performance Evaluation Program and Salary Adjustment Program for Full Professors

College of Pharmacy Tenure and Promotion Plan

1. Introductory Statement

This document describes in detail the tenure and/or promotion indices and standards that will be used to determine whether candidates meet the criteria in Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.) sections 6C1-7.003, 6C1-7.010, 6C1-7.013, and 6C1-7.019. For a complete perspective, the reader is advised to review these sections; (1) the University Constitution, Article V, Section 5; and (2) the Office of Academic Affairs’ Annual Memorandum on Tenure, Permanent Status, and Promotion Nominations.

2. College’s Mission Statement

The College’s statement concerning Tenure and Promotion is to be viewed in the context of the College’s mission statement and its value system (please see Section 1.2). The goals and objectives of the College are broadly stated in the Mission Statement (please see Section 1.3). Both the College’s mission statement and goals and objectives are subject to change and the faculty should review the most current documents annually.

3. Definitions

a. **Tenure** is a status granted by the Board of Trustees to faculty and must be granted by the end of the seventh year of tenure earning service. Tenure guarantees a faculty member’s annual reappointment until she or he voluntarily resigns or retires, is terminated for just cause, is discontinued because of a layoff, is deemed to have abandoned his or her position, or dies. Tenure is effective at the beginning of the fiscal year. The status of tenure does not extend to administrative appointments.

   The letter of appointment shall specify the date of the completion of the first year of service to enable the faculty member in determining the critical dates in which the preliminary tenure review and full tenure review consideration will be under-taken. The process for full tenure review normally begins during the fall term of the seventh year of service. A faculty member may request earlier consideration or deferral of consideration to the seventh year, with the concurrence of the appropriate administrator. In the case of a deferral, the agreement shall be in writing by the appropriate administrator.

b. **Promotion** is the assignment of a faculty member to a higher academic rank. Faculty promotions are effective at the beginning of the academic year.

c. A semester (or a 19.5 week period for a 12 month faculty) in which a faculty member is on leave of absence shall not be considered academic service for the purpose of awarding tenure.
d. The university now has a “Tenure Clock Stopping” policy that shall be granted for a one-year extension of the maximum probationary period for tenure under the certain prescribed circumstances. (For complete description of this policy see www.senate.ufl.edu/reports/tenure/20041019tenureReport.pdf)

e. Only employees classified as faculty members of the University, who are in continuous full-time or part-time tenure-accruing positions and hold the rank of assistant professor or above are eligible for nomination for tenure. Refer to rule 6C1-7.003, F.A.C.

4. **Brief Summary of the College and University Procedures for Submitting Tenure and/or Promotion Nominations for Faculty Classified as full-time or part-time with the Rank of Assistant Professor or Higher and who are Employed in a Tenure Earning Position**

a. **Preliminary review:** The Department and the College of Pharmacy's Tenure and Promotion Committee must conduct a preliminary review of each tenure track assistant professor at the completion of the third year of employment. The intent of this policy is to provide every candidate for tenure the opportunity to receive a realistic assessment of the likelihood of achieving tenure. **This preliminary review is similar in all respects to the regular tenure and review process, except that no outside letters of support are utilized.** In cases in which a faculty member elects to be considered for tenure "when ready" (i.e. prior to the seventh year of service, with consultation with department chair and the dean), the faculty member is responsible for making arrangements for a preliminary review to take place prior to final consideration for tenure. In cases where a candidate has been hired with substantial experience and elects to be considered for tenure, arrangements for a preliminary review should preferably be made at least 2 years prior to consideration for tenure, with consultation with their chair and the dean. This does not preclude any faculty from submitting an application for tenure and promotion sooner than two years after an interim review. Faculty who are hired at the Associate Professor level or higher and who already have substantial teaching and research experience may waive this interim review upon approval of the department chair and dean. Faculty who choose to waive an interim review due so at their own risk as the interim review is a considerable benefit to the applicants. To facilitate the review process, and minimize effort by the candidate, it is the chair's responsibility to insure that an identified individual staff member will help prepare the packet, particularly the collection of documents archived by the college (i.e. teaching evaluations [for faculty, course, department, college], annual assignments, evaluations, etc.). The dean's office should have a person identified to act as a liaison for the departments. This staff member(s) should be required to attend the yearly presentations on Tenure and Promotion in order to maintain competent on the rules and regulations for the Tenure and Promotion packet.

A similar review process for any tenure track faculty member in line for promotion should take place if deemed necessary by the candidate’s chair and the Dean of the College. The timing of this review should be determined in consultation with the chair and the candidate. This review would take place by the full professors serving on the T & P committee (sustained performance committee).

b. **Departmental Review for tenure and/or promotion:** The department chair or appropriate administrator normally is responsible for initiating the tenure and/or promotion process although a faculty member may request that a nomination for tenure and/or
promotion be done at any time. In the case of the promotion to a Distinguished Professor, the departmental faculty and/or chair is responsible for initiating the process.

All tenured members of the academic department in which the faculty member is being considered for tenure must review the nomination and indicate their recommendations by secret ballot. In the case of promotion, all members of the department or unit holding rank above the candidate will review the nomination, and, by means of a secret vote held 24 hours after a closed door meeting, indicate their recommendations. Irrespective of the results of either the polled faculty or the chair, the packet must be forwarded to the college level for further consideration. The chair must write a letter to the college-wide Tenure and Promotion Committee providing the consensus of the department and including both positive and negative comments as appropriate. The department chair or director fills in all four blanks listed for votes (i.e., for, against, abstaining and absent) for each level at which votes are taken. The number of faculty voting should sum to the total faculty eligible to vote. The department chair’s or director’s letter must explain the vote whenever 20% or more of the votes are recorded as negative, abstaining or absent. A copy of the chair’s letter must be received by the candidate within five days of the letter being written. The candidate then has ten calendar days thereafter to request a meeting with the department chair/director and/or to submit a written response. The packet cannot be forwarded to the next step until the candidate either submits a response, indicates in writing that s/he will not respond or 10 days have passed, whichever is first. If there is a response it shall be placed in the packet.

Joint Appointments - Tenure and/or promotion of faculty with a primary appointment in the College of Pharmacy and a secondary appointment elsewhere in the University shall be reviewed in the same manner as a full-time appointment in the College of Pharmacy with the additional provision that the recommendation to the college-wide Tenure and Promotion Committee include relevant information on performance from the department chair in which the secondary appointment is held.

c. **College Level Review:** The College’s Tenure and Promotion Committee reviews the nomination of faculty. The Tenure and Promotion Committee, meeting as a whole, considers all the material submitted by each candidate for tenure and/or promotion. The tenure and promotion committee will make individual assessments as part of its fact-finding and consultative role. A “best practice” for review of an individual faculty member would be to NOT have the T and P member from the home department of the candidate present the packet to the committee for discussion. Following a candid discussion, an individual assessment shall consist of a committee member’s indicating whether or not the candidate meets the standards for tenure within the college. This assessment is conducted by a secret ballot. All tenured members of the College’s Tenure and Promotion Committee will be eligible to vote for any application for tenure. All members of the Tenure and Promotion Committee holding rank superior to that of the applicant shall be eligible to vote for promotion.

Members of the Tenure and Promotion Committee may, at the request of the dean, consult with the Dean regarding each candidate. The Dean’s signature is required before the nomination is forwarded to the Senior Vice President for Health Affairs for review before the nomination is submitted to the University’s Academic Personnel Board. The Dean writes a letter for the candidate. The dean’s letter must explain the individual assessments whenever 20% or more are recorded as negative.
This letter becomes a part of the tenure packet and a copy of the dean's letter must be received by the candidate and the respective department chair/director within 5 working days of the letter being written. The candidate then has ten calendar days thereafter to request a meeting with the dean and/or to submit a written response. Any response shall be included in the packet. The dossier cannot be forwarded to the next step until the candidate either submits a response to the dean’s letter, indicates in writing that s/he will not respond, or 10 days have passed, whichever is first.

d. **University Academic Personnel Board Review:** The University Academic Personnel Board shall review and consider all nominations received and shall submit its recommendations to the President. The University Academic Personnel Board consists of five tenured, non-administrative faculty members in the rank of full professor or above who are elected by the University Senate. Ex-officio members are the Dean of the Graduate school, the Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs, Vice Provost, and the Vice President for Research. The Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs acts as the Chair, and the Vice Provost acts as the secretary (non-voting). The duties of the Academic Personnel Board are to advise the President on promotion and tenure nominations and on related policy matters. The Academic Personnel Board shall have the sole responsibility for taking a University-wide view and concerning itself with the adequacy of the University-wide tenure and promotion criteria. It shall also have the final responsibility for advising the president on such matters before the President submits the University’s recommendation on tenure to the Board of Trustees, or issues a final decision regarding promotion.

e. **Presidential Review:** The Vice President for Health Affairs and/or the Dean and/or designee shall have the opportunity to meet with the President and the Academic Personnel Board to review the Board’s negative recommendations before the President makes a final decision or, in the case of tenure, submits a recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

f. **Final University Action:** A decision regarding a denial can occur at any stage of the University’s tenure and promotion process. The faculty member shall be notified in writing by the appropriate administrative official within 10 days, or as soon thereafter as possible, of the final action taken on the nomination. If the faculty member is denied tenure and/or promotion, the notice shall include a statement of reason(s) for the denial. Tenure is granted upon nomination by the President, review by the Chancellor of the State University System, and approval by the Board of Trustees. Promotion is granted by the President.

5. **Brief Summary of the College and University Procedures for Submitting Promotion Nominations for Faculty Classified as full-time or part-time with the Rank of Assistant Professor or above and who are Employed in a Non-Tenure Earning Position**

The process follows those steps described in Section 4 above. Since many faculty who are non-tenure earning are expected to be strong in either instruction, research, or service and because only one of these areas often reflects all of a faculty member’s assignment, emphasis in promotion decisions will be based on performance in that area of assignment alone. Examples include non-tenure faculty who hold a teaching, clinical or research track. Where a recommendation is made primarily on a record in research, teaching, or service, the evidence must show clearly that the candidate has performed with distinction (see Section 8 for definition of distinction). In cases in which a non-tenured faculty member elects to be considered
for promotion to Associate Professor, the candidate must make arrangements for a preliminary review by the department and the Tenure and Promotion committee at least three years prior to consideration for promotion. Faculty who have assignments in two of the three areas will be evaluated on the basis of their performance in each area based on their percentage of assignment to each area.

6. **Brief Summary of the College Procedures for Considering Nominations for Promotion for Faculty Classified as Non-Salaried Affiliate or Non-Salaried Affiliate Clinical Faculty (non-compensated)**

Promotions are recommended to the dean by departmental faculty. The department chair forwards to the dean a copy of the candidate’s CV along with a letter describing the academic credentials, achievements and contributions of the candidate in the college’s teaching, research, and/or service programs. Requests for promotion shall be submitted, after Dean’s approval, to the University of Florida Office of Academic Affairs for review and approval.

7. **Mentoring Program within the College**

The College of Pharmacy shall have a mentoring program for all new assistant professors. This mentoring process will be modeled after our current formative teaching evaluation. A mentoring group will be established for each new faculty as part of orientation. The group will be composed of 2-3 faculty members at the level of associate professor or higher. The department chair, in consultation with the candidate and dean, will assign appropriate faculty to serve as mentors. The department chair, the mentoring group, and the individual faculty member will meet soon after the start of employment to establish expectations. A faculty member designated as a mentor will have this duty reflected in both quarterly and annual assignments. The group need not be composed of faculty exclusively from the college of pharmacy, although the majority of the members should preferably be from the faculty’s department. The composition of the group can change at any time with input from the chair and the candidate. The leader of the group will either be selected by the chair of the department or chosen by the group. The group will meet with the candidate at least twice yearly, and provide the faculty member with a verbal assessment of their progress towards tenure at least annually. Evaluation of each faculty mentor will be included in the annual evaluation conducted by his/her department chair. A similar program may be utilized for associate professors.

8. A. **Criteria for Tenure and Promotion for Tenure Track Faculty**

The University’s criteria for these decisions are described in 6C1-7.019(3), F.A.C. These criteria recognize three broad categories of academic service: instruction, research, and service. In most cases, promotion and tenure requires distinction in *at least two* of the categories, one of which should be in the area of primary responsibility, though merit should certainly be regarded as more important than the quantity of activities. The College’s view is that the overriding criteria for awarding tenure are that of demonstrated professional excellence and a clear expectation of continued significant value to the University.

“**Distinction**” is defined as performance that is nationally and/or internationally recognized and contributes to a record of excellence in the faculty candidate’s field of expertise (promotion to Associate Professor) or performance that is nationally and/or internationally recog-
nized and contributes to a sustained record of excellence in the faculty candidate’s field of expertise (promotion to Full Professor).

**Outside Letters:** In addition to any internal letters solicited at the discretion of the department chair, at least five letters of evaluation from academic peers outside the university who are at a higher academic rank than the candidate. “Outside the university” means individuals not employed either currently or in the past ten years by the University of Florida. It is encouraged that solicited outside letters should be sought from individuals who do not have a personal relationship with the candidate. The letters of evaluation should offer evidence of recognized contributions and not simply be letters of support. Letters from faculty who are at the top of the candidate’s field and at the very best institutions are particularly valued. The emphasis should not be on the number of letters solicited, but on the quality of the review.

If more than six letters are received, the department chair must include all the letters, along with an explanation of why additional letter(s) exists. **All solicited letters that have been received must be included in the packet.**

The identification of individuals, both internal and external, from whom letters of evaluation are sought is the joint responsibility of the nominee and the department chair. The candidate should consult her or his mentor and generate a list of no more than seven names as potential reviewers. The candidate should give the list to her/his department chair, who shall be responsible for choosing the individuals who will be asked to submit letters of evaluation. At least one-half of the selected evaluators must come from the candidate’s list. If an insufficient number of individuals agree to serve as evaluators, the candidate should submit additional names, as necessary, until at least five individuals have agreed to serve. The chair shall send the same standard solicitation letter to the qualified scholars as necessary until no fewer than five have agreed to evaluate the candidate’s research/scholarship/creative activities.

The letter should not be leading in its request for an evaluation. The letter shall append the department’s written discipline-specific clarifications of the University criteria and shall ask the evaluator to assess the candidate’s research performance in order to determine whether it:

a. satisfies the University criteria for tenure as clarified in writing by the candidate’s department;

b. represents a significant contribution to the field; and
c. is comparable to the research performance of successful tenure candidates at the same stage in their careers at comparable public research universities.

Included in the letter of solicitation should be the candidate’s percentage effort in each of the assigned duties.

A copy of a typical letter requesting the letters of evaluation should appear before the actual letters of evaluation in the packet. A brief, objective narrative summary indicating the credentials/qualifications of each individual providing a letter of evaluation also must be included in the tenure or promotion packet.

Those from whom the letters of evaluation are solicited must be notified of the possibility that the letters will be read by the faculty member unless s/he executes a written waiver before the letters are requested. If a letter of evaluation has been faxed, please use reproduced copies of this letter in all copies of the packet, including the original.
**Faculty Assignment:** A faculty member’s activities in instruction, research, and service must be considered if the person has been assigned duties or responsibilities in all three areas, no matter how slight. The college-wide Tenure and Promotion Committee will review a faculty member’s performance in the context of his or her assignment. Thus, it is essential that the reporting of assignments in the Faculty Activity Reports be accurate. Each faculty member is strongly encouraged to review their semester faculty activity reports at the end of each semester and to report any changes in actual effort to their chair so corrections may be made. In cases in which the assigned activity for a given year reported in the packet does not reflect actual effort, a statement of clarification by the chair should be included in the packet.

### A. Instruction

Evidence should be presented that the candidate has developed and conducted an instructional program of high quality. The requisites for effectiveness of a teacher include intellectual competence, integrity, independence, enthusiasm, a spirit of scholarly inquiry, a continuous increase in knowledge of the subject taught, an ability to effectively transmit knowledge to students, to arouse curiosity in beginning students and to stimulate advanced students to creative work. Evaluation of effectiveness of instruction will include classroom performance, curriculum materials, educational development activities, and clerkship student evaluation.

The evaluation of effectiveness of instruction will be based, in part, on the following:
- The candidate’s overall teaching ability as perceived by students and documented by their responses on course evaluations in a course in which the candidate is a major instructor and team taught courses;
- The candidate’s teaching competence as determined by teaching evaluations by peers based on an examination of course content, command of and currency in field, and presentation methods;

Evaluation of effectiveness of instruction may be based on other evidence, for example:
- The candidates instructional competence in team-taught courses as determined by evaluations of course coordinators based on ability to work as a team with other course instructors in providing integrated course materials;
- The candidate’s instructional ability in direction of graduate students’ thesis and dissertations;
- The candidate’s ability to supervise graduate teaching assistants;
- Quality of academic advisement;
- The candidate’s contributions to pharmacy education as demonstrated by any of the following (these may be described in a narrative):
  - Developing a new course or rotation, or revising an existing course.
  - Receiving an educational development grant or directing an experimental educational program.
  - Publishing a review article in a professional journal.
  - Authoring or co-authoring a chapter in pharmacy or other health-related textbook.
  - Participating as an invited contributor in a national symposium or workshop on some aspect of pharmacy education.
  - Publishing an article on subjects related to pharmacy education.
  - Developing and/or presenting a continuing education program.
  - Receiving a recognized teaching award or student recognition award.
All of the candidate’s contributions listed above must be judged by peer review as scholarly and of high quality and significance if they are to be considered by the college-wide Tenure and Promotion Committee.

B. Research

The candidate should have demonstrated the ability to conduct research that reflects original scholarship, makes a contribution to knowledge and shows the likelihood of continued quality performance. This ability and future promise may be demonstrated in one or more of the following categories: (1) to conduct research with appropriate scientific methods and rigor; (2) to conceptualize and theorize in an original way; with logical and mathematical formulation as appropriate; (3) to synthesize, criticize, and clarify extant knowledge and research; (4) to innovate in the collection and analysis of empirical data; or (5) to relate research to the solution of practical problems of individual groups, organizations, or societies. The candidate will be evaluated to determine if she or he has achieved the following standards:

a. **Publications:** The candidate is the primary author of original research published in peer-reviewed publications. Primary authorship is defined as the author that is primarily responsible for initiating, conducting and reporting the research. Research publications in which the candidate is an author but not the primary author and other publications such as case reports, drug review or therapeutic review published in peer-reviewed publications will be considered but will not be the sole basis for awarding tenure or promotion. Publications resulting from work as a student or a postdoctoral fellowship and Letters to the Editor will not normally be considered in evaluating the candidate’s research productivity, unless they meet the criteria for primary authorship as defined above. In cases in which the candidate is an author but not the primary author, the candidate may wish to provide a narrative describing their contribution to the research effort if they feel their contribution to the work was greater than normally associated with the role of a co-author.

b. **Research Funding:** The candidate has secured funding from sources outside the University to support his or her independent research efforts. The candidate should demonstrate the ability to obtain research funding from federal agencies, foundations, or private sources which is awarded on a competitive basis.

c. **Training of Advanced Degree Students/PharmD Students:** The candidate has demonstrated the ability to train advanced degree professionals as evidenced by an ongoing postdoctoral research training program and/or advising of graduate students, and/or PharmD students.

d. **Peer Recognition:** The candidate has demonstrated that she or he is recognized by peers as making significant contributions to the field. Examples of such evidence include invited presentations in national scientific and professional meetings, receiving recognition awards (e.g., career development, young investigator), serving on review committees and editorial boards and election to prestigious national organizations that recognize excellence in the discipline.

e. **Quality of Work and Potential for Advancement:** A review of at least three of the candidate’s publications and other research efforts by at least five academic peers from outside the university who are at a higher academic rank than the candidate must
conclude that the work is scholarly, creative, original, and of high quality and significance. (This evaluation will be part of the outside letters of evaluation described earlier.)

f. **Other Evidence of Excellence by Peers**

C. **Service**

To be relevant to tenure and/or promotion decisions, service activities must clearly involve a high level of skill in communicating and applying the knowledge of one’s professional competence. Documentation of service must evaluate the quality of such service as well as highlight individual efforts that are especially significant. The discussion should identify the nature of the tasks performed and the particular responsibilities of the candidate. When service is a major aspect of a candidate’s responsibilities, letters should be solicited from authorities in the field evaluating the quality and impact of the service and its importance to the university.

Evidence of public service includes:
- Consultations to the community and significant advisory work with government, business, or industry.
- Outreach program planning and development.
- Membership on committees and boards.
- Public lectures and presentations.
- Participation in radio, television, and educational television network (ETN) programs.
- Service in official position of public organizations or agencies.
- Publications for nonprofessionals.
- Testifying at public hearings.
- Preparation of reports.
- Membership on site visit teams.

Evidence of university service includes:
- Major committee assignments in the department or the university.
- Chair or associate chair of a department, or dean or associate dean of a school or college.
- Coordinator of statewide outreach programs.
- Special administrative assignments in a department, college, or university.

Evidence of professional service includes:
- Membership on state, regional, or national review panels, study sections, councils, etc.
- Membership on editorial boards of professional journals or other reviewing or editing activities.
- Leadership positions on national or international scientific, professional, and educational organizations.
- Leadership in the development of continuing professional education for personnel in the field.

**Specific Standards for Promotion for Various Ranks**

**Assistant Professor:** Promotion to Assistant Professor requires that a candidate has demonstrated a capacity for teaching and independent research and where appropriate, innovative
pharmacy practice.

**Associate Professor:** Promotion to the rank of Associate Professor requires clear and demonstrable evidence that the candidate has developed an independent, well-defined program of original research, teaching or service. The candidate should have demonstrated the ability to supervise the training of research investigators and post-graduate degree professionals.

**Professor:** Promotion to the rank of professor implies advanced academic maturity and requires evidence that the candidate (1) has achieved recognition as a national authority in his or her discipline through the development of an original program of research, teaching, or service; and (2) has conducted scholarly work over a sustained period of time.

**Documentation**

It is the responsibility of the faculty member to provide all required information to be included in the tenure/promotion packets, e.g., teaching evaluations (student and peer evaluations), contract and grant activity, updated listing of publications.

It is the responsibility of the department chair to review the performance of each department faculty member annually. An identified staff member within the department will assist the faculty member in gathering the information for the packet and an identified staff member in the dean’s office will assist in coordinating the efforts in completing the packet. These staff members should attend the annual workshops given on tenure and promotion to be current with any rule changes.

Prior to the consideration of a faculty member’s nomination, he/she shall review the materials to insure that all information pertinent to the nomination is present. It is the responsibility of the faculty member to see that the tenure and/or promotion materials are complete and factually correct. However, if a faculty member has waived the right to review the letters of recommendation; these may not be reviewed by the faculty member.

If new materials or information (e.g., the chairs letter, notes, etc.) are added to the tenure and/or promotion packet after the commencement of consideration, copies of the new materials must be sent to the faculty member who may, within five days, attach a brief response to the materials.

**Withdrawal Procedures and Appeal and Grievance Procedure**

**Withdrawal Procedures:** Faculty members being considered for tenure prior to the seventh year may withdraw, without prejudice, from the review process on or before March 15th of an academic year if no official action is taken on the nomination, i.e., written communication regarding the denial. The withdrawal requires written mutual agreement between the faculty member and the chair.

**Informal Appeal and Grievance Procedures:** A statement regarding appeal and grievance procedures must be given to any faculty denied tenure and/or promotion (see F.A.C. - 6C1-7.042). If a faculty member who has been denied at any level believes that the university has failed to comply with the university’s criteria for tenure or promotion procedures, they may appeal the action. The appeal should begin at the level at which the nomination was denied. Relevant documentation should be included with the appeal. If dissatisfied with the results of the appeal, the faculty member may proceed to the next administrative level.
8. B. **Criteria for Promotion for Non-Tenure Track Faculty**

The University’s criteria for these decisions are described in 6C1-7.019(3), F.A.C. These criteria recognize three broad categories of academic service: instruction, research, and service. Promotion requires a sustained and significant record of distinction in the area of primary responsibility (instruction, research, or clinical practice), to which the faculty member is assigned annually, as well as 1-2 indicators of scholarship per year and service.

Merit should certainly be regarded as more important than the quantity of activities. The College’s view is that the overriding criteria for awarding promotion is that of demonstrated professional excellence and a clear expectation of continued significant value to the University.

"**Distinction**" is defined as performance that makes a significant contribution to knowledge and/or practice.

**Criteria for Promotion to Clinical/Research Associate Professor or Associate Scholar:** Distinction is recognized and contributes to a record of excellence in the faculty candidate’s field of expertise. Participation in scholarly activity is essential and the candidate should demonstrate an emerging reputation at a regional and/or national scope.

**Criteria for Promotion to Clinical/Research Professor or Scholar:** All of the criteria for Associate Professor plus evidence of national or international recognition is achieved and there is a sustained record of excellence in the faculty candidate’s field of expertise. Leadership in professional societies and/or extraordinary service to the College of Pharmacy are also expected.

**Outside Letters:** In addition to any internal letters solicited at the discretion of the department chair, at least five letters of evaluation from academic peers outside the university who are at a higher academic rank than the candidate. “**Outside the university**” means individuals not employed either currently or in the past ten years by the University of Florida. It is encouraged that solicited outside letters should be sought from individuals who do not have a personal relationship with the candidate. The letters of evaluation should offer evidence of recognized contributions and not simply be letters of support. Letters from faculty who are at the top of the candidate’s field and at the very best institutions are particularly valued. The emphasis should not be on the number of letters solicited, but on the quality of the review.

If more than six letters are received, the department chair must include all the letters, along with an explanation of why additional letter(s) exists. **All solicited letters that have been received must be included in the packet.**

The identification of individuals, both internal and external, from whom letters of evaluation are sought, is the joint responsibility of the nominee and the department chair. The candidate should consult her or his mentor and generate a list of no more than seven names as potential reviewers. The candidate should give the list to her/his department chair, who shall be responsible for choosing the individuals who will be asked to submit letters of evaluation. At least one-half of the selected evaluators must come from the candidate’s list. If an insufficient number of individuals agree to serve as evaluators, the candidate should submit additional names, as necessary, until at least five individuals have agreed to serve. The chair shall send the same standard solicitation letter to the qualified scholars as necessary until no
fewer than five have agreed to evaluate the candidate’s research/scholarship/creative activities.

The letter should not be leading in its request for an evaluation. The letter shall append the department’s written discipline-specific clarifications of the University criteria and shall ask the evaluator to assess the candidate’s performance in order to determine whether it:

a. satisfies the University criteria for promotion as clarified in writing by the candidate’s department;
b. represents a significant contribution to the field; and
c. is comparable to the research performance of successful candidates at the same stage in their careers at comparable public research universities.

Included in the letter of solicitation should be the candidate’s percentage effort in each of the assigned duties.

A copy of a typical letter requesting the letters of evaluation should appear before the actual letters of evaluation in the packet. A brief, objective narrative summary indicating the credentials/qualifications of each individual providing a letter of evaluation also must be included in the tenure or promotion packet.

Those from whom the letters of evaluation are solicited must be notified of the possibility that the letters will be read by the faculty member unless s/he executes a written waiver before the letters are requested. If a letter of evaluation has been faxed, please use reproduced copies of this letter in all copies of the packet, including the original.

**Faculty Assignment**: A faculty member’s activities in instruction, research, patient care (clinical), and service must be considered if the person has been assigned duties or responsibilities in multiple areas, no matter how slight. The college-wide Tenure and Promotion Committee will review a faculty member’s performance in the context of his or her assignment. Thus, it is essential that the reporting of assignments in the Faculty Activity Reports be accurate. Each faculty member is strongly encouraged to review their semester faculty activity reports at the end of each semester and to report any changes in actual effort to their chair so corrections may be made. In cases in which the assigned activity for a given year reported in the packet does not reflect actual effort, a statement of clarification by the chair should be included in the packet.

A. **Instruction**

Evidence should be presented that the candidate has developed and conducted an instructional program of high quality. The requisites for effectiveness of a teacher include intellectual competence, integrity, independence, enthusiasm, a spirit of scholarly inquiry, a continuous increase in knowledge of the subject taught, an ability to effectively transmit knowledge to students, to arouse curiosity in beginning students and to stimulate advanced students to creative work. Evaluation of effectiveness of instruction will include classroom performance, curriculum materials, educational development activities, and clerkship student evaluation.

The evaluation of effectiveness of instruction will be based, in part, on the following:

- The candidate’s overall teaching ability as perceived by students and documented by their responses on course evaluations in a course in which the candidate is a major instructor and team taught courses;
• The candidate’s teaching competence as determined by teaching evaluations by peers based on an examination of course content, command of and currency in field, and presentation methods;

Evaluation of effectiveness of instruction may be based on other evidence, for example:
• The candidate’s instructional competence in team-taught courses as determined by evaluations of course coordinators based on ability to work as a team with other course instructors in providing integrated course materials;
• The candidate’s instructional ability in direction of graduate students’ thesis and dissertations;
• The candidate’s ability to supervise graduate teaching assistants;
• Quality of academic advisement;
• The candidate’s contributions to pharmacy education as demonstrated by any of the following (these may be described in a narrative):
  i. Developing a new course or rotation, or revising an existing course.
  ii. Receiving an educational development grant or directing an experimental educational program.
  iii. Publishing a review article in a professional journal.
  iv. Authoring or co-authoring a chapter in pharmacy or other health-related textbook.
  v. Participating as an invited contributor in a national symposium or workshop on some aspect of pharmacy education.
  vi. Publishing an article on subjects related to pharmacy education.
  vii. Developing and/or presenting a continuing education program.
  viii. Receiving a recognized teaching award or student recognition award.

Clinical faculty who provide students of the college with experiential education or other assigned activities will be evaluated on their ability to fulfill their assigned activities. The candidate must demonstrate distinction and special competence in a specific field. The candidate’s professional activities should be scrutinized for evidence of achievement, leadership, and the development or utilization of new approaches and techniques for the solution of professional problems or other creative activities.

Evaluation of the clinical competence of the candidate should be made by clinical practitioners. This evaluation should include the candidate’s contributions in the following areas:
  i. Innovative pharmacy practice.
  ii. Clinical competence in the prevention, detection, assessment, and resolution of pharmaceutical care problems.
  iii. Provision of quality patient care services.
  iv. Other documentary evidence of achievement of a professional nature as provided by the candidate.

Clinical Emphasis (e.g Clinical Associate Professor, Clinical Professor)

Faculty members on this track have a majority of their effort devoted to clinical practice-based instruction (clinical clerkships), other instruction, and/or clinical service. Promotion to Clinical Associate Professor will be based on documentation of distinction in teaching and practice as evidenced by student and peer evaluations, and evidence demonstrating the quality and impact of clinical practice on patient care. The impact on patient care will be documented in part by input from other healthcare professional colleagues. Board certification is a way to document clinical expertise and in most cases is expected for promotion to the Clinical Associate Professor level. Additionally, 1-2 scholarly activi-
ties per year are required for documentation of promise of sustained and continued scholarly activity.

**Instructional Emphasis (e.g. Clinical Associate, Clinical Professor, Associate Scholar, Scholar)**

Faculty members on this track have a majority of their effort devoted to instruction. Promotion to Clinical Associate Professor will be based on documentation of distinction in classroom teaching as evidenced by student and peer evaluations and evidence demonstrating the quality of teaching and/or program supervision and its impact on student learning. Additionally, 1-2 scholarly activities per year are required with documentation of sustained and continued promise of scholarly activity. These scholarly activities may be focused in the area of the faculty member’s choosing, consistent with their expertise.

**All of the candidate’s contributions listed above must be judged by peer review as scholarly and of high quality and significance if they are to be considered by the college-wide Tenure and Promotion Committee.**

**B. Research**

The candidate should have demonstrated the ability to work in collaboration with other investigators on research that makes a contribution to knowledge and have indicated the likelihood of continued quality performance. The candidate will be evaluated to determine if she or he has achieved the following standards:

- **Publications:** The candidate is the primary author or co-author of original research published in peer-reviewed publications. Other publications such as case reports, drug reviews, or therapeutic reviews published in peer-reviewed venues will also be considered. In cases in which the candidate is an author but not the primary author, the candidate may wish to provide a narrative describing their contribution to the research effort if they feel their contribution to the work was greater than normally associated with the role of co-author.

- **Research Funding:** The candidate has worked as part of a research team to secure funding from sources outside the University including federal agencies, foundations, or private sources to support a research program.

- **Peer Recognition:** The candidate has demonstrated that she or he is recognized by peers as making significant contributions to the field. Examples of such evidence include invited presentations in national scientific and professional meetings, receiving recognition awards and reviewing manuscripts for professional journals.

- **Quality of Work and Potential for Advancement:** A review of at least three of the candidate’s publications and other research efforts by at least five academic peers from outside the university who are at a higher academic rank than the candidate must conclude that the work is of high quality. (This evaluation will be part of the outside letters of evaluation described earlier.)

**e. Other Evidence of Excellence by Peers**

Additionally, 1-2 scholarly activities per year are required for documentation of promise
of sustained and continued scholarly activity.

Examples of scholarly activities include, but are not limited to:

a. Publication of textbooks, book chapters, review articles, research reports, drug utilization reviews, teaching materials, assessment tools, faculty development resources, and case reports that are published in peer-reviewed venues.

b. Collaboration in basic, educational, translational, and/or clinical research.

c. Evidence demonstrating the quality and impact of clinical practice on patient care.

C. Service

To be relevant to promotion decisions, service activities must clearly involve a high level of skill in communicating and applying the knowledge of one’s professional competence. Documentation of service must evaluate the quality of such service as well as highlight individual efforts that are especially significant. The discussion should identify the nature of the tasks performed and the particular responsibilities of the candidate. When service is a major aspect of a candidate’s responsibilities, letters should be solicited from authorities in the field evaluating the quality and impact of the service and its importance to the university.

Evidence of public service includes:

- Consultations to the community and significant advisory work with government, business, or industry.
- Outreach program planning and development.
- Membership on committees and boards.
- Public lectures and presentations.
- Participation in radio, television, and educational television network (ETN) programs.
- Service in official position of public organizations or agencies.
- Publications for nonprofessionals.
  - Testifying at public hearings.
  - Preparation of reports.
  - Membership on site visit teams.

Evidence of university service includes:

- Major committee assignments in the department or the university.
- Chair or associate chair of a department, or dean or associate dean of a school or college.
- Coordinator of statewide outreach programs.
- Special administrative assignments in a department, college, or university.

Evidence of professional service includes:

- Membership on state, regional, or national review panels, study sections, councils, etc.
- Membership on editorial boards of professional journals or other reviewing or editing activities.
- Leadership positions on national or international scientific, professional, and educational organizations.
- Leadership in the development of continuing professional education for personnel in the field.

Evidence of clinical service for non-tenure track faculty includes:
• The impact on patient care as documented in part by input from other healthcare professional colleagues.
• Board certification is expected for promotion to the Clinical Associate Professor level.
• Invited presentations in area of clinical expertise.

Specific Standards for Promotion for Various Ranks

Clinical Emphasis (e.g. Clinical Associate Professor, Clinical Professor): Faculty members on this track have a majority of their effort devoted to clinical practice-based instruction (clinical clerkships), other instruction, and/or clinical service. Promotion to Clinical Associate Professor will be based on documentation of distinction in teaching and practice as evidenced by student and peer evaluations, and evidence demonstrating the quality and impact of clinical practice on patient care. The impact on patient care will be documented in part by input from other healthcare professional colleagues. Board certification is a way to document clinical expertise and in most cases is expected for promotion to the Clinical Associate Professor level. Additionally, 1-2 scholarly activities per year are required for documentation of promise of sustained and continued scholarly activity.

Instructional Emphasis (e.g. Clinical Associate, Clinical Professor, Associate Scholar, Scholar): Faculty members on this track have a majority of their effort devoted to instruction. Promotion will be based on documentation of distinction in classroom teaching as evidenced by student and peer evaluations and evidence demonstrating the quality of teaching and/or program supervision and its impact on student learning. Additionally, 1-2 scholarly activities per year are required with documentation of sustained and continued promise of scholarly activity. These scholarly activities may be focused in the area of the faculty member’s choosing, consistent with their expertise.

Research Emphasis (e.g. Research Associate Professor or Research Professor): Faculty members on this track have a majority of their effort devoted to research. It is recognized that faculty members in this track will not usually have an independent research program, but will be key investigators in a research group. Promotion will be based on research productivity commensurate with their effort in research, peer-reviewed publications and extramural research funding as well as peer recognition.

Documentation

It is the responsibility of the faculty member to provide all required information to be included in the tenure/promotion packets, e.g., teaching evaluations (student and peer evaluations), contract and grant activity, updated listing of publications.

It is the responsibility of the department chair to review the performance of each department faculty member annually. An identified staff member within the department will assist the faculty member in gathering the information for the packet and an identified staff member in the dean’s office will assist in coordinating the efforts in completing the packet. These staff members should attend the annual workshops given on tenure and promotion to be current with any rule changes.

Prior to the consideration of a faculty member’s nomination, he/she shall review the materials to insure that all information pertinent to the nomination is present. It is the re-
sponsibility of the faculty member to see that the tenure and/or promotion materials are complete and factually correct. However, if a faculty member has waived the right to review the letters of recommendation; these may not be reviewed by the faculty member. If new materials or information (e.g., the chairs letter, notes, etc.) are added to the tenure and/or promotion packet after the commencement of consideration, copies of the new materials must be sent to the faculty member who may, within five days, attach a brief response to the materials.

Withdrawal Procedures and Appeal and Grievance Procedure

a. Withdrawal Procedures: Faculty members being considered for tenure prior to the seventh year may withdraw, without prejudice, from the review process on or before March 15th of an academic year if no official action is taken on the nomination, i.e., written communication regarding the denial. The withdrawal requires written mutual agreement between the faculty member and the chair.

b. Informal Appeal and Grievance Procedures: A statement regarding appeal and grievance procedures must be given to any faculty denied tenure and/or promotion (see F.A.C. - 6C1-7.042). If a faculty member who has been denied at any level believes that the university has failed to comply with the university’s criteria for tenure or promotion procedures, they may appeal the action. The appeal should begin at the level at which the nomination was denied. Relevant documentation should be included with the appeal. If dissatisfied with the results of the appeal, the faculty member may proceed to the next administrative level.

9. Critical Dates

Critical Dates of the Tenure and Promotion reviews are outlined in the following Table and are subject to change on an annual basis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Pharmacy</td>
<td>T&amp;P Packet to Individual Faculty</td>
<td>July/August of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T&amp;P Packet to chair of Department</td>
<td>September 1 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T&amp;P packet reviewed by Department</td>
<td>October of the academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T&amp;P Packet to T&amp;P Committee</td>
<td>November 1 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T&amp;P Packet to Dean</td>
<td>December 1 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President for Health Affairs</td>
<td>T&amp;P Packet with Dean’s letter</td>
<td>January of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University (Academic Personnel)</td>
<td>T&amp;P Packet with College and HSC letters</td>
<td>January of an academic year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Critical dates of tenure and promotion committee to perform the preliminary review will vary with the appointment date of the candidate. The review will take place within 3 months of the completion of the first three years of employment for new faculty. In the cases where faculty are hired with previous experience, arrangements for review will take place early in the fall term 2 years prior to the candidates application for tenure.

10. Criteria for Tenure and Promotion to be included in Tenure Track Faculty Packets
CRITERIA FOR TENURE AND PROMOTION:

A. The criteria for promotion or for granting of tenure shall be relevant to the performance of the work which the faculty member has been assigned to do and to the faculty member’s duties and responsibilities as a member of the University community. These criteria recognize three (3) broad categories of academic service as follows:

- Instruction, including regular classroom teaching, direction of theses and dissertations, academic advisement, extension programs, and all preparation for this work including study to keep abreast of one’s field.
- Research or other creative activity including scholarly, peer-reviewed publications.
- Professional and public service.

B. Extension service may be inclusive of the three broad categories of academic service described above. Refer to paragraph 6C1-7.010(2)(b) for a detailed description of the duties and responsibilities specifically assigned to extension faculty.

C. The work for which a faculty member is responsible, as well as the expectation that he or she will abide by the rules and regulations of the University and the laws of the State and the nation, should be made clear to the faculty member at the time of employment and shall be reviewed at subsequent intervals at least annually, since the faculty member’s assignment may vary with the passage of time.

D. The assignment shall also be specified at the time of recommendation for promotion and tenure on the University’s tenure and/or promotion nomination packet of information which the faculty member prepares. A copy of the University’s Guidelines and Information regarding the Tenure, Permanent Status and Promotion Process, which includes the nomination packet format and which is incorporated herein by reference, may be obtained in the Chairperson’s, Dean’s or Director’s Office or from the Office of the Provost. In most cases, all three types of activities listed in paragraph (A) above will be expected, although the ratios required may vary widely. By way of illustration, a faculty member assigned mostly teaching responsibilities will in most cases be expected to do some research and/or service work. On the other hand, there will be some research personnel who will be assigned no teaching. In most cases, promotion and tenure should require distinction in at least two of the three categories, one of which should be that of the faculty member’s primary responsibility, although merit should certainly be regarded as more important than variety of activity. “Distinction” in the categories listed in paragraph (A) shall be defined by each college. Each college shall disseminate annually in writing its criteria for tenure and promotion to all faculty members. The criteria also shall be available from the dean’s office in each college. Reviews of nominations for promotion and tenure shall include evidence that review letters from outside the University have been sought for the evaluation of research and creative or extension service activities. In the case of tenure nominations at least five review letters from outside the university must be presented.

TENURE TRACK

The University’s criteria for these decisions are described in 6C1-7.019(3), F.A.C. These criteria recognize three broad categories of academic service: instruction, research, and service. In most cases, promotion and tenure requires distinction in at least two of the categories, one of which should be in the area of primary responsibility, though merit should certainly be regarded as more important than the quantity of activities. The College’s view is that the over-riding criteria for awarding tenure is that of demonstrated professional excellence and a clear expectation of continued significant value to the University.
“Distinction” is defined as performance that is nationally and/or internationally recognized and contributes to a record of excellence in the faculty candidate’s field of expertise (promotion to Associate Professor) or performance that is nationally and/or internationally recognized and contributes to a sustained record of excellence in the faculty candidate’s field of expertise (promotion to Full Professor).

**Instruction:** Evidence should be presented that the candidate has developed and conducted an instructional program of high quality. Instruction, including regular classroom and/or clinical teaching, direction of research (theses and dissertations), academic advisement, extension programs, and all preparation for this work including study to keep abreast of one’s field. Evaluation of effectiveness of instruction will include classroom performance, curriculum materials, which may include educational development activities, and clerkship student evaluation and peer review of teaching.

**Research and Other Scholarly Activities:** The candidate should have demonstrated the ability to conduct research that reflects original scholarship, makes a contribution to knowledge and shows the likelihood of continued quality performance. These are evidenced by obtaining external funding and peer reviewed publications and other scholarly work.

**Service:** This could include academic, clinical, and/or professional service. To be relevant to tenure and/or promotion decisions, service activities must clearly involve a high level of skill in communicating and applying the knowledge of one’s professional competence. When service is a major aspect of a candidate’s assigned responsibilities, evidence should be provided demonstrating the quality and impact of the service.

**Criteria for Promotion to Associate Professor:** Promotion to the rank of Associate Professor requires clear and demonstrable evidence that the candidate has achieved distinction and has developed an independent, well-defined program in at least two of the categories (original research, teaching or service).

**Criteria for Promotion to Professor:** Promotion to the rank of Professor includes all of the criteria for Associate Professor and requires evidence that the candidate has achieved recognition as a national authority in his or her assigned primary responsibility and has conducted sustained scholarly activity.

11. **Criteria for Promotion to be included in Non-Tenure Track Faculty Packets**

   **CRITERIA FOR PROMOTION:**

   A. The criteria for promotion or for granting of tenure shall be relevant to the performance of the work which the faculty member has been assigned to do and to the faculty member’s duties and responsibilities as a member of the University community. These criteria recognize three (3) broad categories of academic service as follows:
   - Instruction, including regular classroom teaching, direction of theses and dissertations, academic advisement, extension programs, and all preparation for this work including study to keep abreast of one’s field.
   - Research or other creative activity including scholarly, peer-reviewed publications.
   - Professional and public service.
B. Extension service may be inclusive of the three broad categories of academic service described above. Refer to paragraph 6C1-7.010(2)(b) for a detailed description of the duties and responsibilities specifically assigned to extension faculty.

C. The work for which a faculty member is responsible, as well as the expectation that he or she will abide by the rules and regulations of the University and the laws of the State and the nation, should be made clear to the faculty member at the time of employment and shall be reviewed at subsequent intervals at least annually, since the faculty member’s assignment may vary with the passage of time.

D. The assignment shall also be specified at the time of recommendation for promotion and tenure on the University’s tenure and/or promotion nomination packet of information which the faculty member prepares. A copy of the University’s Guidelines and Information regarding the Tenure, Permanent Status and Promotion Process, which includes the nomination packet format and which is incorporated herein by reference, may be obtained in the Chairperson’s, Dean’s or Director’s Office or from the Office of the Provost. In most cases, all three types of activities listed in paragraph (A) above will be expected, although the ratios required may vary widely. By way of illustration, a faculty member assigned mostly teaching responsibilities will in most cases be expected to do some research and/or service work. On the other hand, there will be some research personnel who will be assigned no teaching. In most cases, promotion and tenure should require distinction in at least two of the three categories, one of which should be that of the faculty member’s primary responsibility, although merit should certainly be regarded as more important than variety of activity. “Distinction” in the categories listed in paragraph (A) shall be defined by each college. Each college shall disseminate annually in writing its criteria for tenure and promotion to all faculty members. The criteria also shall be available from the dean’s office in each college. Reviews of nominations for promotion and tenure shall include evidence that review letters from outside the University have been sought for the evaluation of research and creative or extension service activities. In the case of tenure nominations at least five review letters from outside the university must be presented.

NON-TENURE TRACK

The University’s criteria for these decisions are described in 6C1-7.019(3), F.A.C. These criteria recognize three broad categories of academic service: instruction, research, and service. Promotion requires a sustained and significant record of distinction in the area of primary responsibility (instruction, research, or clinical practice), to which the faculty member is assigned annually as well as 1-2 indicators of scholarship per year and service.

Merit will be regarded as more important than the quantity of activities. The College’s view is that the overriding criterion for awarding promotion is that of demonstrated professional distinction and a clear expectation of continued significant value to the University.

“Distinction” is defined as performance that makes a significant contribution to knowledge and/or practice.

Criteria: Promotion to Clinical/Research Associate Professor or Associate Scholar- Distinction is recognized and contributes to a record of excellence in the faculty candidate’s field of expertise. Participation in scholarly activity is essential and the candidate should demonstrate an emerging reputation at a regional and/or national scope.
Criteria: Promotion to Clinical/Research Professor or Scholar- All of the criteria for Associate Professor plus evidence of national or international recognition is achieved and there is a sustained record of excellence in the faculty candidate’s field of expertise. Leadership in professional societies and/or extraordinary service to the College of Pharmacy are also expected.

Examples of Scholarship includes, but are not limited to:
- Publication of textbooks, book chapters, review articles, research reports, drug utilization reviews, teaching materials, assessment tools, faculty development resources, and case reports that are published in peer-reviewed venues.
- Collaboration in basic, educational, translational, and/or clinical research.

Clinical Emphasis (e.g. Clinical Associate Professor, Clinical Professor): Faculty members on this track have a majority of their effort devoted to clinical practice-based instruction (clinical clerkships), other instruction, and/or clinical service. Promotion will be based on documentation of distinction in teaching and practice as evidenced by student and peer evaluations, and evidence demonstrating the quality and impact of clinical practice on patient care. The impact on patient care will be documented in part by input from other healthcare professional colleagues. Board certification is a way to document clinical expertise and in most cases is expected for promotion. Additionally, 1-2 scholarly activities per year are required for documentation of promise of sustained and continued scholarly activity.

Instructional Emphasis (e.g. Clinical Associate, Clinical Professor, Associate Scholar, Scholar): Faculty members on this track have a majority of their effort devoted to instruction. Promotion will be based on documentation of distinction in classroom teaching as evidenced by student and peer evaluations and evidence demonstrating the quality of teaching and/or program supervision and its impact on student learning. Additionally, 1-2 scholarly activities per year are required with documentation of sustained and continued promise of scholarly activity. These scholarly activities may be focused in the area of the faculty member’s choosing, consistent with their expertise.

Research Emphasis (e.g. Research Associate Professor or Research Professor): Faculty members on this track have a majority of their effort devoted to research. It is recognized that faculty members in this track will not usually have an independent research program, but will be key investigators in a research group. Promotion will be based on research productivity commensurate with their effort in research, peer-reviewed publications and extramural research funding as well as peer recognition.
College of Pharmacy Sustained Performance Evaluation Plan

1. Announcement and Description of the Program

In 1998 the University of Florida initiated a Sustained Performance Evaluation Program (Post Tenure Review) to formally document sustained performance of a tenured faculty member during the previous six years of assigned duties and to encourage continued professional growth and development. The University guidelines for this program can be found at: [http://regulations.ufl.edu/chapter7/7019.pdf](http://regulations.ufl.edu/chapter7/7019.pdf); page 21-22.

Currently faculty members are evaluated annually by their respective supervisor. The University guidelines have stated that each academic unit is charged with developing and implementing a plan for sustained performance peer review of all faculty in the unit at least once every seven years. The review process should focus on the quality of performance by faculty members on the assigned responsibilities, which usually includes teaching, scholarship, and service. The goal of the review process is to encourage continued professional growth and development and to identify faculty members whose sustained performance is: 1) generally satisfactory; or 2) consistently below satisfactory in one or more areas of responsibility. A performance improvement plan shall be developed for faculty member whose performance evaluation is identified as being consistently below satisfactory in one or more areas of the assigned responsibilities. The purpose of the improvement plan should be one that will result in enhancing the performance of the faculty member so that subsequent evaluations are satisfactory and will assist and encourage continual professional development.

The following will outline the selection of the evaluating committee, the criteria used to select faculty members to be evaluated, the materials used in the evaluation, the procedures to follow in the review process, and the mechanism by which the faculty member can participate in the review process.

2. Selection of the Evaluating Committee

The members of the committee will consist of all the full professors who serve on the College of Pharmacy tenure and promotion committee. These members will serve as reviewers for the same two-year term as the tenure and promotion committee. The members will choose a chair of the sustained evaluation committee. The chair of the sustained performance evaluation group need not be the chair of the full tenure and promotion committee.

If any member on the committee is being reviewed, they cannot participate on the committee during review of their own performance. If this individual is the chair of the committee, another chair will be selected from the remaining faculty.

If a faculty member is to be reviewed and there is no member of the review committee from that faculty member's home department, the chair of the department will select a full professor from the department to serve as an ad hoc member of the sustained performance evaluation committee. In all reviews at least three of the members must be in attendance. Persons with a conflict of interest or apparent conflict of interest should be excluded from the committee during deliberations involving the faculty member with whom there is a conflict.
3. Faculty to Be Evaluated

All faculty members must be evaluated every year by their respective department chair and then, at least, every seven years, under the provisions of the post tenure review statutes. Individuals who serve in administrative capacity will be reviewed for their teaching and research activities by the same procedures, if 50% or less of their assignment is in administration. The seven-year period will begin after the last full evaluation (promotion) by the tenure and promotion committee or after hiring the individual. Faculty members, who have submitted a letter indicating retirement within one year of the seven-year evaluation period, will not be included in the review process. Any faculty member who is selected as a recipient of the State recognized PEP (Professorial Excellence Program) Award or the Professor Pay Plan (Step Plan) will be considered as achieving a satisfactory evaluation, as long as the Chair, Dean and faculty member are in agreement. This is due to the fact that the same committee (full professor subcommittee of the college elected Tenure and Promotion Committee) will evaluate the PEP candidate. The faculty member's seven-year period will begin at the time the award is made.

The individual faculty member under review is responsible for examining all the material in his/her personnel file. The faculty member may request to see the content of the evaluation file that serves as the basis for the annual review and access will be provided. The material in the file should include, but is not restricted to, annual letters of evaluation and individual annual faculty percent effort reports since the last review, and an updated CV. Included with this information should be a summary, term by term, of the faculty member's annual assignment. Also included should be a summary of the faculty member's teaching evaluation, including a summative peer teaching evaluation, and the yearly goals and objectives if these materials were used in the annual evaluations. A summative peer evaluation is a retrospective process that examines a professor's teaching over time and it summarizes the individual's competence as a teacher. A summative peer evaluation is done by faculty, for administration as outlined under official College of Pharmacy policies. Evidence of professional development should be added if appropriate. Copies of publications, grants and patents should be on hand if requested by the committee. **Items for evaluation can only include information that was used as part of the normal annual review process.**

4. Review Procedure

Upon completion of the review, the committee, which is advisory to the chair, will record its finding in writing and provide a copy to the chair for his/her review. In those instances when a faculty member is evaluated as "consistently below satisfactory", the committee shall enumerate the strengths of the candidate and highlight the areas where improvement is necessary and report its findings to the responsible chairman for consideration. The committee can only advise the chair on the development of a performance plan. The faculty member will receive copies of all materials, as will the Dean of the college.

If the faculty member receives a "consistently below satisfactory" rating then a performance improvement plan must be constructed. This plan shall be constructed by the faculty member and the immediate supervisor with recommendations by the reviewing committee and approved by the chair or dean. Specific resources must be identified and the plan must include specific performance targets and time periods for achieving the targets. The chair, in consultation with the dean, shall discuss the improvement plan with the faculty member who is designated as needing improvement. If the plan is not followed, or improvement is not made,
then the chair is responsible for taking the appropriate action under provisions 6C1-7.048 of the University rules.

Some level of performance improvement is encouraged for every reviewed faculty member. The purpose of this improvement plan should be one that will result in enhancing the performance of the faculty member in general.

5. Procedures to Follow

A list of all faculty eligible for the sustained performance evaluation will be compiled with the number of years since their last evaluation. Faculty will be notified at the beginning of the academic year (July-August) in which they will be reviewed. The criteria for the review process will be provided to the faculty member with a summary of the material that needs to be provided to the committee. **The faculty member will review all materials in the personnel file before it is forwarded to the committee chair by the first of April.** The committee will meet and send their report to the faculty member and respective departmental chair with a copy also going to the Dean. The faculty member will have one month to respond. The chair will likewise have a month to respond. The final report will be completed no later than June. A listing of the faculty identified as unsatisfactory and needing improvement shall be submitted to the Provost and to the Vice President for Health Affairs, with a brief statement about the evaluation plan on or before the end of July. The results of the Chairperson's review of the faculty member's sustained performance can be included in the annual letter of evaluation to the faculty member. In some instances, although the candidate is considered satisfactory, there may be some suggestions for improvement transmitted to the appropriate supervisor.

6. Mechanism by Which the Faculty Member can Respond to the Review

If the faculty member disagrees with the chair's assessment or the proposed improvement plan, s/he may appeal. The appeal of the chair's assessment or the performance plan stays within the college with the Dean's decision being final.

7. Critical Dates

Critical Dates of Sustained Performance Evaluations are outlined in the following table and are subject to change on an annual basis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Pharmacy</td>
<td>Sustained Performance packet to Faculty</td>
<td>July/August of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustained Performance review to T&amp;P Comm.</td>
<td>April 1 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President for Health Affairs</td>
<td>Sustained Performance review to VP</td>
<td>June 30 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University (Academic Personnel)</td>
<td>Sustained Performance review to Provost</td>
<td>June 30 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Salary Adjustment Program for Faculty after Seven Years in Rank as Full Professor- Professor Pay Plan

1. Announcement and Description of the Program

In the Fall 2000 semester the University of Florida implemented a Salary Adjustment Program for tenured full professors – Professor Pay Plan. Under this program, professors are eligible for a nine percent pay increase, based on the performance standards for promotion to professor. **The Pay increase is for the state portion of the contract.** Professors, including Distinguished Professors, Eminent Scholars, Graduate Research Professors, Distinguished Service Professors, Curators, Librarians, and Extension Agents IV, are eligible for this program after seven years from the time of their initial appointment to this title or rank.

To qualify, a professor's record should provide clear evidence that s/he has been highly productive in the areas of teaching, scholarship and service during the previous seven years. A record of distinction in each of these areas is preferable to a significant contribution in only one area. **The salary adjustment is meant for those who have contributed to the full life of the university,** consistent with the faculty member's assignment.

Faculty members who do not receive this salary adjustment, or those that were eligible and elected not to apply, are eligible for (re)consideration three years later. The continuation of the program will be contingent on adequate funding for the University of Florida, so that it can meet its educational obligations as well as fund this program. The President and Provost will determine the university's ability to continue this program.

Once this review process is complete for the eligible faculty, the university will provide salary adjustments for the successful candidates. Faculty who do not receive this salary adjustment after seven years will be eligible for consideration again after their tenth year. If unsuccessful after the tenth year, a faculty member must wait until the completion of the fourteenth year before being eligible again. If a faculty member is unsuccessful after fourteen years, s/he will be considered again after his/her seventeenth year.

2. Process for Evaluating Full Professors for the Salary Adjustment Program

In the first year of this program, all full professors (including Distinguished Professors, Eminent Scholars, Graduate Research Professors, Distinguished Service Professors, Curators, Librarians, and Extension Agents IV) who have completed seven years of service or longer in their current position are to be evaluated by departments and colleges.

The Provost's office will send a list of all eligible professors to the colleges in September and will also give the colleges an approximate number of professors who will receive the salary increase in the current year. It should be expected that some of those recommended will not be funded.

The process for selecting faculty for this pay adjustment will parallel the University's tenure and promotion process. Candidates should submit a full tenure and promotion packet (excluding outside letters) that conform to those for normal tenure and promotion, highlighting particularly their activities since the date of their promotion to full professor or the date of their most recent promotion (e.g. to Distinguished Professor). **No external or internal letters are necessary** for consideration in this process.
All eligible candidates will be evaluated initially in their departments and programs by chairs and program/center directors, with the assistance of the tenure and promotion committee(s) where possible (and using departmental promotion criteria where available). If all full professors are eligible for this award in a department or program, then only the chair or program/center director will review the eligible candidates. Chairs, program/center directors, and committees should review a faculty member’s T & P packet, focusing especially on the faculty member’s activities during the seven years preceding consideration for this salary adjustment. The chair and/or program/center director should also submit a letter ranking all the candidates and a statement explaining the ranking of each candidate that is no longer than one-half page, single-spaced. If the chair or program/center director is eligible for the salary increase, the dean will rank that person separately. Assistant and associate deans who are eligible will be evaluated within their departments. Chairs and assistant/associate deans will be evaluated on the basis of their teaching, research, and administrative service.

The recommendations of the departments and programs/centers will be reviewed by the Deans of the Colleges, with the assistance of their College Tenure and Promotion committees. If all full professors or a significant majority of full professors on the College Tenure and Promotion Committee are eligible for the nine percent salary adjustment, the Dean may appoint other full professors to advise him/her. The Deans will be expected to rank the candidates. This ranking may be done individually by rank order or by deciles (depending on the size of the college), indicating first which faculty members are the most qualified, with a brief statement explaining why. The Deans and Program Directors will make their recommendations to the Provost (in the Health Science Center and WAS, the Vice Presidents will also make recommendations).

The names of all eligible professors, whether recommended or not by the Deans, shall be sent forward to the Provost. Only those recommended by the Dean for the special pay increase will be reviewed by the Academic Personnel Board. Eligible faculty will be notified as to their recommendation status when the information is provided to the provost. The final decision on these pay raises shall be made by the President and the Provost. The salary adjustments will be retroactive to the beginning of the contract year.

3. Critical Dates

Critical Dates of the Salary Adjustment Program for tenured full professors – Professor Pay Plan are outlined in the following table and are subject to change on an annual basis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Pharmacy</td>
<td>Prof. Pay Plan Packets to Faculty</td>
<td>July/August of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Pay Plan Packet to T&amp;P Comm. &amp; Dean</td>
<td>October 1 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President for Health Affairs</td>
<td>Prof. Pay Plan Packet review to VP</td>
<td>November 1 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University (Academic Personnel)</td>
<td>Prof. Pay Plan Packet review to Provost</td>
<td>November 15 of an academic year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dates are subject to change by the Provost.
APPENDIX C

Peer Evaluation of Teaching in the College of Pharmacy

Data collected from peer evaluation of teaching represent a key measure for evaluating the effectiveness of a faculty’s instructional effort. Peer evaluation of teaching is not intended to replace students’ evaluations of teaching, but instead represents a method for evaluating aspects of teaching that cannot be evaluated by students. All faculty members who have any level of instructional effort, professional or graduate, shall have their teaching evaluated. In addition, all faculty members with instructional effort are expected to occasionally serve as peer reviewers to ensure universal participation and representation of all faculty members in the program.

Formative Evaluation

Formative evaluation is a prospective process that examines a faculty’s current teaching competence and develops a plan for improvement in the future. Formative peer evaluation is done by faculty for faculty. The purpose of formative peer evaluation is to improve the quality of teaching; not to determine the rewards that are appropriate for faculty.

Each faculty member is responsible for assuring that s/he is the subject of a formative peer evaluation for teaching in a required departmental professional course or in a core departmental graduate course, at least once every six years during periods when the faculty member has a teaching commitment. Generally, a formative evaluation will alternate with a summative evaluation so that each faculty member receives either a summative or formative evaluation at least once every three years. A chair may ask a faculty member to be evaluated more frequently.

A formative peer evaluation of teaching should be done by at least two faculty. A third reviewer may be selected who has expertise in measuring the process of teaching (e.g., from OIR). Peer reviewers should be selected by the faculty member who is to be evaluated based on whomever s/he believes to be potentially most beneficial to him/her. Peer reviewers may observe the teaching of the faculty member to be evaluated by watching the faculty member on videotape or by attending at least two lectures, discussions, seminars, or laboratories of the professor being evaluated. Peer reviewers should also review syllabi, reading assignments or other assignments, exams and other assessment materials, and the results of assessments (both the aggregate results and a representative sample of individual results). Peer reviewers should meet with a group of students in the course and perform a small group instructional diagnostic (SGID). It is important for the faculty member who is being evaluated to provide the reviewers with evidence that the course objectives have been met. If possible, this evidence should be based on predetermined criteria.

The two faculty reviewers should meet with the faculty member being reviewed to discuss results of the evaluation. During the discussion, a plan for improvement should be developed to include evaluation criteria that can be used by future peer reviewers. A written evaluation should be provided to the evaluated faculty member by the evaluators. This written evaluation is to be maintained in the evaluated faculty member’s own personal file, and it is to be labeled “Personal and Confidential.”

After a formative peer review of teaching has occurred, the reviewing faculty should report to the reviewed faculty member’s department chair that the formative peer review has been completed.
However, the substance of this review should not be reported to the faculty member’s department chair.

Suggested SGID Questions:

1. What do you feel it was that Faculty X intended to teach you?
2. What do you feel you learned from Faculty X?
3. What do you feel you should have learned from Faculty X, but did not?
4. Were the things you learned from Faculty X consistent with what you understood to be the objectives of the course?
5. What aspects of Faculty X’s teaching made it easier for you to learn?
6. What aspects of Faculty X’s teaching made it more difficult for you to learn?
7. What recommendations do you have for improvement in Faculty X’s teaching?

**Summative Evaluation**

Summative evaluation is a retrospective process that examines a faculty’s teaching over time, and it summarizes the faculty’s competence as a teacher. Summative peer evaluation is done by faculty for administration. Its purpose is to provide a basis for determining the appropriate rewards for faculty.

Departments are encouraged to handle the summative evaluation by blinding the faculty member to be evaluated to the identity of the reviewers. However, it is recognized that there are situations where blinding will not be possible or even desirable.

Each faculty member and his/her department chair is responsible for assuring that, during any “critical” year, s/he is the subject of a summative peer evaluation for teaching in a required departmental professional course or in a core departmental graduate course. If the faculty member does not teach in a required course, then the evaluation shall occur in an elective course. A “critical” year is defined as one in which it is anticipated that there will be teaching-related administrative evaluation (tenure, promotion, teaching award) during the following year. A faculty member may, of course, decide to be the subject of a summative evaluation any time s/he wishes to do so. Since annual raises in salary may be based in part on teaching performance, and since department chairs will have the results of student evaluation of teaching every year, faculty may elect to have their own summative peer evaluation done each year. Generally, a summative evaluation will alternate with a formative evaluation so that each faculty member receives a summative or formative evaluation at least once every three years.

The department chair selects peer reviewers. A summative peer evaluation should be done by at least two faculty, including the department chair (or designee) and another faculty member (either from within the department, college, or outside the college). A department, at their option, may include a third faculty member from outside UF with expertise in the same field as the faculty member who is being evaluated. A fourth reviewer may be selected who has expertise in measuring the process of teaching (e.g., from OIR).

Peer reviewers should meet together and agree at this meeting as to the standard of performance against which the faculty’s teaching is being measured. Generally, consistent criteria shall be used throughout the college as described in the attachment. Peer reviewers may observe the teaching of the faculty member to be evaluated by watching the faculty member on videotape or by attending at least two lectures, discussions, seminars, or laboratories of the faculty member being evaluated. The classroom meetings chosen for the observations may be announced or unannounced. Peer reviewers should also review syllabi, reading assignments or other assign-
items, exams and other assessment materials, and the results of assessments (both the aggregate results and a representative sample of individual results). Peer reviewers should examine materials from previous years in which the faculty member being evaluated has taught and determine to what extent improvements have been made over time. It is important for the faculty member being evaluated to provide the reviewers with evidence that improvement in teaching has occurred over time.

If a peer reviewer from outside the University is included then s/he will be asked to evaluate structural elements of teaching, as represented by a course syllabus (including, e.g., objectives, outline, assignments, and readings) and student evaluations. The following are examples of areas in which the peer reviewer should provide comments:

1. Are objectives present? Are they clear and apparently congruent with the course title?
2. Given the objectives of the course, what is your summary evaluation of the course organization, e.g., outline, sequence, lecture schedule, time allocations?
3. Given the objectives, course organization, and instructional materials, what is your summary evaluation of the instructional materials, text, reading, case studies, etc.?
4. Given the objectives, course organization, and instructional materials, what is your summary evaluation of the testing and examination materials?
5. Overall, would you judge the “structure” (items 1-4) as inadequate, adequate, good, or excellent? What recommendations do you have for improvement?
6. In addition, if you have seen Professor’s teaching, your general impressions of _____ as a teacher will be most welcome.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Formative</th>
<th>Summative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective process examining professor’s current teaching. It is done by faculty for faculty. It is conducted to improve the quality of teaching; not to determine rewards.</td>
<td>Retrospective process examining professor's teaching over time and summarizes the professor's competence as a teacher. It is done by faculty for administration for the purpose of determining appropriate rewards for faculty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often is an evaluation conducted?</td>
<td>At least once every six years but generally alternating with a summative evaluation so that each faculty member receives a summative or formative evaluation every three years. A chair may require more frequent evaluations.</td>
<td>During any “critical year” or anytime a professor requests one. Generally, alternating with a formative evaluation so that each faculty member receives a summative or formative evaluation every three years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is responsible for ensuring that the evaluation is conducted?</td>
<td>The faculty member</td>
<td>The faculty member and the department chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who conducts the evaluation?</td>
<td>At least two faculty. A third reviewer may be selected who has expertise in measuring the process of teaching.</td>
<td>By two to four reviewers – including the department chair (or designee) and another faculty member (either from the department, college, or outside the college). Optional: a third faculty member from outside UF with content expertise in the same area as the faculty member being evaluated or a reviewer from OIR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who selects the peer reviewers?</td>
<td>The faculty member to be evaluated.</td>
<td>The chair. Blinding of the reviewers to the professor to be evaluated is encouraged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What assessment elements do the peer reviewers consider?</td>
<td>By videotape or attending at least two lectures/discussions, seminars/laboratories; review syllabi, assignments, exams and results; meet with group of students.</td>
<td>COP reviewers meet to agree as to the standard of performance against which teaching is being measured (see guidelines for criteria); Watching a videotape or attending at least two lectures/discussions, seminars/laboratories; review syllabi, assignments, exams and results (peer reviewers may attend different class meetings; observations may be announced or unannounced); Examine materials from previous years and determine to what extent improvements have been made over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do the peer reviewers provide feedback?</td>
<td>The peer reviewers meet with professor to discuss results of evaluation; during discussion, a plan for improvement is developed; provide a written evaluation to be maintained in the evaluated professor’s personal file.</td>
<td>The peer reviewers provide a written evaluation to be maintained by administration and a copy is provided to the professor being evaluated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D

University of Florida
College of Pharmacy

Distance Campus
Policy and Procedure
Manual

Produced by DCEE
Dear Faculty,

I want to thank you for the time and dedication you have given to the College of Pharmacy in forging an innovative method of delivering education to future pharmacists. As the program has developed over the past few years the distance education sites have identified policies and procedures. In order to further facilitate a seamless method of education delivery, I directed and am endorsing the following manual which contains these policies and procedures. It is imperative that all faculty follow these policies and procedures in order to help the distance education sites run smoothly and decrease interruptions in the education of our student pharmacists.

I request that all faculty thoroughly review this manual and follow the policies and procedures.

Sincerely,

Dean William Riffee
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Distance Campus Site Information:

**Jacksonville**
Location: 580 W. 8th Street, Tower 2, Jacksonville, FL 32209 (on the campus of Shands Jacksonville)
Campus phone: 904-244-9590
Campus fax: 904-244-9591

**Orlando**
Location: 2725 S. Binion Road, Apopka, FL 32703 (on the campus of UF Mid-Florida Research and Education Center)
Campus phone: 407-884-2034 x 159
Campus fax: 407-814-6185

**St. Petersburg**
Location: 9200 113th Street North, PH 102, Seminole, FL 33772 (on the Seminole Campus of St. Petersburg College)
Campus phone: 727-394-6213
Campus fax: 727-549-6400
Course Coordinator/Master Policy

The course coordinator/master will be responsible for arrangement of both the faculty and content for course presentation. The course coordinator/master may originate from the Gainesville campus or any of the distant education campuses. If multiple course coordinators are assigned, they may be designated as co-coordinators. In addition, if multiple course coordinators or co-coordinators are assigned, one may be designated as the course master, with overall responsibility for the course at all campuses. Course masters, coordinators and co-coordinators are assigned by department chairs.

Procedures:

- The course coordinator/master will prepare a syllabus from which the course material will be arranged.
- The course coordinator/master will complete textbook selection according to university policy available at http://www.textadoption.ufl.edu/.
- Course coordinators will participate in meetings with the course liaison to discuss course logistics for course planning. These meetings should typically occur 2-3 months before the course begins.
  - Courses which will require simultaneous scheduling of multiple events on more than one campus or those with extensive videoconferencing should begin these course planning meetings as early as possible.
- During the planning phase, course coordinators/masters will provide all necessary information for the successful delivery of course content and duplication of on-campus sessions by distance campus faculty and faculty facilitators.
  - The topics and goals of the course should be provided.
  - Expectations of knowledge or skills necessary for faculty/facilitators at distance sites should be expressed during the planning meeting. Specific qualifications, if applicable, should be communicated to the course liaison, so an appropriate facilitator faculty may be hired at each campus.
  - Specific duties, e.g. verbal defense sessions, grading, discussion board monitoring, laboratory management, etc. for the facilitator faculty should be outlined and communicated to the course liaison.
  - The course coordinator/master should communicate to the course liaison the amount of hours (in class, preparation, and grading) the faculty facilitator will be expected to spend on the course. This information is used by the campus director or assistant director to recruit for facilitator faculty and to determine the appropriate stipend to be paid.
- The course coordinator/master, with the help of the course liaison, will submit an Exam Procedures Sheet (example in Appendix A) to be used for the semester’s exams. This form will also include the procedure for students who arrive late to an exam. Course coordinators/masters should also assure that the appropriate scantron is indicated on the Exam Procedure Sheet which accompanies each exam.
  - Course coordinators are encouraged to give detailed and clear instructions, including their exam rebuttal policy, to students using an exam cover sheet. This will be the first page of the exam.
  - The course coordinator/master should organize and conduct a training session for faculty facilitators at least 2-4 weeks prior to classes starting.
    - Facilitator training should consist of at least one telephone conference, video conference or on-site training session
    - The course liaison will identify the method(s) of communication between facilitator faculty and course coordinators. Prior to the start of the semes-
The course coordinator/master will transmit course packets (to be copied for student purchase at a local copy center), if applicable, to all campus secretaries as soon as possible, but no later than one week prior to the start of the course.

The course coordinator/master will transmit all teaching materials, including facilitator guides and grading tools, to all facilitator faculty and campus directors at least three **business days** (recommended 5 days) prior to the class meeting. This period allows for facilitator preparation and delivery or content questions to be answered. Facilitator guides should include instructions for set-up and breakdown of class activity, equipment needs, preparation materials, goals of activity, and any grading rubrics, if applicable.

The course coordinator/master may participate in a post-semester wrap-up meeting with the course liaison, and informational design specialists or information technology specialists, if necessary, to review course delivery. These meetings will serve as a means of providing feedback for improvement during the next teaching period.

The course coordinator will be familiar with and follow the specific policies of the College of Pharmacy that relate to the delivery of the curriculum at the distance campuses. These policies include but are not limited to:

- Course Liaison Policy
- Facilitator Faculty Policy
- Exam Policy
- On Campus Visit Policy
- Videoconference Policy

**Course Liaison Policy**

The course liaison will be responsible for working with the course coordinator(s)/master to plan for consistent course content delivery on all four campuses. If the same course coordinator is involved in multiple courses, an effort will be made, workflow permitting, to use the same course liaison in order to decrease the number of scheduled communications and planning periods.

**Procedures:**

- The course liaison will schedule and participate in a meeting with each assigned course coordinator/master at least 2-3 months prior to the course beginning or as soon as the exam schedule is released. During these meetings it will be necessary to discuss and complete the Course Planning Form (example in Appendix B). The following discussion will include but is not limited to:
  - The number of active learning sessions per semester which should be scheduled on campuses
  - Qualifications of facilitator faculty
  - Methods of preferred communication with facilitators as well as students
  - Course delivery type
  - Travel for faculty or students
  - Equipment needs
  - Exam procedures

- Course liaisons will help course coordinators create an Exam Procedures Sheet for their exams. The Exam Procedures Sheet outlines instructions and procedures for the exam. This will include information on the procedure for a late arrival to the exam. An example of the Exam Procedures sheet is provided in Appendix A
The course liaison will email a copy of the completed Course Planning form to the course coordinator/master for final approval.

The course liaison will disseminate the completed course planning form to the course coordinator/master and the distant education sites.

The course liaison will update the course planning form with any changes during the current semester or after each semester planning meeting.

The course liaison will communicate any changes in the delivery of the course at the distance campuses to the campus director of each distance campus as soon as possible.

The course liaison (or distance campus faculty designee) may schedule and participate in a post semester wrap-up meeting with the course coordinator/master, and informational design specialists or information technology specialists if necessary, to review course delivery. These meetings will serve as a means of providing feedback for improvement during the next teaching period.

Facilitator Faculty Policy

It is the goal of the UF College of Pharmacy to provide students with active learning opportunities at all campuses. All active learning sessions will be duplicated at each of the four campuses. In support of this commitment, facilitator faculty will be recruited and hired by distance campus directors or assistant directors to deliver active learning sessions to students at the distance campuses. The following procedures should be used when facilitator faculty conduct active learning sessions at the distance campuses.

Procedures:

- Facilitator faculty will review and sign a facilitator agreement form at the beginning of each semester before facilitating any classes. This form will outline duties and expectations for the contracted course, as well as the stipend for their services. The facilitator agreement form will be prepared by the campus director. An example of a facilitator agreement form is provided in Appendix C.
- Facilitator faculty will participate in the facilitator training meeting between the course coordinator and the facilitator faculty prior to the start of the semester.
- Facilitator faculty will be informed of and agree to the method(s) of communication between themselves and course coordinators prior to the start of the semester.
  - Facilitator faculty will respond to emails and voice mails within 2 business days of the receipt of such communication.
- Facilitator faculty will review all facilitator guides and corresponding materials in a timely manner before the course session, and will contact the course coordinator/master with any questions at least 24 hours before the scheduled session.
- Facilitator faculty should provide feedback to the course coordinator/master regarding course sessions, as well as suggestions for improvement.
- Facilitator faculty will be formally evaluated during a campus session by the campus director or assistant campus director at least once a year. A copy of the written evaluation will be provided to the facilitator faculty member. An example of a facilitator evaluation form is provided in Appendix D.

Exam Policy

It is the goal of the UF College of Pharmacy to provide a smooth process for administering exams on all campuses. In support of this commitment, standard procedures have been established to cover each aspect of administering exams on the distant education sites.
Procedures:
- Course coordinators must submit exams and any supporting documents, e.g. charts, graphs, tables, to at least one distant campus faculty member and the secretary at each campus by **noon the day** before the exam is to be administered. The deadline for Monday exams is the Friday before at noon. In the event that the distant education sites do not receive the exam by the deadline, the exam will not be given.
- The Exam Procedure Sheet created during course planning will be used for each of the exams.
- Changes to exams after disbursement to the distance sites are not allowed. The most recent exam received by noon the day before the exam will be duplicated as provided without opportunities to change them.
- It is strongly suggested that exam content end one week prior to the exam. This ensures the timely arrival (noon one working day prior to the exam) of the exam to the distant education sites without corrections.
- Where calculators are permissible only simple, nonprogrammable calculators are allowed.
- Two scantrons are available for use college wide, the Pearson NCS #229664 (100 questions, 10 answer) and the LR1 (240 questions, 5 answer). Please notify the distant campus course liaison of your scantron preference before the semester begins, so that adequate supplies can be ordered. Course coordinators/masters should also assure that the appropriate scantron is indicated on the Exam Procedure Sheet which accompanies each exam.
- Course coordinators are encouraged to give detailed and clear instructions, including their exam rebuttal policy, to students using an exam cover sheet. This will be the first page of the exam. An example is provided in Appendix E.
- In the event an exam cannot take place on a campus during the scheduled time (i.e. power outage), the campus director or assistant campus director will, whenever possible, contact the course coordinator immediately to determine the course of action.

**On-Campus Visits Policy**

Faculty members often visit the distant education sites for various reasons including on-campus discussion and review sessions. It is the goal of the distant education sites to facilitate a successful visit. In support of this commitment, standard procedures have been established to ensure the visit is successful.

Procedures:
- The course coordinator should establish the visit date and time during the course planning meetings or as soon as possible to ensure the best time for the instructor and the students involved. It is best to set up the course visits prior to the beginning of the semester. The Distant Campus Liaison will coordinate the visits for all three distant education sites.
- The course coordinator/master should communicate to the course liaison any equipment needs for the campus visit prior to the beginning of the semester. In the event that equipment needs are not known prior to the semester, the course coordinator/master should communicate with the course liaison as soon as possible. Distance campus faculty and/or staff will help set up and test the requested equipment prior to the start of the session.
• If handouts or other materials are needed for the campus visit, the visiting instructor should provide the materials to the campus directors and assistant campus directors at least three working days in advance so that copies can be made.
• Visiting instructors should confirm directions to campus and the room number of the session with the distance campus faculty or staff at least 24 hours in advance of the visit.
• Visiting instructors should plan to be on the distance campus at least 30 minutes prior to the start of the session to allow for additional technology setup and testing and any last minute changes.
• Visiting instructors should give the campus director or assistant campus director 24 hours notice if the on-campus visit is cancelled or needs to be rescheduled.

Videoconference Policy

Course coordinators and instructors may decide to offer a videoconference session with students at the distance campuses in place of a distance campus visit. It is the goal of the distance sites to facilitate a successful videoconference. In support of this commitment, standard procedures have been established to ensure the success of videoconference sessions.

Procedures:
• The course coordinator/master should establish the date, time, purpose (e.g. test review session), and room capacity needs during the course planning meetings or as soon as possible to ensure the best time for the instructor and the students involved and to secure necessary IT support personnel. It is best to set up videoconferences prior to the start of the semester. The Distant Campus Liaison will coordinate videoconferences for all three distant education sites.
• Videoconferences set up after the semester begins should contact the course liaison at least 1 week prior to the desired videoconference date.
• The course coordinator/master should communicate to the course liaison the attendance policy for the videoconference session at the time that the session is planned. If attendance is mandatory, the method of taking attendance and reporting the attendance should also be established with the course liaison.
• If handouts or other materials are needed for the videoconference session, the videoconference instructor should provide the materials to the campus directors and assistant campus directors at least three working days in advance, so copies can be made.
• Videoconference instructors should verify all materials and personnel are ready with distance staff or faculty at least 24 hours in advance of the videoconference.
• Videoconference instructors should plan to set up for the videoconference at least 30 minutes prior to the start of the session to allow for additional technology setup and testing and any last minute changes.
• Videoconference instructors should give the campus faculty or staff 24 hours notice if the videoconference is cancelled or needs to be rescheduled.
Glossary

Course Master: A faculty member tasked with coordination of course coordinators in a particular course or a group of courses, which occur during the same semester, on different distant campuses.

Course Coordinator: An individual identified by a course master or the department chair who will be responsible for the arrangement of both the faculty and content for a particular course.

Course Liaison: A faculty member, most often located at a distant campus, responsible for working with the course coordinator(s)/master to plan for consistent course content delivery on all four campuses.

Distant Campus Staff: Includes all non-pharmacists employed by the university at the distant campuses who are involved in the daily organization and preparation for course or student support. Each distant campus has a senior secretary and student affairs coordinator.

Facilitator Faculty: Expert pharmacists hired by the faculty at each distant campus for facilitation of course content not undertaken by the current assistant deans or assistant directors or other University of Florida faculty.

Affiliate Faculty: Pharmacists not employed at the University of Florida, who have received an appointment from the University to serve as preceptors for fourth year students. Affiliate faculty may also serve as facilitator faculty.

Verbal Defense: A form of oral student questioning used to identify the student’s knowledge of a particular subject matter.

Exam Procedure Sheet: A form, completed by each course coordinator with assistance from the course liaison, utilized by the distant campus faculty and staff to proctor and process exams. This form provides a means of communication for particular needs or desires that should be followed prior to, during, or after an exam.

Exam Cover Sheet: A form completed by the course coordinator for each exam given. This form is the first page of the exam that provides detailed and clear instructions to the student. This cover sheet should also include the exam rebuttal policy.

Facilitator Guides: An outline written by the course coordinator or his/her designee providing information that should be communicated to a group of students during a particular class or course period. This may or may not include full outlines of content and questions to be presented, as well as the desired method for this content to be delivered.

Grading Rubrics: An organized outline of performance expectations used to provide a more objective method of grading.

Post Semester Wrap-up meeting: A scheduled meeting between the course coordinator, the course liaison, informational design specialists and/or information technology specialists if necessary, to review course delivery. These meetings will serve as a means of providing feedback for improvement during the next teaching period.
## Appendix A

### Exam Procedures Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam Preparation</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scantron Form</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special instructions for copying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special instructions for scantron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exam Procedures: Proctors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many pages is this exam:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many questions on this exam:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many different versions of this exam:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time allowed for this exam:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator &amp; Type?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formula Sheets allowed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy for students arriving late:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students must turn in the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special instructions for the proctor:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Post Exam Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who do we need to send the exams back to?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What address?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix B

## Course Planning Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Title:</th>
<th>Course Number:</th>
<th>Course Coordinator:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liaison:</td>
<td>Course Format:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List Other Faculty Involved In Teaching the Course:</td>
<td>Have They Taught In Course Before? (Yes/No)</td>
<td>If No, identify orientation needs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Describe How Content Is To Be Delivered (e.g., videoconference, pre-taped)

Any special needs in delivering content?

Will a textbook/equipment be used in the course?

Is the book/equipment required or recommended?

If textbooks/equipment will be used, please list all pertinent information (including the ISBN #).

Will course packets be used?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Will there be on-campus sessions?</th>
<th>Who will conduct the on-campus sessions (facilitators, faculty, other)?</th>
<th>Any special needs for on-campus sessions (laptops, internet connection, etc)?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If yes, please describe.</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Who will conduct the labs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If laboratory learning is planned, describe what will be done?</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Who will conduct Reviews?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If review sessions will be held, describe when they will occur and how they will be planned/conducted:</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Any special needs?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How will student questions be handled during the semester?

Describe any special needs to facilitator handling student questions:

If quizzes will be given, state how they will be administered:

When do you want quizzes administered? (e.g., beginning of class)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many exams will be given?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who will be responsible for grading the exams/assignments/quizzes?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What can students use during the exam? (e.g., calculators)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any special needs/issues related to exams?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will you use a scantron?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your policy when students arrive late for exams/quizzes?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For exams, assignments, quizzes, what should be sent back to Gainesville? What should remain on the distant campuses?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe your post exam viewing or reviewing procedures:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitators:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many facilitators will be needed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What specific credentials/expertise do the facilitators need to have?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List Facilitator Responsibilities:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How will the course coordinator communicate with facilitators (e.g., phone conference, email, video, other)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What training and what resources will the Course Coordinator provide to facilitators?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are any campus visits Planned by the Course Coordinator or other course faculty? (Yes or no)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If campus visits are planned, describe:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How students will be notified:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated length of sessions with students:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any special needs of the course coordinator during the visit:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Notes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

___________________ Date Sent to Course Coordinator for Final Approval
Facilitator Agreement

Enter Semester and Year

This document confirms your scheduled assignment as a facilitator for the College of Pharmacy- Enter GNV, JAX, ORL, or STP Here Campus. Payments will be made only for services rendered, and can not exceed the amount listed below. If additional services are requested of the facilitator, a new assignment form will be completed for those services.

One invoice will be prepared on DATE for services up to DATE and submitted to the University of Florida for payment. A second invoice will be prepared on DATE for services from DATES and submitted to the University of Florida for payment.

Facilitator’s Name: ______________________

The breakdown for payment for assigned courses is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Name/Number</th>
<th>Prep Time</th>
<th>Hrs</th>
<th>Class Time</th>
<th>Hrs</th>
<th>Grading Time</th>
<th>Hrs</th>
<th>Exam Proctoring</th>
<th>Hrs</th>
<th>Total Contact Hours</th>
<th>Hrs</th>
<th>Total Payment</th>
<th>$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Facilitator’s Signature ___________________________________ Date ____________________

Campus Director’s Signature _______________________________ Date ____________________
## Facilitator Evaluation Form

**UF COP _______________ Campus**  
**Semester _________________**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitator Name:</th>
<th>Course Session Observed:</th>
<th>Date and Time:</th>
<th>Number of Students:</th>
<th>Observer:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S NI N/A</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Begins class on time in an orderly fashion
- Shares with the students a formal lesson plan
- Previews lecture/discussion content
- States the goal/objectives for the session
- Reviews prior class material as set-up
- Provides internal summaries and transitions
- Does not digress often from the main topic
- Summarizes main points at the end of the session
- Appears well prepared for class
- Good organization of subject matter presented

### Preparation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S NI N/A</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Incorporates various instructional supports (e.g., slides, films, diagrams)
- Uses instructional support effectively
- Responds to changes in student attentiveness
- Visuals are large and legible
- Speech fillers (for example “ok, ahm”) are not distracting
- Speaks audibly and clearly
- Uses gestures to enhance meaning
- Communicates enthusiasm for the content
- Use of humor is positive and appropriate
- Presentation style facilitates note taking
- Speech is neither too formal nor too casual
- Establishes/maintains eye contact with class
- Talks to the class, not the board or computer
- Varies the pace to keep students alert
- Selects appropriate teaching methods

### Rapport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S NI N/A</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Praises students for contributions that deserve commendation
- Solicits student feedback
- Requires student thought and participating
- Responds constructively to student opinions
- Treats class members equitably
- Listens carefully to student comments
- Recognizes when students do not understand
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Encourages mutual respect between students</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Credibility and Control</strong></th>
<th>S</th>
<th>NI</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responds to distractions effectively</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrates content-competence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responds confidently to student inquiries for additional information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses authority in classroom to create an environment conducive to learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaks about content with confidence and authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is able to admit error and/or insufficient knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respects constructive criticism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Active Learning</strong></th>
<th>S</th>
<th>NI</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clearly explains directions or procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearly explains the goal of the activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has materials and equipments necessary to complete the activity readily available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows opportunity for individual expression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides individual constructive feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Careful safety supervision is obvious</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows sufficient time for completion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides sufficient demonstrations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrations are clearly visible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the discovery method is employed, schedules time for discussion of results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required skills are not beyond reasonable expectations for the course and/or students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides opportunities for dialogue about the activities with peers and/or the instructor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Interaction</strong></th>
<th>S</th>
<th>NI</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encourages student questions, involvement, and debate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answers student questions clearly and directly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses rhetorical questions to gain student attention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives students enough time to respond to questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrains from answering own questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responds to wrong answers constructively</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows ample time for questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourages students to respond to each other’s questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourages students to answer difficult questions by providing cues/encouragement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows relevant students discussion to proceed uninterrupted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presents challenging questions to stimulate discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respects diverse points of view</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*S=Satisfactory   NI=Needs Improvement   N/A=Not Applicable*
Summary Comments
(Reviewer is encouraged to attach additional comments if necessary)

What does the facilitator do best?

What requires the facilitator’s attention?

Suggestions for enhancement of teaching:

Campus Director: ___________________________  Date: ___________________

Campus Assistant Director: ___________________  Date: ___________________

Facilitator: _______________________________  Date: ___________________
Appendix E

Example Exam Cover Sheet

PRINT NAME: _______________________
SIGN NAME: _______________________

Course Name and Number
EXAM #
Semester and Year

TIME FOR COMPLETION: X minutes

INSTRUCTIONS: (Please read carefully.)

1) There are different exam forms. To avoid point deductions, please bubble in the CORRECT FORM (see upper middle of next page) on your answer sheet.

2) You must print your name clearly and sign your name above.

3) To avoid point deductions, please don’t forget to bubble in your student ID number.

4) To avoid point deductions, please DO NOT disassemble or tear the exam. The exam must be turned in intact.

5) Please work efficiently, being certain to transfer your answers accurately to the answer form.

6) You must keep your eyes trained on your own exam and no other! NO hats may be worn with bills facing forward.

7) Please do not ask questions of the instructor or proctor(s) during the exam.

8) Please indicate below which questions you believe should be reconsidered and write a brief reason next to the question(s).

9) No calculators are used on this exam.

Rebuttals- Note questions that should be reconsidered in the space below or on the back of this cover page:

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER 🍎

Example Adapted from Dosage Forms Exam Cover Sheet by Cary Mobley, Ph.D.